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Abstract V
Abstract
In order to support a sustainable use of water resources in hard rock
aquifers, appropriate experimental and modeling techniques are es-
sential. Multi continuum modeling as a compromise between de-
tailed discrete modeling and rough estimations by analytical solu-
tions, considers different hydraulic properties yet neglects discrete
effects.
In the scope of this work, characterization techniques are investigated
in order to support the choice of an appropriate multi continuum
model. Furthermore, sensitivity analyses for multi continuum models
are developed to identify the relevant parameters and to explain the
dominant flow and transport processes. In order to assess the trans-
ferability of insights gained from gas tracer experiments as performed
within the Aquifer Analogue Project to water-saturated conditions,
both numerical investigations for the water- and the gas-saturated
case are analyzed.
A double continuum model of the sandstone block investigated in the
scope of the Aquifer Analogue Project is developed. The applicability
of the approach to identify an appropriate model type for a system
by means of key-figures to the two-dimensional case is investigated.
By means of the sensitivity analyses carried out in the scope of this
thesis, the influence of different components of a porous medium is
quantified and conclusions concerning the characteristic key-figures
are drawn.
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Introduction
1.1 Motivation
According to DIETRICH ET AL. (2004), hard rock aquifers represent
a significant part of the known global aquifer systems. About 53.4 %
(190 000 km2) of Germany and about 75 % of the earth’s surface con-
sist of fractured or carstic hard rock aquifers, covered by a negligi-
ble amount of loose granular soil material (Figures 1.1 and 1.2). The
hydraulic complexity of these aquifers with, for example, fast fluid
flow in fractures, storage effects in the matrix, high contrasts in hy-
draulic conductivity and a high spatial variability of structures re-
quires a high standard of experimental and numerical techniques in
order to support a sustainable use (KINZELBACH & KUNSTMANN H.,
1998) of these groundwater systems.
Several research groups focus on these fractured porous rocks, in-
cluding four German universities (Karlsruhe, Tübingen, Stuttgart and
Aachen). The latter perform multi-scale field, laboratory and nu-
merical experiments within the Aquifer Analogue Project (DIETRICH
ET AL., 2004), founded by the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft
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Figure 1.1: Distribution of hard rock aquifers in Germany (DIETRICH ET AL., 2004).
Figure 1.2: Map of worldwide hard rock aquifer distribution (DIETRICH ET AL., 2004).
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(German Research Foundation). Within this project, the Institute of
Hydraulic Engineering and Water Resources Management, Aachen,
investigates the application of equivalent model approaches for the
prediction of flow and transport processes in fractured porous media.
The research within this project, carried out on different scales, rang-
ing from cores with a diameter of 10 cm to a sandstone block with the
dimensions of approximately 10 m x 7 m x 2 m, provided for a detailed
insight into flow and transport processes in fractured porous rocks
and a large amount of laboratory and field data, but has also raised
new questions.
Among these, the following aspects are mainly motivating this the-
sis:
• How can the information obtained by experiments be character-
ized and systemized in order to identify an appropriate model
approach?
• Which sensitivities do these characteristics show with respect to
model input parameters?
These aspects correspond to the questions raised by BERKOWITZ
(2002), who also emphasized the need for research concerning the in-
terpretation and extrapolation of information obtained from pump
and tracer tests:
• “Concerning flow processes: How can we improve experimen-
tal design of field experiments, and how do we determine what
to measure, given model uniqueness and data uncertainty on
fracture locations, boundary conditions, fracture-matrix inter-
actions and host matrix properties?”
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• “Concerning transport processes: How do we interpret and ex-
trapolate field measurements obtained from pump and tracer
tests, in order to evaluate transport behavior and model para-
meters under natural flow conditions?”
Currently, several model approaches exist that deal with flow and
transport processes in fractured porous rock. This thesis will fo-
cus on the above mentioned questions, with respect to multi con-
tinuum modeling. This approach, originally presented by BAREN-
BLATT ET AL. (1960), models different hydraulic components such as a
fracture system and a host matrix by single continua, each represen-
ting the equivalent hydraulic properties of a component. The fluid
and mass exchange between the hydraulic components is handled
by adequate exchange terms. Since an analytic solution (SUDICKY
& FRIND (1982) and PARKER & GENUCHTEN (1984), among others)
often depends on a high level of abstraction, and discrete modeling
(HELMIG (1997), among others) requires a very detailed resolution of
the geometric structures and is therefore limited by the required data
and the necessarily high computer resources, multi continuum mod-
eling offers a compromise by neglecting discrete effects while consid-
ering different hydraulic properties.
1.2 Outline
The structure of this thesis is illustrated in Figure 1.3.
The first part focuses on basic principles used and investigated in the
course of this thesis. In Chapter 2, a discussion of the relevant fluid
properties for tracer experiments is presented. Based on this analysis,
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Figure 1.3: Structure and main aspects.
conclusions about the transferability of results from gas tracer experi-
ments to the water-saturated case may be drawn. This outline focuses
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on experimental data relevant to this thesis and is followed by a brief
introduction into sensitivity analysis and its fields of application in
groundwater related research (see Chapter 3).
Within the second part of the thesis, characteristics and sensitivities
are discussed in the context of a conceptual multi continuum model.
Based on this model, presented and discussed in Chapter 4, identifica-
tion criteria are developed in Chapter 5 that allow for a characteriza-
tion of tracer breakthrough curves, in order to choose an appropriate
model approach. These characterization criteria and their associated
sensitivities are further discussed in Chapter 6. Sensitivity analysis is
applied to the conceptual multi continuum models and the sensitivi-
ties of the characteristics of tracer breakthrough curves are analyzed.
This sensitivity analysis allows for conclusions concerning the trans-
ferability of gas tracer experiments to the water-saturated case.
In the third part, including Chapters 7 and 8, the characterization
techniques, as well as the sensitivity analysis proposed in this the-
sis, are applied and evaluated with respect to experimental data. A
numerical model of the sandstone block is developed and results of
gas and water experiments are discussed, especially with regard to
the transferability of insights from experiments under gas-saturated
conditions to the water-saturated case.
Chapter 9 concludes the major topics of this thesis and elucidates im-
portant aspects for further investigations.
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Chapter 2
Discussion of the Relevant Fluid Properties for
Tracer Transport
2.1 Introduction
In this chapter the properties of the carrier fluids air and water are
compared. The influences of these properties on the flow and trans-
port behavior in a fractured porous medium and with it on the char-
acteristics of the tracer breakthrough curves are discussed. Based on
this analysis, conclusions about the transferability of results from gas
tracer experiments to the water-saturated case are drawn. The role of
sensitivity analyses in this context is elucidated. Since air is the carrier
gas most frequently employed in field experiments, the properties of
carrier gases are presented exemplarily for air.
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2.2 Flow Through Fractured Porous Media
2.2.1 Flow Velocity and Permeability
Apart from the aquifer properties fluid flow through fractured porous
media is governed by the density and the viscosity of the fluid. In
Table 2.1 these properties are presented for the two fluids considered
in this work, air and water, at different temperatures. From DARCY’s
law it follows that the lower viscosity of air results in a higher flow
velocity in the pore channels for a given intrinsic permeability and
porosity:
v 
K f
n
 
P
ρg
 
l

k
ηn
 
P
 
l
. (2.1)
Table 2.1: Fluid properties (from BOLLRICH, 1996).
Temperature Density Dynamic Kinematic
viscosity viscosity
 
C 
 
kg m  3 
 
Pa s 
 
m2s  1 
Water 10 999.70 1.31  10  03 1.31  10  06
at 1.013  10  05 Pa 20 995.21 1.00  10  03 1.01  10  06
Air 10 1.25 1.77  10  05 1.42  10  05
at 1.013  10  05 Pa 20 1.20 1.82  10  05 1.51  10  05
Thus, much smaller pressure gradients are required to generate sig-
nificant gas flow (BRUSSEAU, 1991).
Furthermore, the permeability to gases varies with the mean gas pres-
sure. It deviates significantly from water permeability for low pres-
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sures. The reason for this can be found at the molecular scale. The
velocity profile for fluid flow through pore channels depends on the
ratio of the mean free path λ of the molecules to the pore diameter
λP, where the mean free path is the distance travelled by a fluid parti-
cle between two collisions with other particles or the pore walls. The
mean free path depends on pressure (CUNNINGHAM & WILLIAMS,
1980). For liquids, its length is in the order of their molecular diame-
ters (DULLIEN, 1979), i.e. it is considerably smaller than the pore di-
ameter. In this case, the flow velocity at the pore walls can be assumed
to equal zero (viscous flow). If, however, the mean free path is of the
same order of magnitude as the pore diameter, the velocity of the
fluid at the pore wall is non-zero. This phenomenon is called slip flow
and is described in detail in CUNNINGHAM & WILLIAMS (1980) and
CARMAN (1956). In Figure 2.1 the velocity profiles for viscous and slip
flow through a pore channel are illustrated. CARMAN (1956) states
that in fine-pored media the pore diameters are less than or compa-
rable with the mean free path of gases even at atmospheric pressures.
During pneumatic injection and tracer tests in fractured rocks the slip
flow regime may thus be reached in the host matrix. The apparent
permeability to gases is then higher than the permeability to water.
Combining the theory of slip flow and the law of DARCY, KLINKEN-
BERG (1941) developed a formula relating the apparent gas perme-
ability kG with the intrinsic permeability k. It is based on the approxi-
mation of the porous medium by a bundle of capillaries with circular
cross sections, that are aligned parallel to the macroscopic flow direc-
tion:
kG  k   1  b  pm  , (2.2)
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vgas
distance from the wall
(a) (b)
Figure 2.1: Velocity profiles for the viscous flow regime (a) and the slip flow regime (b)
(from CUNNINGHAM & WILLIAMS, 1980).
where b is the Klinkenberg factor, which depends on the mean free path
λ and an equivalent capillary radius, and pm is the mean gas pres-
sure.
However, several authors report that gas permeabilities obtained
from experiments on rock core samples deviate from water perme-
abilities, even if the slip flow effect is accounted for using Equation
(2.2). In Table 2.2 the ratios of gas permeabilities to water permeabil-
ities found by these authors are presented. JARITZ (1999) suggests
three possible explanations for the lower water permeability, which
are all based on the fact that, in contrast to gas, water is a dipolar
fluid:
1. the pore diameter and thus effective porosity is reduced due to
adhesion of the water molecules to the pore walls,
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2. the physical properties of the pore water are modified by weak
electric fields,
3. clay particles are mobilized and displaced, resulting in a perma-
nent modification of the pore structure by the polar fluid water.
Table 2.2: Ratios of gas permeability to water permeability obtained in laboratory ex-
periments (modified from DIETRICH ET AL. (2004)).
Authors Nature Number kG   kW
of samples of samples
LOVELOCK (1977) sandstone 1 155 1 to 5
KEIGHIN & SAMPATH (1982) sandstone 10 1 to 10
RASMUSSEN ET AL. (1993) fractured tuff 105 2 to 4
*BLOOMFIELD & WILLIAMS (1995) sandstone 55 1 to 30
JARITZ (1999) sandstone 15 1 to 3
BARAKA-LOKMANE (1999) fractured sandstone 8 1 to 5
* These authors do not correct the gas permeability by means of Equation (2.2)
Furthermore, the effective porosity can be reduced because of
swelling clay minerals, if these are present in the porous medium.
The first two effects result from negative charges on the surface of the
solids, which are frequently observed in the presence of clay miner-
als. JARITZ (1999) shows that the impact of a reduction of effective
porosity on water permeability depends on the distribution of pore
sizes. The bigger the fraction of small pores, the stronger permeabil-
ity is reduced by adhesion of water to the pore walls. The displace-
ment of clay particles is especially frequent for swellable clay min-
erals. It can also be induced by changing pressures and high flow
velocities during experiments. Altogether, the deviation of gas per-
meability from water permeability depends on the mean pressure,
the applied pressure gradient, and the structure and composition of
the porous medium.
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2.2.2 Compressibility
The density ρ of a fluid depends on the ambient pressure p and the
temperature T. As fluid flow through porous media is induced by a
pressure gradient, the change in density along the flow path has to
be considered. Because of the high degree of division and the enor-
mous heat capacity of porous media, temperature can be assumed to
be constant in the case of liquids (MARSILY, 1986). In this case, the
equation of state relating density and pressure is given by
ρ  ρ0  eβ   p   p0  , (2.3)
where β is the liquid compressibility coefficient (MARSILY, 1986).
Hence
dρ  ρ  β  dp (2.4)
holds true. The compressibility coefficient is constant for a constant
temperature, e.g. βW  4.591  10   10 Pa   1 at an absolute vapor pres-
sure of 2.34 Pa and a temperature of 20   C (BARAKA-LOKMANE,
1999). The state equation for a perfect gas, such as air, is
pV  RT (2.5)
or
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ρ 
M
V

M
RT
p , (2.6)
where R is the perfect gas constant (R  8.3145 J    mol  K

) and M
and V are the molar mass and the molar volume of the gas, respec-
tively. Thus
dρ 
M
RT
dp  ρ  β    dp (2.7)
applies. The compressibility coefficient of gases, β
 
, is not constant,
but depends on pressure. For air at a temperature of 10   C, for in-
stance, β
 
is equal to 10   05 Pa   1 at a pressure of 1  10  05 Pa and
β
 
is equal to 2  10   06 Pa   1 at a pressure of 5  10  05 Pa (BARAKA-
LOKMANE, 1999). It becomes obvious that gas compressibility is
higher than water compressibility, by several orders of magnitude.
While water can be considered as being incompressible, for air a
change in pressure as small as 3 000 Pa already results in a change
in volume of 3 % (JARITZ, 1999). For steady-state flow of gases, this
means, that continuity can no longer be expressed by an equality of
volumetric flow rates at two points of a streamtube. Instead, the mass
flow rates m˙ have to be considered:
m˙  A  v  ρ  const , (2.8)
where A  v is the volumetric flow rate.
The compressibility of gases furthermore influences the flow field. In
Figure 2.2, this is demonstrated for the simple case of flow through a
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pipe of constant diameter. For a compressible fluid, the flow velocity
is constant and the pressure decrease is linear, while for an incom-
pressible fluid, both are nonlinear.
pressure
pressure
velocity vel
ocity
incompressible flow compressible flow
Figure 2.2: Comparison of incompressible and compressible flow through a pipe (from
BOHL, 1994).
2.3 Tracer Transport
2.3.1 Diffusion
Diffusion is an important property, not only for transport processes in
the different components of a fractured rock, but also for the exchange
processes between them. The coefficient of molecular diffusion for
gases in air can be calulated by means of (2.9)
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Dmol,G 
1
2
λ
8kT
pim
, (2.9)
where k is the Boltzmann-constant (k  1.38  10   23 JK   1), T is the
absolute temperature in K, m is the mass of a gas particle and λ is the
mean free path as explained in Section 2.2.1. The diffusion of solutes
in water is much smaller because water offers resistance to the move-
ment of the solutes. Furthermore the ionic charge of the solutes in-
fluences their mobility because of the water’s polarity. The molecular
diffusion coefficient of solutes in water can be calculated as follows
Dmol,W 
u  k  T
e  z
, (2.10)
where u describes the mobility of the ions in water, e is the charge of a
proton, and z is the valence of the ions. Table 2.3 lists the coefficients
of diffusion for some tracer gases in air and tracer solutes in water.
It has to be kept in mind that the effective diffusion coefficient in
porous media is smaller than the molecular diffusion coefficient, be-
cause the movement of the solutes is restricted by the solid phase and
therefore the paths of diffusion become longer. The effective diffusion
coefficient is calculated by multiplying the molecular diffusion coef-
ficient with a formation factor ω. Hence
De  Dmol  ω  Dmol 
δD
τ2
, (2.11)
where δD is the constrictivity and τ is the tortuosity (NERETNIEKS,
1993). According to FREEZE & CHERRY (1979) the value of the for-
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Table 2.3: Diffusion coefficients of different tracer gases in air and tracer solutes
in water at T   25

C (from ETIOPE & MARTINELLI (2002) and BECKER &
SHAPIRO (2000)).
tracer Diffusion coefficient Dmol in air
gas
 
m2s  1 
He 5.00  10  05
Rn 1.20  10  05
CO2 1.50  10  05
tracer Diffusion coefficient Dmol in water
solute
 
m2s  1 
HDO 2.30  10  09
Br  2.00  10  09
PFBA 6.60  10  10
HDO: deuterated water
PFBA: pentafluorobenzoic acid
mation factor ranges from 0.01 to 0.5. It is not always the same for
different fluids (NERETNIEKS, 1993), so that the difference between
the diffusion coefficients for the different carrier fluids is increased.
Furthermore, the difference in the formation factor reflects that the
flow paths accessible for different carrier fluids are not necessarily
the same, which, in turn, has an influence on effective porosity and
thus on flow velocities.
2.3.2 Advection and Hydrodynamic Dispersion
As discussed in Section 2.2.1, the velocity of gases flowing through
porous media is higher than the velocity of liquids such as water.
Therefore, advective transport is faster if the carrier fluid is a gas.
Hydrodynamic dispersion is a quantity combining several dilution
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processes occuring on different scales, that are presented in Figure
2.3. Due to the difference in the velocity profiles in the slip flow and
the viscous flow regimes (cf. Figure 2.1), tracer dilution by microdis-
persion is different in the two cases. This is insignificant, though, on
the macroscopic scale, i.e. in laboratory or field tracer experiments.
As explained in Section 2.2.1, effective porosity can differ for the dif-
ferent carrier fluids, so that the tortuosity of the flow paths is not the
same. This also results in a different microdispersion and may be no-
ticeable even on the macroscopic scale.
Figure 2.3: Dispersion mechanisms on different scales (from KINZELBACH, 1987).
It is obvious that flow and transport processes can differ considerably
for the two carrier fluids air and water. In the following section it is
discussed what significance these differences have for the shape of
tracer breakthrough curves and thus for the interpretation of tracer
experiments.
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2.4 Significance of the Differences in Flow and Transport
Processes for Tracer Experiments
Water permeabilities are generally smaller than gas permeabilities.
The extent of the deviation depends on the properties of the inves-
tigated porous medium and on the mean ambient pressure. For a
specific pressure gradient, gas moves considerably faster through a
porous medium than water because of its lower viscosity and a higher
permeability. The most obvious conclusion with respect to gas tracer
tests is, that the time of first tracer arrival at the detection point is ear-
lier and the solute front passes faster than in hydraulic tracer tests.
Thus the tracer breakthrough curves are steeper if the carrier fluid is
a gas. This is true if the effect of the higher velocity is not outranged
by the effect of the difference in diffusion coefficients.
Tracer experiments are usually interpreted by solving the inverse
problem, i.e. by fitting a tracer breakthrough curve generated by
means of a numerical model to the measured curve. The model para-
meters are varied, until a best-fit is reached. The corresponding model
parameters are then used as estimates for the true values, that are un-
known. The higher viscosity of the carrier fluid gas can be accounted
for in the numerical model, because it is a known quantity. If, how-
ever, water permeability is to be determined in this way, only the ap-
parent gas permeability can be deduced from the results of gas tracer
tests. As discussed above, it depends on several factors, such as the
composition of the porous medium, the mean pressure and the ap-
plied pressure gradient, if this results in a significant error in the esti-
mated water permeability.
The influence of interactions between water and clay minerals on the
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permeability to water cannot be quantified. Gas slippage is negligi-
ble for high mean pressures, as can be deduced from Equation (2.2).
Moreover, JARITZ (1999) demonstrates that for flow through sand-
stone core samples, gas slippage is negligible already at atmospheric
pressure, if only a small pressure gradient of
 
P  10 000 Pa or less is
applied. Her results are displayed in Figure 2.4 (a). For radial flow of
gas in the vadose zone, MCWORTHER (1990) shows that the slip flow
effect is negligible, when the pressure gradient is less than 0.2 atm
(20 265 Pa). If this is respected in the design of the experimental set-
up, the transferability of gas tracer experiments is not affected by the
difference in permeability. In the gas tracer tests conducted in the
scope of the Aquifer Analogue Project, pressure gradients range from
500 Pa to 2 000 Pa, which means that the slip flow effect can be ne-
glected.
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Figure 2.4: Deviation of permeabilities calculated with consideration of compressibil-
ity but not gas slippage (a), and without consideration of compressibility
and gas slippage (b) from the correct solution; solid:
 
P   1  10  05Pa,
dashed:
 
P   5  10  04Pa, dotted:
 
P   1  10  04Pa (from JARITZ,
1999).
As a consequence of differences in the flow field due to compressibil-
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ity, the intensity of the impact of aquifer properties at a certain point
in space on the tracer breakthrough curves could be different for the
two carrier fluids. However, BOHL (1994) states that the effect of com-
pressibility is negligible for small velocities, small pressure gradients
and constant temperatures. In Figure 2.4 (b), the deviations of perme-
abilities calculated by JARITZ (1999) without consideration of com-
pressibility and gas slippage from the exact solution are presented. It
is obvious, that gas flow can be assumed to be incompressible when
pressure gradients of
 
P  10 000 Pa or less are applied.
MASSMANN (1989) analyzes the applicability of ground water flow
models to vapor extraction systems, which are comparable to pneu-
matic pumping tests. He states that the assumption of incompress-
ible gas flow is valid, if the maximum pressure difference between
any two points in the flow field is less than approximately 0.5 atm
(50 665 Pa). The gas slippage and compressibility can be neglected for
conditions typical of pneumatic injection tests and gas tracer experi-
ments.
Whenever diffusive processes become important, either as the domi-
nating transport process in the fracture or the matrix system or as ex-
change process between the two components, a significant difference
in diffusion will result in breakthrough curves that deviate consider-
ably. In this case, a transferability of tracer breakthrough curves to a
tracer with different diffusion coefficients is not possible.
BRUSSEAU (1993) performs column experiments with different non-
reactive tracers for three types of sandy media with low intraparticle
porosities and for one aggregated soil with a high intra-aggregate po-
rosity, the latter being comparable to a fractured rock with a high ma-
trix porosity. He fits tracer breakthrough curves calculated by means
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of the one-dimensional advection-dispersion equation to the mea-
sured curves in order to determine a bulk coefficient of dispersion for
the system under consideration. In this case, the system is regarded
as a single component, and intraparticle diffusion has a retarding ef-
fect on tracer transport. It therefore flattens the tracer breakthrough
curve, just like hydrodynamic dispersion and diffusion in the flow di-
rection. BRUSSEAU (1993) can thus consider it as a part of the overall
dispersion in the system. He evaluates the influence of intraparticle
diffusion on the bulk coefficient of dispersion estimated by the curve-
fitting procedure. For the fine-grained media, intraparticle diffusion
is not relevant. If pore water velocities are high, moreover, the in-
fluence of axial diffusion is relatively small, so that hydrodynamic
dispersion is the predominant source of dispersion. Under these con-
ditions the tracer breakthrough curves are independent of diffusion
and can thus be transferred to other tracers with different diffusion
coefficients. In the aggregated soil, however, only for a small range
of velocities neither axial diffusion nor intraparticle diffusion influ-
ence the overall dispersion. Thus, for most velocities the tracer break-
through curves depend on solute size and therefore on the diffusion
coefficient.
Even the matrix of dense crystalline rocks has a pore system acces-
sible for solutes by diffusion, and in rocks with a connected matrix
porosity the accessible pore volume of the matrix can be very much
larger than the mobile water volume in the fracture (NERETNIEKS,
1993). Therefore, the diffusion coefficient can be an important factor
that defines the shape of tracer breakthrough curves. This is observed
by CATHLES ET AL. (1974) as well, who conducted a field tracer ex-
periment with chloride and colloidal silica. The chloride was not de-
tected in the monitoring hole, supposedly because it had diffused into
the matrix, whereas the silica, having a much lower diffusion coeffi-
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cient, did arrive at the detection point.
As described by BRUSSEAU (1993), the influence of matrix diffusion
depends on velocity. This is reported alike by NERETNIEKS (1980),
who investigates for which conditions transport by diffusion becomes
important in dual-porosity media. He states that the effect of diffu-
sion into the rock matrix strongly depends on contact time. For long
contact times, i.e. for small velocities, the solute penetrates deeply
into the matrix and is thus retarded considerably, this effect being
stronger for higher diffusion coefficients. For nonsorbing species, the
tracer is transported in the fractures only with the velocity of the wa-
ter for times
t  
0.5   2b

2
DenM
. (2.12)
Thus, for small contact times, i.e. large velocities, diffusion into the
rock matrix does not have a noticable influence on the tracer break-
through curves. In this case, tracers with different diffusion coeffi-
cients produce similar breakthrough curves.
2.5 The Role of Sensitivities
A powerful tool for parameter estimation is the analysis of sensitivi-
ties. According to KNOPMAN & VOSS (1987) a model input parame-
ter can most accurately be estimated at points in space and time, at
which the sensitivity to the parameter is high. However, the value
of the sensitivity with respect to a model parameter depends on the
initial value of all model parameters, so that the sensitivities of the
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tracer breakthrough curves obtained for a gas-saturated model can
differ from those calculated for the water-saturated case, even if the
geometric properties of the model and the boundary conditions are
equivalent.
KNOPMAN & VOSS (1987) illustrate this by means of the one-
dimensional advection-dispersion equation. The input parameters
considered are thus the average linear velocity and the bulk coeffi-
cient of dispersion. It is demonstrated, that the sensitivity of the tracer
breakthrough curve with respect to average linear velocity decreases,
if the velocity increases. Furthermore, the sensitivity concerning av-
erage linear velocity is reduced if a smaller coefficient of dispersion
is chosen, while the time span, over which the sensitivity is non-zero,
increases. This is because tracer concentration is only sensitive to in-
put parameters during the actual passing of the concentration front
at the point of observation. In an analogous way, the sensitivity to
dispersion is lower for higher dispersion coefficients, while the time
span of sensitivity is longer. The value of average linear velocity has
a significant influence on the time span but not on the magnitude of
the sensitivity concerning dispersion.
BACHMANN (2003) uses a one-dimensional single continuum model
to study the sensitivity of the time of initial tracer breakthrough to the
model input parameters permeability, porosity, longitudinal disper-
sion and diffusion in the water- and the gas-saturated case. In the
water-saturated case, the time of initial tracer breakthrough, tinit,
strongly depends on permeability and porosity. Longitudinal disper-
sion has a significant influence as well, while the impact of diffusion
is negligible. In the gas-saturated case, however, diffusion is the most
significant factor controlling the time of first tracer breakthrough. Per-
meability and porosity still have an influence on tinit , whereas the in-
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fluence of longitudinal dispersion is negligible.
Therefore, if parameters for flow and transport in the water-saturated
case are to be estimated from gas tracer tests, two points have to be
considered:
• Those parameters to which the water-saturated model is most
sensitive, have the strongest influence on the model results and
thus have to be estimated most accurately.
• As discussed above, these parameters can only be estimated ac-
curately by means of gas tracer tests if the results in the gas-
saturated case are sensitive to them as well. Due to the different
magnitudes of the input parameters in the two cases, this is not
always the case, though.
As the sensitivities also depend on the geometry, dimension and com-
plexity of the model used for the interpretation of the tracer tests, the
results found by KNOPMAN & VOSS (1987) and BACHMANN (2003)
cannot simply be transferred to the investigations made in the scope
of the Aquifer Analogue Project, although MCELWEE (1982) pre-
sumes, that sensitivities found for one-dimensional models should be
valid for two-dimensional models as well, if they are applied along
the streamlines. He demonstrates, however, that detailed studies are
necessary before transferring the results of gas tracer tests to the
water-saturated case. In case of comparing flow and transport pro-
cesses with water and gas as carrier fluids, moreover, possible inter-
actions between the influences of the different diffusion coefficients
and the different velocities have to be considered. Since the sensitivi-
ties are also a function of space (MCELWEE (1982), KNOPMAN & VOSS
(1987)), the transferability of the tracer tests from the gas-saturated
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case to the water-saturated case may be better for one experimental
set-up than for another.
2.6 Conclusion
It is demonstrated in this chapter, that a transfer of insights gained
from gas tracer experiments to the water-saturated case may be chal-
lenging. A multitude of factors influence the transferability, includ-
ing the properties of the geologic material, such as its permeability.
Together with the boundary conditions, these properties define the
flow velocities and the residence time of the tracer inside the porous
medium and thus determine whether diffusive or advective transport
processes are dominant. In Chapters 6 and 8, the flow and transport
behavior for the two carrier fluids air and water is therefore analyzed
numerically for different model types.
Some factors, such as, for instance, the differences in water and gas
permeability due to the polarity of water, can hardly be accounted
for with a numerical model. Laboratory or field experiments are nec-
essary to assess their influence on the results of tracer tests. Other
factors, such as slip flow effects and gas compressibility, are shown
to have no significant influence on the results of field scale gas tracer
tests - and with it on the transferability - under the pressure condi-
tions typical for these tests.
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Chapter 3
Fundamentals of Sensitivity Analysis and Fields of
Application
3.1 Introduction
Within the context of this research, sensitivities describe the change
of an output value resulting from a variation of an input parameter.
Mathematically expressed, this means:
sensitivity 
∂ result
∂ input parameter . (3.1)
The sign may be interpreted as follows:
• positive sign: A positive change of the input parameter causes
a positive change of the dependent variable.
• negative sign: A positive change of the input parameter causes
a negative change of the dependent variable.
The knowledge of sensitivities may allow for a better understanding
of natural processes and improve the associated analysis by various
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numerical models.
Different approaches to calculate sensitivities, such as automatic dif-
ferentiation, symbolic differentiation, finite differences, or the adjoint-
state method are presented in the literature (for example, GUTJAHR
ET AL. (1978) and SUN (1994)). For the presented investigations auto-
matic differentiation is used to obtain sensitivities since mathemati-
cally correct sensitivities are obtained (cf. Section 3.3). The numerical
method of finite differences is applied to verify the results obtained by
automatic differentiation. A brief overview on these two approaches
is provided in the following sections, followed by a description of the
fields of application of sensitivity analysis.
3.2 Finite Differences
3.2.1 Basic Principles
The method of finite differences is based on TAYLOR’s theorem with
the general form:
f   x  p

 f   x


∂ f   x

∂x  p 
1
2

∂2 f   x

∂x2  p
2
  
  p3

. (3.2)
By solving Equation (3.2) for the gradient ∂ f   x ∂x , subsequently divid-
ing by p and neglecting terms of second and higher order, the follow-
ing approximation of the gradient is obtained:
∂ f   x

∂x 
f   x  p

  f   x

p
. (3.3)
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As terms of second and higher order are neglected, the so-called for-
ward difference approximation causes an error on the order of one,
namely     p1

. This error is referred to as the truncation error (GILL
ET AL., 1981, among others). Further possibilities to approximate the
gradient are the backward method or the central differences, whereby
the latter approach reduces the truncation error to the order of two.
These approaches are described in detail in FORKEL (2004) or NO-
CEDAL & WRIGHT (1999).
3.2.2 Sources of Error
Besides the above mentioned truncation-error, the method of finite
differences may be influenced by other errors as illustrated in Figure
3.1, including the so-called roundoff-error. This error results from the
limited precision of computers to store floating-point numbers. As
the change of the variable x is supposed to be as small as possible to
obtain a good approximation of the gradient, this precision may be
exceeded. This results in a random behavior of the gradient, which is
the case in zone 3 in Figure 3.1. Zone 2 shows a very good approxi-
mation of the gradient compared to the exact solution.
A further source of error (truncation-error) is a too large change of
the variable x, which results in an approximation of the gradient as a
secant. This problem is illustrated by zone 1 in Figure 3.1.
3.2.3 Advantages and Disadvantages
Disadvantages of finite differences are the above mentioned sources
of error as well as the time consumption. The number of simulation
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Figure 3.1: Approximation of the exact gradient by means of finite differences.
runs grows to   j  1

, where j is the number of independent parame-
ters for which sensitivities are to be calculated. Additionally, the right
approach to change the parameters and the value of the parameter
change influence the precision of the sensitivities. This is discussed in
more detail in Section 3.2.4.
An important advantage of this approach is the fairly easy realiza-
tion, as the numerical model does not have to be changed. Finite dif-
ferences are commonly implemented by appropriate pre- and post-
processing routines, as described in the following Section 3.2.4.
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3.2.4 Implementation of Finite Differences
Considering, as an example, a numerical groundwater model with
piezometric head observations at nodes i resulting from a change
of hydraulic conductivity K f in part of the model area (zone j), the
method of finite differences leads to sensitivities such as
∂h   x,y,t,K f ,S  i
∂K f , j .
The method to determine this dependency of the piezometric head at
node i of a change of K f in zone j is illustrated in Figure 3.2.
Simulation with
initial data set
Loop over all zones, j=j+1
Change of the value of Kf of zone j
Simulation with new value of Kf
Reading of initial and current results
Determination of the gradient
zonesKofnumberjnodesofnumberiwith
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Figure 3.2: Implementation of finite differences to obtain sensitivities for piezometric
heads resulting from a change in hydraulic conductivity.
At the beginning, a calculation with unchanged parameters is per-
formed. Following this basic simulation, the relevant parameter - in
this case the hydraulic conductivity of zone j - is altered and a new
simulation is performed. The gradient can then be calculated by
∂hi
∂K f , j

hi   hi,changed
K f , j   K f , j,changed
. (3.4)
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The change of parameters is realized by a loop over the number of
zones.
The accuracy of this approach depends mainly on the type of change
of the parameter. DOHERTY ET AL. (1994) describe several approaches
to perform this change, such as the absolute change
K f ,changed    K f 
 
K f  , (3.5)
the logarithmic change
K f ,changed  10
  log   K f 
 
K f  (3.6)
and the relative change
K f ,changed    K f  K f 
 
K f  . (3.7)
The absolute change (3.5) is the simplest method to perform a para-
meter change. Problems arise when parameters of a different order
of magnitude are analyzed. An absolute change of 10   05 is relatively
small, if the value of the parameter is 10   02 , but fairly high if the
value of the parameter is 10   09 . This disadvantage is eliminated by
the logarithmic or relative change (Equations (3.6) and (3.7)).
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3.3 Automatic Differentiation
3.3.1 Basic Principles
BISCHOF ET AL. (1994) describe the basic principle of automatic dif-
ferentiation. It is based on the fact that every function is executed on
a computer as a sequence of elementary operations. By applying the
chain rule (3.8) to these operations over and over, the derivatives of a
function are computed. The derivative of the function f   g   x
 
, with
respect to x, is the product of the derivative of the function f   s

, with
respect to s, and g   x

, with respect to x, where s is equal to the func-
tion g   x

:
f   g   x
 
   f     g   x
 
 g     x

. (3.8)
3.3.2 Methods of Automatic Differentiation
Two different approaches exist to perform automatic differentiation:
a forward-mode and a reverse-mode. The forward-mode determines the
value as well as the partial derivative of each intermediate variable xi
simultaniously in the direction of the result of the function f .
The reverse-mode calculates, in a first step, all of the intermediate vari-
ables xi until the result of the function f is obtained. In a second step
- the so-called reverse sweep - the partial derivatives are determined
in the direction of the independent variables, starting from the result
of f (NOCEDAL & WRIGHT, 1999).
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Examples and further information concerning the theory of automatic
differentiation can be found in BISCHOF ET AL. (1994), NOCEDAL &
WRIGHT (1999), GRIEWANK (1989) or STAUNING (1996), among oth-
ers.
3.3.3 Advantages and Disadvantages
A major advantage of automatic differentiation, compared to the
method of finite differences, is the exact calculation of sensitivities
independent of a chosen value like, for example, the change of the
independent variable. Another advantage is the uncomplicated ap-
plication to an existing program code.
A disadvantage of automatic differentiation, depending on the mode
used to obtain sensitivities, may be the large amount of memory con-
sumed and long CPU times to obtain sensitivities. This disadvantage
depends on the data structure of the numerical model and is further
discussed in Section 6.2.2.
3.3.4 Implementation by Adifor
Within the context of this research, ADIFOR (Automatic DIfferentia-
tion of FORTRAN-Codes) is used, which has been developed at
Rice University and Argonne Laboratory, USA. This program is
used to automatically differentiate the FORTRAN code of the nu-
merical multi continuum model STRAFE, developed at the Insti-
tute of Hydraulic Engineering and Water Resources Management
(BIRKHÖLZER (1994a) and JANSEN (1999)).
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A new code is generated that performs the standard STRAFE calcu-
lations as well as the determination of sensitivities by means of new
subroutines. The forward-mode (compare Section 3.3.2) is used to ob-
tain sensitivities. A detailed discussion of the implementation into
the numerical model STRAFE is given in Chapter 6. Further informa-
tion concerning ADIFOR can be found in BISCHOF ET AL. (1998) and
BISCHOF & HOVLAND (2002).
3.4 Fields of Application of Sensitivity Analysis
3.4.1 Outline
Different fields of application of sensitivity analysis are discussed in
current groundwater literature, including:
• interpretation of sensitivities,
• model calibration,
• uncertainty analysis,
• sampling design and
• optimization of measures such as, for example, clean-up strate-
gies.
These fields of application are discussed in the following sections.
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3.4.2 Interpretation of Sensitivities
An analysis of sensitivities may lead to a better understanding of nat-
ural processes and their approximation by numerical approaches by
understanding the influences of parameter perturbations. Further-
more, significant input parameters for certain resulting parameters
may be determined. This may simplify model calibration (see also
Section 3.4.3) and may help to establish priorities related to future
data collection efforts (see Section 3.4.5).
3.4.3 Model Calibration
Outline
Model calibration does not allow for an accurate determination of
model input parameters like porosity, storage coefficient or perme-
ability, but model calibration leads to an optimal model of a natural
system. In this context, sensitivities are a prerequisite for automatic
calibration and allow for a more effective manual calibration, both
discussed in the following sections.
As a first step, a numerical model is set-up with estimated model in-
put parameters. These estimations are within a reasonable range ac-
quired from experiments or similar cases. This step is followed by
a comparison of measured and computed results. This comparison,
done for each step during a calibration process, is evaluated and a
good match leads to the end of a calibration process whereas a bad
match requires further calibration. Figure 3.3 illustrates this process
of calibration schematically.
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For further information concerning model calibration refer to YEH
(1986), SUN (1994) or FORKEL (2004), among others.
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Calculated
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New input parameters
Calculated
sensitivities
Comparison “bad“
Comparison
“good“
Figure 3.3: Scheme of a model calibration process.
Manual Calibration
In order to perform a manual calibration, the modeler has to compare
calculated and measured results, such as the calculated and measured
hydraulic heads. By modifying certain input parameters, the mode-
ler tries to develop a better fit of the model results to the measured
data.
The knowledge of sensitivities allows for a more precise and efficient
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manual calibration as the influences of the input parameters on the
output variables are known.
Automatic Calibration
Automatic calibration is similar to manual calibration but the com-
parison between calculated and measured results is performed by an
objective function such as
F 
1
2

  h   IPj  calculated,i   hmeasured,i  2 . (3.9)
Within Equation (3.9), hcalculated,i is a function of the model input para-
meter IPj . The objective of automatic calibration is to minimize this
objective function using a minimization algorithm and thus to obtain
a new set of parameters for the numerical model. As an example of an
optimization algorithm, the GAUSS-NEWTON algorithm is discussed
in the following section in order to demonstrate the role of sensitivi-
ties within this context.
Optimization Algorithms
With the GAUSS-NEWTON algorithm, the function to be minimized
F (Equation (3.9)) may be approximated in the neighborhood of the
input parameter IPj by TAYLOR’S theorem (NOCEDAL & WRIGHT,
1999). For a better understanding, an equal denomination to Equation
(3.9) is chosen:
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F   IPj  p j   F   IPj  
∂F   IPj 
∂IPj
 p j 
1
2

∂2 F   IPj 
∂IP2j
 p2j      p
3
j  .
(3.10)
The vector p j is the improvement of the vector of model input para-
meters. According to NOCEDAL & WRIGHT (1999), the error term
    p3j  may be neglected with sufficient accuracy. In order to obtain
the minimum of the function, the derivative of (3.10) with respect to
p j has to equal zero:
∂F   IPj  p j 
∂p j

∂F   IPj 
∂IPj

∂2F   IPj 
∂IP2j
 p j
!
 0. (3.11)
The gradient of the objective function F   IPj  can be written as fol-
lows:
∂F   IPj 
∂IPj

 
∂hcalculated,i
∂IPj 
T

  hcalculated,i   hmeasured,i   J¯i, j T  ri . (3.12)
The matrix J¯ is the so-called Jacobian matrix, the vector ri ist the vec-
tor of residuals, i.e. the difference of calculated and measured hy-
draulic heads. The Hessian matrix
∂2 F   IPj 
∂IP2j
may be approximated by
the matrix J¯ T J¯ (NOCEDAL & WRIGHT, 1999):
∂2F   IPj 
∂IP2j
  J¯ T J¯. (3.13)
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Transforming Equation (3.11), the following system of equations
(3.14) is obtained which results in the vector of improvements (p j)
of the model input parameters:
J¯ T J¯ p j    J¯ Tr j . (3.14)
Besides the presented GAUSS-NEWTON algorithm, there are ad-
ditional approaches to minimize the objective function, such as
the LEVENBERG-MARQUARDT algorithm or the gradient algorithm.
These approaches are discussed in detail in GILL ET AL. (1981),
MARQUARDT (1963) and NOCEDAL & WRIGHT (1999), among oth-
ers. Non-linear and non-convex objective functions require non-
linear methods such as genetic search algorithms as discussed
by GOLDBERG (1989) or the derandomized evolutionary strategy
(OSTERMEIER ET AL., 1994) in order to determine the global minima.
These approaches are not based upon sensitivities.
3.4.4 Uncertainty Analysis
Uncertainty analysis refers to the establishment of confidence limits
or uncertainty bands for model output variables as a function of the
assumed limits for the model input parameters. It provides the mode-
ler with information about the limitations of the model output. Basic
elements of an uncertainty anlysis are illustrated in Figure 3.4.
The variance of the calculated results VAR   h j  depends on the vari-
ance of the model input parameters VAR   IPj  . Equation (3.15) de-
scribes this dependency (e.g. SFWMD, 1997):
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Figure 3.4: Illustration of an uncertainty analysis.
VAR   hcalculated,i  
n

j   1

 
∂hcalculated,i
∂IPj 
2
 VAR   IPj   (3.15)
It includes the uncertainty matrix, which consists of the sensitivities
∂hcalculated,i
∂IPj . For the statistical distribution of the imput parameters IPj
for instance a Gaussian distribution may be assumed (KUNSTMANN
H. & KINZELBACH, 2000).
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3.4.5 Sampling Design
Sampling design is an optimization problem of maximizing the value
of the data collected and minimizing the sampling effort (KNOPMAN
& VOSS, 1987).
Estimation of model input parameters
Conceptual numerical model
of an experimental set-up
Determination of an optimal
sampling design
Suggestions concerning experimental
set-up and sampling schedules
Field data collection and analysis
accounting for the model results
Calculated
results
Calculated
sensitivities
New Values of
model input parameters
Predictions
Solutions
Good model fit to
natural processes
Figure 3.5: Illustration of a sampling design process.
According to KNOPMAN & VOSS (1987), a preliminary model design
with estimated parameters, boundary conditions and geometry is a
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prerequisite to sampling design. A possible experimental set-up is
simulated. However, the dependency of the design on the estimated
model input parameters is a problem. Thus, only an interactive ap-
proach, where model assumptions are updated after each sampling,
may circumvent this problem. This optimization may be repeated un-
til a sufficient accuracy of the numerical model is achieved. A sam-
pling design process is illustrated in Figure 3.5.
Scalar Performance Criteria
KABALA (2001) describes different scalar performance criteria of sen-
sitivity analysis. The most common performance criterion is known
as the D-optimality. It is, for example, applied by KNOPMAN & VOSS
(1987) to numerical groundwater models.
The system of equations (3.14) may only be solved if i is greater or
equal to j. This means that at least as many measurements hi,measured
as parameters IPj are required. The exact solution of the system is
obtained by inverting the matrix J¯ T J¯ (Equation (3.17)). The sensitiv-
ity matrix J¯ is an i   j-matrix, with i being the number of measure-
ments and j being the model input parameters. Piezometric heads hi
are obtained by the numerical model at locations and times where
measured heads hi,measured exist.
J¯ 






∂h1
∂IP1
∂h1
∂IP2   
∂h1
∂IPj
∂h2
∂IP1
∂h2
∂IP2   
∂h2
∂IPj
: : :
∂hi
∂IP1
∂hi
∂IP2   
∂hi
∂IPj






(3.16)
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 
p      J¯ T J¯

 
1 J¯ T
 
r (3.17)
This exact approach is usually avoided by iterative approaches (e.g.
conjugate gradients iteration), but an approximate solution may only
exist if there is an exact solution.
This inversion is only possible if the determinant does not equal zero.
If it is not invertible, a solution does not exist. Equation (3.18) illus-
trates the inversion of the matrix J¯ T J¯:
  J¯ T J¯

 
1

1

J¯ T J¯

 adj   J¯ T J¯

. (3.18)
The matrix J¯ T J¯ is singular and therefore not invertible if
1. there is a column of zeros, i.e. this parameter IPj may not be
determined by the available measurements.
2. two or more columns are linearly dependent, i.e. too many para-
meters with equal significance are chosen.
3. i equals j and if there is a row of zeros, i.e. that a measurement
does not supply any information for the model area.
4. i equals j and if two or more rows are linearly dependent, i.e.
these measurements are redundant.
The matrix   J¯ T J¯

 
1 is a symmetric j   j matrix. Multiplied with a
random measurement error σ2meas, this matrix is an approximation of
the so-called covariance matrix (KNOPMAN & VOSS, 1987):
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COV  σ2meas    J¯
T J¯

 
1 . (3.19)
The diagonal elements represent the variances of the parameters to be
calibrated, while the other elements constitute the covariances among
these parameters. The variance is a measure of the variability of a
parameter, with respect to its true value. The covariance provides
a measure of how strongly the parameters are correlated (WITTE &
SCHMIDT, 1991).
It is the objective of the D-optimality criterion to maximize the de-
terminant of the matrix J¯ T J¯, which leads to minimized variances and
covariances. This is illustrated by an example with two parameters
( j  2):
J¯ T J¯ 
 
a11 a12
a21 a22 
(3.20)
with
a11 
i

n   1
 
∂hn
∂IP1 
2 , (3.21)
a21  a12 
i

n   1
 
∂hn
∂IP1 

 
∂hn
∂IP2 
, (3.22)
a22 
i

n   1
 
∂hn
∂IP2 
2 . (3.23)
The determinant of J¯ T J¯ is:
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
J¯ T J¯

 a11  a22   a212 . (3.24)
The inverted matrix   J¯ T J¯

 
1 is given by:
  J¯ T J¯

 
1

1

J¯ T J¯


 
a22   a12
  a12 a11

. (3.25)
Therefore, the relative variance of parameter 1 results in:
VAR   IP1 
σ2

a22

J¯ T J¯
 . (3.26)
By maximizing the determinant, the relative variance is minimized.
As suggested by STEINBERG & HUNTER (1984), different optimiza-
tion algorithms may be used to maximize the determinant of J¯ T J¯.
Furthermore, it is possible to manually vary sampling locations and
sampling times and to evaluate these sampling designs by the D op-
timality criterion. KNOPMAN & VOSS (1987) and KNOPMAN & VOSS
(1988) present the determination of the D-optimality criterion and il-
lustrate the choice of an appropriate sampling design.
Contribution of Observation
This approach, as discussed in YEH & SUN (1990), determines the
contribution of observation of a measurement to identify a parame-
ter.
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The dimensionless number CTB   hi , IPj  represents the contribution
of a measurement hi to the calibration of a model parameter IPj and
is defined as follows:
CTB   hi , IPj  
IPj
ηhi
  
∂hi
∂IPj
d
 
. (3.27)
The value of ηhi represents the upper limit of a random measurement
error, and IPj defines a maximum range for the difference between
the calibrated parameter IPj and the true parameter IPtruej :

IPj   IPtruej

  IPj . (3.28)
The sensitivities ∂hi∂IPj are integrated within the domain
 
in which the
parameter is defined.
The objective of this approach is to identify a sampling design with
a maximum of CTB   hi , IPj  . YEH & SUN (1990) demonstrate this ap-
proach for a tracer test design.
Sensitivity Coefficient Approach
This approach allows for the analysis and development of measure-
ment configurations (DIETRICH & LEVEN, 2001). Furthermore, the
sensitivity approach provides information concerning the influence
of heterogeneities in the ground on measurements. This means that
depending on the location of the heterogeneity, with respect to the
hydraulic measurements, the experimental results may vary strongly.
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As a consequence, there is a variability of the parameters determined
from the experiments.
With the sensitivity coefficient approach, a possible experiment is
analyzed by a numerical model and the sensitivities of the hydraulic
measurements, with respect to the relevant parameters, are deter-
mined. These sensitivities may help to identify the effects on hy-
draulic measurements caused by a heterogeneous parameter distri-
bution.
LEVEN (2002) discusses an application of the sensitivity approach
with the example of a pumping test. A homogeneous distribution
of the hydraulic conductivity is assumed. The calculated sensitivities
under steady-state conditions are illustrated in Figure 3.6. A circle of
“0”-sensitivity separates positive sensitivities inside the circle from
negative sensitivities outside the circle. Measurements in the wells
do not allow for a determination of parameters located on this cir-
cle. The highest sensitivities occur in the neighborhood of the wells,
whereas with further distance from the wells, sensitivities decrease.
Therefore, the significance of measurements concerning parameters
in this region also decreases.
Additionally, Figure 3.6 exhibits that a discontinuity in the area of
positive sensitivities leads to a higher water level in the observation
well. A discontinuity in the area of negative sensitivities would cause
a lower piezometric head in the observation well.
After sensitivity analysis, LEVEN (2002) suggests locating the wells
close to the area of interest due to the highest significance of mea-
surements close to the wells. According to LEVEN (2002), spatially
distributed measurements with comparable configurations but vari-
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Figure 3.6: Schematic distribution of sensitivities according to LEVEN (2002).
ing sensitivities in the area of interest should be performed to avoid
redundant measurements and to allow for a better detection of dis-
continuities. In order to obtain an average value of effective parame-
ters in a zone of interest, several measurements should be performed
with a nearly homogeneous coverage of the region by average sensi-
tivity values.
3.4.6 Optimization of Measures
Sensitivities are also important when optimization is used to design
remedial actions for contaminated groundwater systems or, for ex-
ample, to develop measures for the protection of wetlands.
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GORELICK & CLIFFORD (1984) describe the optimization of a clean-up
measure to prevent contaminated groundwater from disposal areas
to discharge to a nearby river. This is being realized by groundwater
pumping wells (see Figure 3.7).
Landfill site as a
contaminant source
river
C
x
C*
s*
well
Concentration of contaminant
without remediation measure
with remediation measure
Qpump
Figure 3.7: Possible configuration for an optimization problem of hydraulic measures.
The problem may be expressed as the following non-linear prob-
lem:
min Qpump (3.29)
subject to
f 1   Qpump

 
C  , (3.30)
f 2   Qpump

 
s  , (3.31)
Qpump  0. (3.32)
The pumping rate Qpump at the extraction well is to be minimized.
The groundwater quality standards C

have to be achieved and the
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maximum drawdown is limited to s

. The concentrations C are ob-
tained by a numerical model, in Equation (3.30) they are referred to
as f 1   Qpump

. The second function f 2   Qpump

relates the discharge to
the drawdown, for example, by the THEIS equation.
A solution of this non-linear optimization problem with different con-
ditions may be obtained, for example, by the interior-point method
(NOCEDAL & WRIGHT, 1999). This optimization scheme requires the
sensitivities of the concentration C with respect to the pumping rate
Qpump : The sensitivities ∂ f
1
  Qpump

∂C have to be determined.
This optimization may be extended to the location of the pumping
wells, their number or the annual costs of the measure.
3.5 Conclusion
The analysis of sensitivities is an important tool in various fields of
groundwater hydraulics. Not only is it supportive to perform a sim-
ple sensitivity analysis, but it is also important as a basis for opti-
mization problems. The knowledge of sensitivities is of great benefit
for experimental as well as numerical investigations.
Sensitivities of multi continuum model parameters have not been
analyzed in the past, but this approach, as discussed in Chapter 6,
will allow for a better understanding of these models and will enable
an easier development of a conceptual model (cf. Chapters 7 and 8).
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Chapter 4
Conceptual Model to Obtain Different Types of
Tracer Breakthrough Curves
4.1 Introduction
Based on a conceptual one-dimensional model introduced by JANSEN
(1999), a large number of tracer breakthrough curves exhibiting dif-
ferent shapes is calculated. These tracer breakthrough curves are ana-
lyzed, and a characterization method is developed in order to provide
a scheme to interpret these tracer breakthrough curves. The proposed
model focuses on a simplification of the sandstone block (near Tübin-
gen, Germany) with a transport distance of 10.0 m.
4.2 Description of the Conceptual Model
The boundary conditions for the one-dimensional case study for the
identification of the integral transport behavior are illustrated in Fig-
ure 4.1. The tracer infiltration is performed locally at one point. At the
beginning (t  t0), the whole area is free of tracer and the piezometric
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water level is 3.0 m. The boundary conditions are held constant dur-
ing the simulation. A Dirichlet boundary condition is chosen for the
transport simulation, with a relative concentration of 1.0 at the inlet.
The flow field is stationary, with a hydraulic gradient of 0.5 %. The
outlet is on the opposite side of the inlet.
Figure 4.1: Boundary conditions of the one-dimensional case study (JANSEN, 1999).
4.3 Properties of the Conceptualized Aquifer
During the laboratory and field experiments, three hydraulically ac-
tive components could be identified, including a macro fracture sys-
tem (f1), a micro fracture system (f2) and the host matrix (m). The
orientation of the fractures is assumed to be orthogonal, implying a
rectangular shape of the matrix blocks. The equivalent and exchange
parameters used for the basic configuration of the multi continuum
model are summarized in Tables 4.1 and 4.2.
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Table 4.1: Equivalent parameters for the basic configuration of the conceptual model.
Equivalent parameter macro micro matrix
f1 f2 m
Permeability k¯ [m2] 5.00  10  12 5.00  10  13 5.00  10  14
Porosity n¯ [-] 1.00  10  03 5.00  10  03 1.00  10  01
Dispersion α¯l [m] 5.00  10  02 1.00  10  01 2.00  10  01
Coefficient of
Diffusion D¯e [m2
 
s] 8.00  10  10 6.00  10  10 4.00  10  10
Relative
reference volume   [-] 1.00  10  00 1.00  10  00 9.94  10  01
Table 4.2: Exchange parameters for the basic configuration of the conceptual model.
Exchange parameter macro / macro / micro /
micro matrix matrix
f1f2 f1m f2m
Shape of blocks cube cube cube
Penetration depth s¯max [m] 5.00  10  01 5.00  10  01 2.50  10  01
Specific
- surface ¯

0 [1
 
m] 6.00  10  00 6.00  10  00 1.20  10  01
- fracture surface ¯

W [1
 
m] 2.00  10  00 2.00  10  00 4.00  10  00
Geometric factor  [-] 5/3 5/3 5/3
Exchange parameter:
- flow α¯Q [m   s] 8.33  10  06 8.33  10  07 8.33  10  07
- transport α¯C [m2   s] 5.00  10  12 6.67  10  11 6.67  10  11
Interface function A¯  s 
 
A¯0 [-] 1  2  s¯max  s 	 1   s¯2max  s2
Different types of multi continuum models are investigated. These
include single continuum models with a porous and permeable com-
ponent (single porous single permeable - SPSP), double continuum
models with two porous and permeable components (double porous
double permeable - DPDP) and triple continuum models with three
porous and permeable components (triple porous triple permeable -
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TPTP). Multi continuum models considering only storage effects in
one component, thus being only porous but not permeable, are not
considered in the context of this conceptual study.
For the basic configuration, all components influence the regional
transport behavior of the system. This is accounted for by the parallel
coupling as illustrated in Figure 4.2(c). Since this study is meant to
be conceptual, homogeneous properties are assumed. For the chosen
transport parameters, a high connectivity is assumed.
4.4 Discussion of Model Results - Basic Configuration
The results for the basic configuration compared to each individual
double continuum model are presented in Figure 4.3. These simula-
tions were performed with the one-dimensional model, as decribed
in Section 4.2. The chosen coupling for the basic configuration is the
parallel coupling method, i.e. all components are coupled with each
other (cf. Figure 4.2(c)).
A consistent temporal development for the transport phenomenon is
observed (see Figure 4.3). This development cannot be explained suf-
ficiently by making use of a double permeability model. The three
distinguished phases for the transport behavior are drawn schemat-
ically in Figure 4.3(b). The breakthrough curve f1f2m (BTC) shows a
fast breakthrough at the beginning. This phase is defined as phase I.
Within the second phase, which is clearly dominated by the interac-
tion of all components, two subphases can be distinguished, includ-
ing the 1st part and the 2nd part of phase II. Comparing the dou-
ble continuum model results with the triple continuum results, it is
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(a) serial coupling
(c) parallel coupling
(b) selective coupling
component 1
global
component 2
local
component 3
local
component 1
global
component 1
global
component 2
global
component 2
local
component 3
local
component 3
local
component 1
global/local
component 3
global/localglobal/local
component 2
Figure 4.2: Serial (a), selective (b) and parallel (c) coupling of hydraulic components.
evident that there are two significant changes in the inclination for
the TPTP model. The first change indicates the beginning of phase
I, resulting from the interaction of the macro fracture system with
the micro fracture system (f1f2). The second change in inclination is
induced by the interaction of the fracture systems with the matrix,
because the time point corresponds with the time point for simula-
tion f1f2, where no gradient between the components can be observed
any longer. The third phase is characterized by the homogenization
of tracer breakhrough.
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Figure 4.3: Breakthrough curves for the numerical experiments: (a) comparison of the
TPTP model with the different double continuum models; (b) typing of the
integral transport behavior of the TPTP system (JANSEN, 1999).
A comparison of the coupling method concerning its influence on the
transport behavior can be taken from Figure 4.4. For the selective cou-
pling method, the system reacts differently from a parallel or serial
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coupling method (cf. Figure 4.2). This is due to the missing interac-
tion of the micro fracture system and the host matrix, which results
in a faster equilibrium in concentration between the macro and micro
fracture system. This can be seen at the breakthrough curve for the
first half of the phase of interaction. The slope of the breakthrough
curve for selective coupling is less steep compared to serial or parallel
coupling within the second half of the phase of interaction. This be-
havior can be explained with the fact that for these time points mass
transfer only takes place between the host matrix and macro fracture
system. This transport mechanism results in a slower regional trans-
port.
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Figure 4.4: Breakthrough curves for the numerical experiments: comparison of the
coupling models (JANSEN, 1999).
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4.5 Variation of Model Parameters
4.5.1 Single Continuum Model (SPSP)
For the single continuum model, the parameters of permeability and
porosity are varied from 10 % to 190 % of the values indicated in Table
4.1 for the three different types of continua (the macro fracture sytem,
the micro fracture system and the matrix). Varying by steps of 10 % of
the initial value, this results in a total number of 111 single continuum
realizations.
4.5.2 Double Continuum Model (DPDP)
The permeability and porosity of the double continuum model are
varied for both continua in the same way as for the single conti-
nuum approach. Additionally, the exchange parameters (specific sur-
face ¯
 
0, specific fracture surface ¯
 
W and the exchange coefficient α¯C)
are varied within a range from 10 % to 190 % of the values indicated
in Table 4.2. Varying by steps of 10 % of the initial value of the respec-
tive parameter, this results in a total number of 381 double continuum
simulations.
4.5.3 Triple Continuum Model (TPTP)
Three different types of couplings (serial, selective, parallel) are in-
vestigated with different model parameters for each continuum. Per-
meability and porosity of each continuum are varied from 10 % to
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190 % of the values indicated in Table 4.1. Since by changing the hy-
draulic properties of a component the exchange processes are influ-
enced as well, a variation of the exchange parameters is abandoned
for the triple continuum models. Varying by steps of 10 % of the ini-
tial value of the respective parameter results in a total of 327 triple
continuum realizations.
4.6 Resulting Tracer Breakthrough Curves
The resulting tracer breakthrough curves from the investigations de-
scribed in Section 4.5 sum to 819. This large number of results is a
solid basis for the subsequent interpretation and characterization of
tracer breakthrough curves.
Figure 4.5 qualitatively shows the resulting tracer breakthrough
curves of all 819 simulations. In the first row, results of a single con-
tinuum approach are shown, whereas in the second and last row, the
double and triple continuum model results are presented. The ba-
sic configuration with the parameters listed in Tables 4.1 and 4.2 are
shown as a gray line. This figure suggests that even though only a
1-dimensional study is investigated there is a lot of discrepancy be-
tween the tracer breakthrough curves. These curves do not only differ
in early or late arrival, but they also completely differ in shape. Even
though the SPSP tracer breakthrough curves look similar, due to the
logarithmic scale on the x-axis, the tracer breakthrough curves with
a late arrival exhibit a major influence of diffusive processes. These
facts underline the necessity to describe tracer breakthrough curves
with appropriate characteristics.
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Figure 4.5: Breakthrough curves for the numerical experiments: Results of the SPSP,
DPDP and TPTP model approaches.
4.7 Summary
This chapter describes a conceptual multi continuum model, origi-
nally presented by JANSEN (1999). Material properties and exchange
parameters are varied in order to obtain a large number of possible
tracer breakthrough curves. Difficulties arise when interpreting tracer
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breaktrough curves resulting from transport experiments, since a lot
of information is contained in these output functions. Flow, as well
as tranport characteristics, can be found in this integral output func-
tion.
The following chapter focuses on the development of a technique to
characterize tracer breakthrough curves, to enable a modeler to de-
velop a conceptual model more easily. Within this investigation, the
tracer breakthrough curves obtained by the multi continuum model
are regarded as experimental data.
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Chapter 5
Characterization Methods of Tracer Breakthrough
Curves
5.1 Introduction
Tracer breakthrough curves (BTCs), as obtained by tracer experi-
ments, represent an experimental output function which contains in-
tegral flow and transport information due to mixing processes. In
order to develop a numerical model (single continuum, multi con-
tinuum), it is very useful to interpret these experimental results by
means of standardized algorithms. Therefore, characteristic parame-
ters are to be determined, which enable a classification of the exper-
imental data in order to simplify the choice of the model type to be
used.
The characterization technique proposed herein will be developed
based on key figures describing the shape of the tracer breakthrough
curves. They will be applied to the numerical investigations de-
scribed in Chapter 4 and evaluated with regard to their suitability
to distinguish between different model approaches. An application
to field data is discussed in the context of the development of the nu-
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merical model for the sandstone block in Chapter 7.
The basic goal of a characterization of tracer breakthrough curves is
to
• assign different types of multi continuum models to certain
types of curves, so that a modeler can have an indication con-
cerning the approach (number of continua, type of coupling, ...)
to be chosen based on a measured tracer breakthrough curve;
• calibrate a model based on the sensitivities of the characteristic
parameters and to provide insight into the experimental set-up
and the amount of measurements needed for an experimental
investigation.
5.2 Existing Approaches to Characterize Tracer Breakthrough
Curves
5.2.1 Introduction
As shown in Chapter 4, difficulties arise in interpreting the integral
signal of a tracer experiment, the tracer breakthrough curve. With re-
spect to multi continuum modeling, BIRKHÖLZER (1994b), JANSEN
(1999) and LAGENDIJK (2004) have already developed methods to
identify appropriate conceptual models. The key issues of their re-
search concerning flow and transport processes in fractured perme-
able rock are presented and the resulting questions concerning the
identification criteria are identified.
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5.2.2 Identification of Multi Continuum Models
BIRKHÖLZER (1994b) and JANSEN (1999) describe the influence of
two interacting continua on the shape of tracer breakthrough curves
concerning continuous tracer injection (cf. Table 5.1). Their investi-
gations focus on the physical transport processes that occur in frac-
tured permeable media. The characteristic values proposed to char-
acterize flow and transport processes are the mobilitiy number NM,
the diffusion-advection number ND,A, the loading time T  , and the
loss of identity length L

. These values are calculated based on the
physical properties of the medium. When interpreting tracer break-
through curves without the explicit knowledge of geometric fracture
patterns, these parameters cannot be obtained and can therefore not
be used to identify appropriate model approaches.
Additionally, JANSEN (1999) investigates triple continuum models
and their integral transport behavior, as described in Chapter 4.
LAGENDIJK (2004) emphasizes a more process-orientated approach
and focuses on the analysis of tracer breakthrough curves. He de-
velops a method to transform transport signals of pulse injections to
breakthrough curves of infinite tracer injections, as the latter allow
for a better comparability. Furthermore, LAGENDIJK (2004) identifies
double continuum models by means of parameters that describe the
shape of the tracer breakthrough curves.
5.2.3 Motivation of the Further Development of Identification Criteria
Based on the investigations described above, these identification
methods are extended to the characteristic key figures obtained dur-
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Table 5.1: Characterization of double continuum models (JANSEN, 1999).
shape of the characteristic exchange
breakthrough curve values model
DPSP
NM   0.001
and L*  1
DPDP
0.001
 
NM
 
0.5
and L*  1
SPSP
NM  0.5
and L*
 
1
ing the process of characterization. The main purpose within this
identification process is standardization to enable its application to
different problem configurations and to determine the appropriate
model to be used.
Sensitivity analysis is used to identify the least-sensitive key figures,
as only these allow for a precise classification of the tracer break-
through curves and an identification of the appropriate multi con-
tinuum model.
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5.3 Characterization by Key Figures
5.3.1 Introduction
A logarithmic scale in the time axis is commonly used in groundwater
hydraulics, providing for a better visualization of the different time
scales (ABDASSAH & ERSHAGHI, 1986; BOULTON & STRELTSOVA,
1977; OSTENSEN, 1998; REIS, 1998; SAUVEPLANE, 1984; STRELTSOVA-
ADAMS, 1978; WEIR, 1999, among others).
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Figure 5.1: Influence of time-axis on the presentation of tracer breakthrough curves
Therefore, it seems reasonable not to plot the normed concentration
versus time

s  but versus the logarithm of time

log10   s   , in order
to better distinguish the types of tracer breakthrough curves. Addi-
tionally, the time of first tracer arrival tinit could be substracted, to
achieve a better comparability between the curves. This process is il-
lustrated for different tracer breakthrough curves in Figure 5.1. This
would mean that for the following investigations the time of first
tracer arrival would always be a characteristic number. For the con-
ceptual studies in the context of this thesis, the time of first tracer
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arrival, strongly connected to the maximum velocity and the detec-
tion limit (KÄSS, 1998), is chosen as the point in time when a relative
concentration of 0.1 % is detected at the output.
Whereas the scheme presented here allows for a good visualization
of different types of tracer breakthrough curves, problems arise when
analyzing sensitivities of logarithmized key figures where the time of
first tracer arrival is substracted: Sensitivities of late phases of tracer
breakthrough are underestimated. BACHMANN (2003) discusses this
problem in detail. Therefore, logarithmic key figures are not used dur-
ing the characterization process. A logarithmic scaling of the axis is
noted when used for better visualization.
5.3.2 Description of Key Figures
Quantiles txx , the most obvious and simple key figures, can be used
to describe the shape of a tracer breakthrough curve. These quantiles,
indicating a cumulative concentration of xx having passed the detec-
tion point, provide a very good description of the tracer breakthrough
curve but do not generalize the problem of characterization, as many
quantiles are necessary to describe the shape of a tracer breakthrough
curve sufficiently.
A more generalized approach leads to characteristic key figures such
as those used in soil mechanics, where granulometric curves are de-
scribed by means of the uniformity coefficient U and the coefficient
of gradation C, as defined in equations (5.1) and (5.2).
Usoil mechanics 
D60
D10
(5.1)
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Csoil mechanics 
D230
D10  D60
(5.2)
These granulometric curves exhibit similar shapes to those of a break-
through curve, as noted in Figure 5.2. Transferred to the tracer break-
through curve, this means that the portion of mass corresponds to the
relative tracer breakthrough, whereas the grain size relates to time.
Figure 5.2: Typical particle size gradations (grain size distribution chart) (ALFARO,
2003).
Similar key figures are chosen for the characterization of tracer break-
through curves. The shape of the lower part of the curve - between t1
and t50 - is described by
U50 
t50
t1
(5.3)
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and
C30 
t230
t1  t50
. (5.4)
t1 is chosen to decribe the behavior at the beginning of the curve. The
upper part of the tracer breakthrough curve is decribed in a similar
way with
U99 
t99
t50
(5.5)
and
C70 
t270
t50  t99
. (5.6)
The key figure Uxx provides information concerning the time spread
that is covered by the tracer breakthrough curve during this period:
the larger is, for example, U50 , the larger is the time spread between
the tracer breakthrough at t1 and t50 as Figure 5.3 illustrates. A value
of one for U50 would describe a vertical curve progression.
Cxx characterizes the curvature of a tracer breakthrough curve. A
large value of Cxx illustrates a concave curvature of the tracer break-
through curve, whereas a small value describes a convex shape. A
definite declaration may only be made in consideration of Uxx .
For a better description of the slopes, the key figures GRxx are in-
troduced. They represent the relationship between the slope at txx
(GRtxx ) and the mean gradient. The mean gradient GRmean is defined
as follows (see also Figure 5.3):
GRmean 
0.99   0.01
t99   t1
(5.7)
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Figure 5.3: Scheme to illustrate the determination of the different gradients, the uni-
formity coefficient and the coefficient of gradation.
The key figures GRxx are formulated as follows:
GRxx 
GRtxx
GRmean
(5.8)
In addition to the key figures mentioned above, the characteristic
number γ proposed by LAGENDIJK (2004) is used. This number de-
scribes the relationship of the tracer breakthrough at early and late
points in the time period. Unlike described in LAGENDIJK (2004), it
is not referred to t10 and t90 , but to t1 and t99 , in order to account
for the behavior at the beginning and the final phase of tracer break-
through:
γ 
t50   t1
t99   t1
. (5.9)
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5.3.3 Analysis of Correlation of Key Figures
The key figures described in Section 5.3.2 are parsed by an analysis of
correlation to determine the independent key figures. The analysis is
based on 819 tracer breakthrough curves, as decribed in Section 4.6.
Figure 5.4: Matrix with scatter plots of key figures for 819 simulations.
Figure 5.4 illustrates the results of this investigation. The matrix of
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scatter plots shows the key figures of the simulations: The first plot in
row two illustrates, for example, the values of U50 (x-axis) versus the
values of U99 (y-axis). Each scatter symbol represents the key figures
of a tracer breakthrough curve. From this symmetric matrix the pairs
of key figures with a coefficient of correlation greater than
  
0.75

are eliminated for the further investigations (scatter plots with light
gray background). The pairs of key figures highlighted in a dark gray
do not highly correlate and show a good differentiation of the differ-
ent model approaches as described above. The following analysis will
focus on these combinations of key figures.
5.3.4 Sensitivity Analysis of Key Figures
Due to connectivity, the sensitivities of the key figures are analyzed
and discussed in the following Chapter 6, in connection with the sen-
sitivities of the quantiles of a tracer breakthrough curve. This analysis
is used to determine the least-sensitive key figures. In combination
with the analysis of correlation, the most significant key figures may
be determined.
5.3.5 Dicussion of the Significance of Identification by Key Figures
By analyzing the scatter plots highlighted in Figure 5.4 in detail, the
tracer breakthrough curves of the different model approaches may be
separated. The coefficient γ seems to be the most significant charac-
teristic number, but the other key figures will also be analyzed and
their significance will be evaluated.
For the following analysis, the logarithmic value of the key figures
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is chosen in order to obtain more differentiating plots of the key fig-
ures.
The key figure γ, a measure of the tracer breakthrough at early and
late points in time, in combination with U50 , indicating the time
spread for the first half of the tracer breakthrough curve, allows for
a very good distinction between different model approaches, as Fig-
ure 5.5 illustrates. SPSP models as well as DPDP approaches may be
separated by these two key figures. For example, a value of log   U50 
less than 1 separates tracer breakthrough curves of models with a fast
tracer breakthrough at the beginning, such as SPSP models and dou-
ble continuum models (f1m and f2m). Taking into account the key
figure γ, a more detailed distinction between the appproaches is pos-
sible. SPSP models may be characterized by a value of log   γ

greater
than   1.
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Figure 5.5: Classification of tracer breakthrough curves by means of γ and U50 .
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Analyzing Figure 5.6 leads to a distinction between the different
types of coupling approaches. Whereas the comparison of U50 and
γ only allows the splitting of TPTP into two groups (parallel and se-
rial/selective), the analysis of GR90 helps to separate the serial and se-
lective couplings, as the tracer breakthrough curves of a TPTP model
with serial coupling tend to have a higher value of GR90 .
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Figure 5.6: Classification of tracer breakthrough curves by means of γ and GR90 .
Figures 5.6 and 5.7 exhibit that single continuum models tend to have
the highest value of GR90 (log   GR90     0.5), whereas triple con-
tinuum models and double continuum models with a high contrast
between the components (f1m) have very low values of GR90 . The key
figure GRmean does not allow for the separation of model approaches,
but is a good indicator of the relevance of mixing processes, including
diffusive/dispersive and exchange processes. A high value of GRmean
represents a steep tracer breakthrough curve, which is mainly domi-
nated by advection, and a lower value of GRmean , i.e. a wider spread-
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ing of the tracer breakthrough curve, is characteristic for single con-
tinuum models with significant influence of diffusion/dispersion or
multi continuum models with significant influence of exchange pro-
cesses.
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Figure 5.7: Classification of tracer breakthrough curves by means of GRmean and
GR90 .
The key figure C30 does not allow for a clear separation of tracer
breakthrough curves of different multi continuum approaches, where-
as C70 clearly separates DPDP models with a high hydraulic con-
trast between the continua (f1m) and triple continuum models with
a serial coupling (TPTP ser) from other multi continuum models.
These (f1m and TPTP ser) do have a very low value of C70 with
log   C70      2.0.
The plot of U50 versus U99 (see Figure 5.9) allows for a very good char-
acterization of tracer breakthrough curves. A high hydraulic contrast
between the components leads to a high value of U99 , double con-
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Figure 5.8: Classification of tracer breakthrough curves by means of C30 and C70 .
tinuum models with a low contrast (f1f2 and f2m) and single conti-
nuum models (SPSP) are characterized by comparatively low values
of U99 . The key figure U50 , indicating the uniformity in the first part of
the tracer breakthrough curve, is significant concerning a separation
of tracer breakthrough curves.
5.3.6 Summary of Characterization by Key Figures
The characterization by key figures as described in the previous
section allows for a good distinction between different model ap-
proaches. The results of this characterization process are summarized
in Table 5.2. In order to allow for a clear classification, all of the cri-
teria of one model approach, as summarized in Table 5.2, should be
met.
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Figure 5.9: Classification of tracer breakthrough curves by means of U50 and U99 .
As described in the previous section, γ is the most significant key
figure, but for further distinction of the model approaches, the other
parameters, such as U50 and GRmean , are also important.
This characterization approach by means of key figures is evaluated
in Chapter 7 by analyzing the field data obtained by tracer exper-
iments. The validity of this approach is proven for the 10-m scale
of investigation. If the applicability can be shown with experimental
data, this approach may be used to characterize tracer breakthrough
curves. Concerning investigations on other scales, such as the far field
or small scale, this approach may also be helpful in choosing the ap-
propriate model approach, but adjustments concerning the ranges of
key figures might be necessary.
Further effects concerning the dimensionality of the flow field as, for
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Table 5.2: Summary of characterization criteria by key figures.
Model approach Identification criteria
SPSP 0  log  γ   1
log  U50   1
log  GR90    0.5
log  U99   1
DPDP (high hydraulic contrast) log  U50   1
log  γ    4.0
log  GR90     0.75
log  C70     2.0
DPDP (lower contrast) log  γ    4.0
log  U99    1.5
log  GRmean   15.0
DPDP (no storage) log  γ    4.0
log  U99    2.5
log  GRmean   15.0
TPTP (parallel coupling) log  U99    1.3log  U50 
log  C70    2.0
log  GR90     0.5
TPTP (serial coupling) log  C70    2.0
log  GR90     0.5
log  U99   1.3log  U50 
TPTP (selective coupling) log  C70     2.0
log  GR90     0.5
log  U99   1.3log  U50 
example, discussed by BEAUHEIM ET AL. (2004), have not been ana-
lyzed here, but do have a significant influence on the shape of the
tracer breakthrough curve superimposing the effect of different hy-
draulic components. Future investigations with multi-dimensional
flow fields should focus on the effects on the characterization ap-
proach.
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5.4 Characterization by Analyzing the Center of Gravity
5.4.1 Description of the Method
This characterization method does not rely on the tracer break-
through curve directly but on the area under the curve. Regarding a
continuous tracer injection, the concentration measured at an output
port is equal to the concentration at the input port for a certain point
in time, i.e. CC0 is equal to 100 %. Therefore, the area under a tracer
breakthrough curve is only characteristic until this point in time is
reached. During the investigations, the area between the points of
relative tracer breakthrough between 1 % and 99 % turned out to be
significant.
As characteristic values, the coordinates of the center of gravity of the
area under the tracer breakthrough curve are introduced. The preci-
sion of this calculation depends on the time steps of the tracer break-
through curves, as the integration may only be achieved by numerical
approximation of the integral.
In order to obtain a certain comparability between the position of the
center of gravities, the coordinates - based on the time axis - are di-
vided by the distance of the points t   CC0  0.01  and t  
C
C0
 0.99

. A
standardization of the coordinates referring to the vertical concentra-
tion axis is obtained by a division by 0.98. As a result one obtains
dimensionless coordinates of the centers of gravity.
These coordinates are then related to the center of gravity of a right
triangle with a leg length of one. Figure 5.10 illustrates exemplar-
ily the area considered and the standardization of the coordinates of
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Figure 5.10: Scheme of standardized coordinates of the center of gravity for two dif-
ferent shapes of tracer breakthrough curves.
the center of gravity for two different shapes of tracer breakthrough
curves.
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5.4.2 Application to Simulation Results
The characterization of the tracer breakthrough curves, as described
in the Section 5.4.1, is applied to the results of the 819 simulations. Fig-
ure 5.11 shows the scatter plots of the different centers of gravity. The
above left plot contains all of the simulation results, whereas the three
other plots show only the results of the different model approaches,
for better visualization.
By standardization, it is possible to identify the different tracer break-
through curves within a certain region around the center of gravity of
the triangle. Areas may be determined to be characteristic for a model
approach. For example, all SPSP results may be detected in a very pre-
cise region. A good differentiation is also possible for DPDP models
with a high hydraulic contrast between the components (f1m).
In combination with the investigations by key figures, this approach
is useful during the characterization process.
For further investigations concerning the sensitivities of the charac-
teristic parameters, the following polar coordinates are introduced as
characteristic numbers:
r    xCG   xCGtriangle  2    yCG   yCGtriangle  2 , (5.10)
φ  arctan
  xCG   xCGtriangle 
  yCG   yCGtriangle 
. (5.11)
These polar coordinates are related to the center of gravity (CG) of the
triangle.
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Figure 5.11: Analysis of standardized centers of gravities for the different model ap-
proaches.
Figure 5.12 shows the scatter plots of the different polar coordinates
concerning the centers of gravity. The above left plot contains all
simulation results, whereas the three other plots show only the re-
sults of different model approaches for better visualization. A clear
characterization of a multi continuum approach is not possible, but
the polar coordinates indicate the importance of exchange processes
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Figure 5.12: Analysis of polar coordinates for the centers of gravity for the different
model approaches.
and hydraulic contrast. Multi continuum models with low hydraulic
contrast (SPSP, DPDP f1m and DPDP f1f2) show a higher value of the
standardized center of gravity, with respect to the time, and a lower
value of the standardized center of gravity, with respect to relative
concentration C  C0 .
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5.5 Discussion of Characterization Criteria
The tracer breakthrough curves obtained by a one-dimensional multi
continuum model are characterized with respect to their key figures
and their center of gravity. Whereas the key figure approach allows
for a reasonable characterization the center of gravity approach is
not discriminating enough since the information contained in a tracer
breakthrough curve is generalized too much.
Future investigations should focus on the influence of dimensional-
ity on the key figures as mentioned in Section 5.3.6, since these effects
superimpose the effects of different hydraulic components. Experi-
mental set-ups reducing the radial influence of the flow field, as, for
example, described by DIETRICH ET AL. (2004) for a laboratory block
or by LAGENDIJK (2004) for a discrete model aquifer, would allow for
a better evaluation of the key figure approach presented here.
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Chapter 6
Sensitivity Analysis with Respect to Multi
Continuum Model Parameters
6.1 Introduction
Having identified the model type for development, parameter spaces
for either a single continuum (permeability, porosity, dispersion) or a
multi continuum model (permeability of continuum (n components),
porosity of continuum (n), dispersion of continuum (n), volume frac-
tion (n-1), exchange parameter diffusive exchange (n-1), exchange
parameter local advection (n-1), exchange parameter regional advec-
tion (n-1)) must be determined.
Certain parameters may be determined directly from experiments
(such as matrix porosity and matrix permeability), but their values
are just estimations, as they often vary within a sample. These uncer-
tainties and parameters, which cannot or rarely be determined exper-
imentally (for example exchange parameters), cause the difficulties
related to determining the right model parameters. Therefore, it is es-
sential to determine which of these parameters are the most sensitive,
with regard to the shape of the breakthrough curve.
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Sensitivity analysis by means of ADIFOR (cf. Section 3.3) is used to
obtain the sensitivities of the model parameters with respect to the
key figures as discussed in Chapter 5. This approach is verified by a
finite-differences analysis. These sensitivities may serve to interpret
the model parameters and their influences on the output function
(BTC) and they may be used in a second step to perform a model
optimization in order to obtain a best-fit set of parameters. A fur-
ther result would be to determine if there is more than one model
that can represent the experimental results. Thus, a solution could
be provided concerning the uniqueness or the non-uniqueness of the
model.
Furthermore, this sensitivity approach provides insight into the sig-
nificance of measured information for experimental investigations.
6.2 Sensitivity Analysis of Key Figures
Within the context of this analysis, sensitivities describe the change
of an output value resulting from a variation of an input parameter.
This knowledge of sensitivities may allow for a better understanding
of natural processes and improve analysis by numerical models.
This thesis focuses on mathematically correct sensitivities, in contrast
to a trial and error approach, where input parameters are varied and
their influence is demonstrated by plotting the various output results.
Not only is this approach more time-consuming, as more simulation
runs are necessary, but it does not supply any quantity concerning the
dimension of the influence of a parameter.
Different approaches to calculate the sensitivities, such as auto-
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matic differentiation, symbolic differentiation, finite differences or
the adjoint-state method, are presented in the literature (for example
GUTJAHR ET AL. (1978) and SUN (1994)).
For the investigations described herein, automatic differentiation is
used to obtain sensitivities of the characteristic key figures, as dis-
cussed in Section 5.3.
6.2.1 Automatic Differentiation
As described in Section 3.3, automatic differentiation is based on the
fact that every function is executed on a computer as a sequence of el-
ementary operations. Applying the chain rule to these operations re-
peatedly, the derivatives of a function are computed (BISCHOF ET AL.,
1998). An advantage of automatic differentiation is the exact calcula-
tion of sensitivities independent of the value of a variable, as well as a
relatively uncomplicated application to numerical program codes.
6.2.2 Implementation of Sensitivity Calculation of Key Figures
The numerical model STRAFE (BIRKHÖLZER (1994b) and JANSEN
(1999)) is programmed with a one-dimensional world array. This ar-
ray contains all input data, intermediate results, and model output re-
sults. A pointer indicates the position where the information is stored
(see Figure 6.1). As input variables, ADIFOR requests a definition of
the dependent (to be derivated) and independent variables. Addi-
tionally, the maximum number of independent variables has to be
assigned to pmax.
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Figure 6.1: One-dimensional structure of the numerical model STRAFE (from VOGEL
ET AL.,2004).
The structure of STRAFE with the one-dimensional world array causes
all variables (dependent and independent) to be found in one array.
This would result in a multidimensional field of a size z   z. This field
is the Jacobian matrix of the one-dimensional world array:
J¯world 
∂   worldi 
∂   world j 
(6.1)
with i, j  1..z.
Since a computation of the complete Jacobian is not necessary for the
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purpose of this research, the number of derivatives is reduced by a
seed matrix s¯ and the reduced Jacobian g_KF is thus obtained:
g_KF    J¯world
  s¯

T . (6.2)
Within this seed matrix of the dimension z   pmax, the positions of
the independent variables are set to one, which causes only the re-
spective dependent variables to be differentiated. This approach is
illustrated in Fig. 6.2 for the input parameters (IP) as independent
variables and the key figures (KF) as dependent variables.
An advantage of this approach is that the program structure of the
differentiated code for one-, two- and three-dimensional numerical
models only differs by the relevant seed matrix, indicating the loca-
tion of the independent parameters.
6.3 Discussion of Results
6.3.1 General Remarks
Sensitivity analysis is carried out for the conceptual one-dimensional
model described in Chapter 4. First, the water-saturated case is di-
cussed (cf. Section 6.3.4), followed by an analysis of the gas-saturated
case (cf. Section 6.3.5).
The discussion of sensitivities is presented with logarithmic or di-
mensionless sensitivities as, for example, proposed by KABALA (2001)
and SUN ET AL. (2001). These logarithmic sensitivities are defined
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Figure 6.2: Computation of the reduced Jacobian matrix g_KF (from VOGEL
ET AL.,2004).
as:
logarithmic sensitivity 
∂KF
∂IP 
IP
KF

∂KF  KF
∂IP  IP 
∂ln   KF

∂ln   IP

. (6.3)
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The first form in (6.3) defines the logarithmic sensitivity. The last
form, being less general and only valid and equal to the first form
for positive outputs and positive parameters, gives this sensitivity its
name (KABALA, 2001). The logarithmic sensitivity, measuring the in-
fluence of a fractional change of the input (input parameter, IP) on a
fractional change of the output (key figure, KF), allows for a better
comparison among the sensitivities of input parameters with a dif-
ferent order of magnitude and different units, such as porosity and
permeability.
Further terms of sensitivities include the normalized sensitivity, as
introduced by MCELWEE (1987) in groundwater literature
normalized sensitivity 
∂KF
∂IP  IP (6.4)
and traditional sensitivities
traditional sensitivity 
∂KF
∂IP (6.5)
as the derivative of an output with respect to an input parameter.
Both of these terms are inappropriate for the investigations presented
herein, as different input parameters (e.g. porosity and permeability)
and different output functions (e.g. key figures like γ or quantiles) are
analyzed and compared. It is referred to traditional sensitivities only
for detailed investigations, where dimensionless sensitivities are too
generalizing due to normalization.
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6.3.2 Remarks on the Influence of Time Discretization
On the basis of a single continuum model, the influence of the dis-
cretization in time on the sensitivities of the key figures and the quan-
tiles is discussed.
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Figure 6.3: Logarithmic sensitivities of quantiles txx for the single continuum model f1
with different time discretization (10, 50, 100 and 500 seconds).
Figure 6.3 shows the influence of time discretization on the logarith-
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mic sensitivities of quantiles txx . Due to the interpolation necessary
to determine the quantiles txx , the sensitivities are affected. Since the
tracer breakthrough curve of the single continuum model f1 illus-
trates the fastest tracer breakthrough of all investigated approaches,
the error due to interpolation is most significant for this case. Figure
6.3 illustrates that the effect of the interpolation error becomes obvi-
ous only for a very coarse time discretization of 500 seconds.
Analyzing the influence of interpolation of quantiles in detail (cf. Fig-
ure 6.4), the error due to interpolation may be quantified. The inter-
polation can be approximated by TAYLOR’S formula:
txx  ti
 
1    xx  
Ci
 
1
C0

 
t
  C
C0

1
2
  xx  
Ci
 
1
C0

2
 
G
  C
C0
 R¯ (6.6)
with
G    t
 
C
C0
,
 
t  ti   ti
 
1 ,
  C
C0

Ci
C0
 
Ci

1
C0
,
xx :  f ix relative concentration,
R¯ :  Error due to the neglection o f terms o f third and higher order,
i :  point in time.
Regarding a linear interpolation of the quantiles, the total error R is
defined by (6.7):
R 
1
2
  xx  
Ci
 
1
C0

2
 
G
  C
C0
 R¯. (6.7)
Neglecting the terms of the third and higher orders, the total error
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decreases since   xx   Ci  1C0  converges quadratically against zero for
decreasing time steps. The term   G
 
C
C0
approaches the second deriva-
tive of the inverse function of the tracer breakthrough curve as shown
by (6.8):
lim
 
C
C0
  0
 
G
  C
C0
 lim
 
C
C0
  0
∂t
∂ CC0
  C
C0

∂2t
∂ CC0
2 . (6.8)
The second derivative of the inverse function of the tracer break-
through curve determines the sign of the total error R. The absolute
error depends on both terms,   xx   Ci  1C0  and  
G
 
C
C0
.
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Figure 6.4: Influence of time discretization on the values of the quantiles t01 and t50 .
Due to the shape of the second derivative of the inverse function the
interpolation error at t01 is more significant than at t50 (cf. Figure
6.4).
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Figure 6.5: Logarithmic sensitivities of key figures for the single continuum model f1
with different time discretization (10, 50, 100 and 500 seconds).
In order to determine the sensitivity of an interpolated quantile txx
(dependent variable) to a model input parameter IP (independent
variable), Equation (6.6) must be differentiated by IP. The total error
R is not considered in (6.9).
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∂txx
∂IP 
∂ti
 
1
∂IP 
∂xx
∂IP
 
t
  C
C0
 xx
∂
∂IP
 
t
  C
C0
 
∂ Ci  1C0
∂IP
 
t
  C
C0
 
Ci
 
1
C0
∂
∂IP
 
t
  C
C0
. (6.9)
With:
∂
∂IP
 
t
  C
C0

∂
∂IP
 
ti   ti
 
1
Ci
C0
 
Ci

1
C0


∂
∂IP
ti
  C
C0
 
∂
∂IP
ti
 
1
  C
C0
, (6.10)
∂
∂IP
ti  i

1
  C
C0

∂ti  i

1
∂IP
  C
C0
  ti  i

1
∂
 
C
C0
∂IP
 
  C
C0 
2
. (6.11)
The derivatives of a relative concentration xx and of points in time ,
both constants, do not depend on an input parameter and are there-
fore equal to zero:
∂ti
∂IP 
∂ti
 
1
∂IP 
∂xx
∂IP  0. (6.12)
Thus, the derivative (sensitivity) of a quantile txx by an input para-
meter IP can be written as follows, including the error term:
∂txx
∂IP 
  xx   Ci  1C0 
 
  C
C0 
2
 
t
∂   CC0
∂IP 
 

 
 
t
  C
C0
∂ Ci  1C0
∂IP



∂R
∂IP . (6.13)
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The differentiated error term ∂R∂IP is not further investigated within
the context of this thesis, since the error introduced is of negligible
influence.
Assuming the relative concentration xx to lie exactly on a point in
time, the interpolation and error term would be equal to zero, since
this point would lie exactly on the tracer breakthrough curve. The
sensitivity could be determined precisely.
Thus, the sensitivity of a quantile txx can be formulated as follows:
∂txx
∂IP   
 
t
  C
C0
∂ Ci  1C0
∂IP . (6.14)
Regarding the limit of the difference quotient   t
 
C
C0
, the gradient ∂t∂ CC0
is obtained:
lim
 
C
C0
  0
 
 
t
  C
C0
∂ Ci  1C0
∂IP   
∂t
∂ CC0
∂ Ci  1C0
∂IP 
∂txx
∂IP . (6.15)
For infinitesimal time steps ∂t, the condition that Ci  1C0 lies on a point
in time is always fulfilled, and thus, Equation (6.15) defines the sensi-
tivity.
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6.3.3 Remarks on the Influence of Initial Parameter Values and the
Standardization of Sensitivities
The sensitivities of relative concentration, with respect to an input
parameter, depend on the initial parameter value. This aspect is in-
vestigated in the following paragraphs.
Figure 6.6: Tracer breakthrough for different points in time and altered values of the
hydraulic conductivity K f .
Figures 6.6 to 6.8 exhibit the influence of the initial value of the hy-
draulic conductivity on the shape of the tracer breakthrough curve
and the corresponding sensitivities. The figures show the relative con-
centration and sensitivities for points in time greater than 20 000 sec-
onds and hydraulic conductivities ranging from 5.05  10   05 ms   1 to
1.33  10   04 ms   1 .
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Figure 6.7: Sensitivities (left) and logarithmic sensitivities (right) of the relative con-
centration for different points in time and altered values of the hydraulic
conductivity K f .
Figure 6.8: Sensitivities (left) and logarithmic sensitivities (right) of the quantiles txx
for different points in time and altered values of the hydraulic conductivity
K f .
A change in the hydraulic conductivity leads to a displacement of
the tracer breakthrough curve. An increase in hydraulic conductivity
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provokes an earlier tracer arrival, and a decrease in hydraulic conduc-
tivity results in a later tracer arrival (see Figure 6.6). Due to the lack
of symmetry of the tracer breakthrough curve, a change in the hy-
draulic conductivity also changes the slope of the tracer breakthrough
curve.
The differences in traditional and logarithmic sensitivities are illus-
trated exemplarily in Figures 6.7 and 6.8. A detailed discussion of the
effect of normalizaion is performed later when sensitivities are dis-
cussed in detail.
Figure 6.9: Tracer breakthrough for different points in time and altered values of the
longitudinal dispersion αl .
Figures 6.9 to 6.11 exhibit the influence of the initial value of the longi-
tudinal dispersion on the shape of the tracer breakthrough curve and
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Figure 6.10: Sensitivities (left) and logarithmic sensitivities (right) of the relative con-
centration for different points in time and altered values of the longitudi-
nal dispersion αl .
Figure 6.11: Sensitivities (left) and logarithmic sensitivities (right) of the quantiles txx
for different points in time and altered values of the longitudinal disper-
sion αl .
the corresponding sensitivities. A change in the longitudinal disper-
sion leads to a rotation of the tracer breakthrough curve. The center
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of rotation moves towards earlier points in time for higher values of
dispersion.
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Figure 6.12: Logarithmic sensitivities of quantiles txx for three single continuum mod-
els (f1, f2 and m), illustrating the influence of the initial parameters on the
sensitivities.
Figure 6.12 shows the logarithmic sensitivities of the quantiles for the
three single continuum models considered (f1, f2 and m). It is noted
that for improved visibility, the range of the abscissa is adjusted to
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the low values of dimensionless sensitivity in the case of diffusion.
While the influences are comparable for porosity and permeability,
the sensitivities of the quantiles with respect to diffusion, for the sin-
gle continuum model m (matrix properties), differ significantly from
the two other models investigated. This effect is discussed in more
detail in the following Section 6.3.4.
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Figure 6.13: Logarithmic sensitivities of key figures for three single continuum models
(f1, f2 and m), illustrating the influence of the initial parameters on the
sensitivities.
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Comparing the sensitivities of key figures for the three single conti-
nuum models (f1, f2 and m) in Figure 6.13, two main observations are
noted. The key figures also depend on the value of the initial parame-
ters (cf. illustration for diffusion in Figure 6.13) and a major difference
concerning the values of logarithmic sensitivities of key figures may
be observed (e.g. illustration for permeability in Figure 6.13). Whereas
γ, Cxx and Uxx show very low sensitivities, the gradients behave sen-
sitively. For the figures in the following detailed investigations of sen-
sitivities, only the minimum and maximum values of sensitivities of
the key figures will be investigated. If, for example, sensitivities are
highest with respect to permeability and lowest with respect to poro-
sity, these values are illustrated.
6.3.4 Water-saturated Case
Compared to the numerical investigations described in Chapter 5, the
boundary conditions, material and fluid properties and the exchange
parameters remain unmodified (cf. Tables 4.1 and 4.2). Sensitivities of
quantiles and key figures are analyzed for the water-saturated case
of the conceptual model. Figures in this and the following section
are all constructed in the same way. On the bottom abscissa the time
coordinate is shown. The ordinate on the right side corresponds to
the relative concentration valid for the tracer breakthrough curve dis-
played as a gray dashed line (BTC). On the top abszissa the key fig-
ures are shown. The minimum and maximum values (left ordinate)
of the respective key figure sensitivities are represented by gray bars.
Black lines indicate the logarithmic sensitivities of the quantiles. The
figures contain the sensitivities with respect to all parameters investi-
gated and can thus only give an overview. In the following discussion
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it is mainly focussed on the most sensitive parameters and key figures
that are clearly distinguishable.
Single Continuum Model
For the single continuum model, the influences of porosity, perme-
ability, dispersion and diffusion on the characteristic key figures are
discussed.
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Figure 6.14: Logarithmic sensitivities of quantiles txx (lines) compared to the minimum
and maximum values of the key figure sensitivities (bars), with respect to
permeability, porosity, dispersion and diffusion for the single continuum
model f1.
For the water-saturated case, Figures 6.14 to 6.17 exhibit the influ-
ences of the model input parameters on the characteristic numbers,
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Figure 6.15: Displacement of the tracer breakthrough curves resulting from a small
increase in permeability (displacement to the left) and porosity (displace-
ment to the right), respectively.
as well as the influences on the quantiles of the tracer breakthrough
curve. These figures illustrate that the quantiles with respect to both
permeability and porosity have the highest sensitivities. The horizon-
tal progression of the respective curves does not denote that all quan-
tiles are influenced in the same way, equipollent to a parallel displace-
ment of the tracer breakthrough curve in the direction of the time axis
caused by a changed value of porosity or permeability. Figure 6.15 il-
lustrates that later points in time are influenced more than the first
part of the tracer breakthrough curve. As the sensitivities are normal-
ized by the quotient of the input parameter value and the time, the
logarithmic sensitivity does not show this effect.
Since the sensitivities with respect to porosity and permeability have
a different sign but the same absolute value, due to their linear depen-
dency within the one-dimensional advection dispersion equation, for
the calibration of a one-dimensional single continuum model only the
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Figure 6.16: Logarithmic sensitivities of the quantiles txx (lines) compared to the min-
imum and maximum values of the key figure sensitivities (bars), with re-
spect to permeability, porosity, dispersion and diffusion for the single con-
tinuum model f2.
ratio of k  n would have to be evaluated. A higher porosity leads to a
decreasing velocity and a higher permeability results in an increased
flow velocity.
For the water-saturated case, the influence of the longitudinal disper-
sion αl is more distinct than the negligible influence of diffusion. The
sensitivities of the quantiles relating to dispersion show that an in-
crease in dispersion results in an earlier tracer arrival during the first
phase of the tracer breakthrough curve (negative sign of the sensitiv-
ity) and a later tracer arrival during the second phase of the tracer
breakthrough curve (positive sign of the sensitivity).
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Figure 6.17: Logarithmic sensitivities of the quantiles txx (lines) compared to the min-
imum and maximum values of the key figure sensitivities (bars), with re-
spect to permeability, porosity, dispersion and diffusion for the single con-
tinuum model m.
Furthermore, Figures 6.14, 6.16 and 6.17 indicate that the key figures
U50 , U99 , C30, C70 and γ have low minimal and maximal logarithmic
sensitivities compared to the sensitivities of quantiles, whereas the
gradients and φ tend to exhibit a high sensitivity. A low logarithmic
sensitivity of a key figure emphasizes its capacity as a robust identifi-
cation criterion for an appropriate model approach.
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Double Continuum Model
Besides the parameters of each single continuum mentioned in the
previous section, the exchange parameters are evaluated with respect
to their influence on the characteristics of the tracer breakthrough
curves.
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Figure 6.18: Logarithmic sensitivities of the quantiles txx (lines) compared to the min-
imum and maximum values of the key figure sensitivities (bars), with re-
spect to permeability, porosity, dispersion and diffusion for the double
continuum model f1f2.
Figures 6.18 to 6.20 show the logarithmic sensitivities of the quantiles
txx (lines), compared to the sensitivities of the key figures (bars). A
logarithmic scale on the abscissa is chosen, to allow for a better vi-
sualization of the different phases of the tracer breakthrough and the
sensitivities of the quantiles. The left vertical axis corresponds to the
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dimensionless sensitivities, and the right ordinate shows the relative
concentration of the tracer breakthrough curve (gray, dashed line).
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Figure 6.19: Logarithmic sensitivities of the quantiles txx (lines) compared to the min-
imum and maximum values of the key figure sensitivities (bars), with re-
spect to permeability, porosity, dispersion and diffusion for the double
continuum model f1m.
The configuration f1f2 without a storage medium (cf. Figure 6.18) il-
lustrates that during the first phase, the shape of the tracer break-
through curve is mainly influenced by porosity and permeability of
the macro fracture system f1, comparable to the results of the single
continuum models. Following the first phase, the permeabilities of
both continua gain in importance, indicating the phase of interaction.
Furthermore, the logarithmic sensitivies indicate that diffusion and
dispersion do not have a significant effect on the shape of the tracer
breakthrough curve.
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Except for the key figure GR90 , all key figures show minimum and
maximum values of logarithmic sensitivity, which tend to be below
the values of the quantiles (cf. Figure 6.18). The high sensitivity of
GR90 does not allow for an appropriate characterization of the model
approach by this key figure (see also Figures 5.6 and 5.7).
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Figure 6.20: Logarithmic sensitivities of the quantiles txx (lines) compared to the min-
imum and maximum values of the key figure sensitivities (bars), with re-
spect to permeability, porosity, dispersion and diffusion for the double
continuum model f2m.
The analysis of logarithmic sensitivities for the double continuum
model f1m in Figure 6.19 shows an equivalent behavior to that of the
double continuum model f1f2, even though the sensitivitities of the
permeabilities are conspicuously higher, due to the diffusive and ad-
vective exchange processes during the phase of interaction. The min-
imum and maximum sensitivities of the key figures are significantly
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smaller than the sensitivities of the quantiles.
Figure 6.20, illustrating the logarithmic sensitivities of the double con-
tinuum model f2m, exhibits a different behavior of sensitivities. Due
to the lower contrast in hydraulic properties between the micro frac-
ture component f2 and the matrix component m, a clear separation
of phases is not possible. During the whole period of tracer break-
through, the shape of the tracer breakthrough curve is mainly influ-
enced by porosity and permeability of the two components, diffusive
and dispersive processes not having a significant impact.
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Figure 6.21: Logarithmic sensitivities of the quantiles txx , with respect to the ex-
change parameters of the coupling for the double continuum model f1f2.
Figures 6.21 to 6.23 show the sensitivities of the exchange parame-
ters for the investigated double continuum models. For the double
continuum model f1f2, the tracer breakthrough curve is only sensi-
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Figure 6.22: Logarithmic sensitivities of the quantiles txx , with respect to the ex-
change parameters of the coupling for the double continuum model f1m.
tive to
 
W , underlining that regional advection dominates, in com-
parison to a diffusive solute exchange among the continua. This is
due to the high velocity in the subordinate continuum f2. A high hy-
draulic contrast between the continua f1m and a low velocity in the
subordinate component lead to a different behavior of sensititvities
of exchange coefficients. The shape of the tracer breakthrough curve
is now mainly influenced by the exchange parameters of the diffu-
sive solute exchange, whereas regional advection is of less impor-
tance. In both cases (f1f2 and f2m), the sensitivities of the exchange
parameters gain importance only after the fast breakthrough of tracer
of the superordinate continuum f1. For the case of the double conti-
nuum model f2m, the influence of exchange parameters is different.
Exchange processes are relevant during the whole period of tracer
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Figure 6.23: Logarithmic sensitivities of the quantiles txx , with respect to the ex-
change parameters of the coupling for the double continuum model f2m.
breakthrough. This effect is discussed in further detail in comparison
with the results for the gas-saturated case in Section 6.3.5.
Triple Continuum Model
A comparison of the logarithmic sensitivities for the triple continuum
models (cf. Figures 6.24 to 6.26) illustrates lower sensitivities of the
key figures, compared to the sensitivities of the quantiles txx . A log-
arithmic scale on the abscissa is chosen, to allow for a better visu-
alization of the different phases of the tracer breakthrough and the
sensitivities of the quantiles.
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Figure 6.24: Logarithmic sensitivities of the quantiles txx (lines) compared to the min-
imum and maximum values of the key figure sensitivities (bars), with re-
spect to permeability, porosity, dispersion and diffusion for the triple con-
tinuum model with parallel coupling.
Additionally, the logarithmic sensitivities, as shown in Figures 6.24 to
6.26, illustrate that the different steps of the tracer breakthrough curve
are mainly influenced by the permeabilities of the hydraulic compo-
nents. Whereas for the initial step, the permeability of the macro frac-
ture system and of the micro fracture system is important, the second
step is mainly influenced by the micro fracture and the matrix com-
ponent.
The neglect of one coupling, in the case of the TPTP models with se-
rial (f1f2/f2m) and selective coupling (f1f2/f1m), leads to a higher
influence of the permeabilities of the macro fracture system f1 and
the matrix m.
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Figure 6.25: Logarithmic sensitivities of the quantiles txx (lines) compared to the min-
imum and maximum values of the key figure sensitivities (bars), with re-
spect to permeability, porosity, dispersion and diffusion for the triple con-
tinuum model with selective coupling.
Analyzing the sensitivities of the exchange coefficients allows for
an evaluation of the different tranport phenomena during the tracer
breakthrough. Figure 6.27 shows that for the case of the parallel cou-
pling of the three components (f1, f2 and m), there are two main
phases of interaction. The high sensitivity of the quantiles txx with re-
gard to
 
W,αβ indicates that the first phase is dominated by regional
advection between the macro and the micro fracture system. This
phase, after the initial fast tracer breakthrough through the macro
fracture continuum f1, is followed by a second phase of high sensi-
tivities. During this second phase, diffusive solute exchange between
the micro fracture system and the host matrix dominates. Figure 6.28
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Figure 6.26: Logarithmic sensitivities of the quantiles txx (lines) compared to the min-
imum and maximum values of the key figure sensitivities (bars), with re-
spect to permeability, porosity, dispersion and diffusion for the triple con-
tinuum model with serial coupling.
illustrates that for the case of a selective coupling (f1f2 and f1m), the
first phase is dominated by regional advection between f1 and f2 and
the second phase is both influenced by regional advection and diffu-
sive solute exchange between the components f1 and m. A similar be-
havior for the first phase can be stated for the serial coupling, whereas
the second phase for the serial coupling is dominated by diffusive
solute exchange between the micro fracture and the matrix compo-
nent.
This sensitivity analysis supports the investigations by JANSEN (1999)
who identified three phases of tracer breakthrough in a triple conti-
nuum model; a phase of fast tracer breakthrough, a phase of interac-
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Figure 6.27: Logarithmic sensitivities of the quantiles txx , with respect to the ex-
change coefficients for the triple continuum model with parallel coupling.
tion and a third phase of homogenization (cf. Figure 4.3). Sensitivity
analysis of a tracer breakthrough curve allows for the determination
of the relevant parameters and their influence in each phase.
Concluding remarks
For the considered case of complete water saturation, the investiga-
tions presented allow for a number of conclusions. The analysis of
sensitivities shows that for this case there is no significant influence
of diffusion. The shapes of the tracer breakthrough curves are mainly
influenced by permeabilities, porosities and exchange parameters.
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Figure 6.28: Logarithmic sensitivities of the quantiles txx , with respect to the ex-
change coefficients for the triple continuum model with selective cou-
pling.
Furthermore, it is noted that the initial values of the respective para-
meters are relevant when comparing the sensitivities. This effect is
most obvious for the case of the double continuum models where
only the initial parameters, not the model approach, differ. Therefore,
no general conclusions may be drawn, for example, concerning the
effect of permeability in a double continuum model. Nevertheless,
based on an initial choice of parameter values, sensitivity analysis al-
lows for an interpretation of this model and support of the calibration
process.
The sensitivities of key figures are generally less pronounced than
the respective sensitivities of the quantiles. This fact underlines the
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Figure 6.29: Logarithmic sensitivities of the quantiles txx , with respect to the ex-
change coefficients for the triple continuum model with serial coupling.
eligibility of key figures as a means of classification.
6.3.5 Gas-saturated Case in Comparison to the Water-saturated Case
For the gas-saturated case the sensitivities of the quantiles and key
figures concerning dispersion, diffusion, porosity, permeability and
the exchange parameters are evaluated and compared to the ones of
the water-saturated case. Unless stated otherwise, the figures in this
section refer to the gas-saturated case.
Based on the sensitivities, it is investigated which of the key figures
recognized as suitable identification criteria for the different model
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types can be used in the gas-saturated case as well. A low sensitivity
of a key figure indicates robustness of the identification criterion.
Furthermore, it is analyzed which input parameters influence the
shape of the tracer breakthrough curves most in the water-saturated
case and in how far the gas-saturated models react sensitively to
changes in these parameters. When these input parameters have to
be determined from field tracer tests, this is to be done with as lit-
tle uncertainty as possible, otherwise the simulation results will devi-
ate considerably from reality. As discussed in Section 2.4, information
about a physical parameter may be most accurately gained at points
in space and time with a high sensitivity to the parameter (KNOPMAN
& VOSS, 1987). Thus, if the breakthrough curves of gas tracer tests are
not sensitive with respect to these parameters, the curves do not allow
for a correct parameter estimation. In this case it would be necessary
to conduct tracer tests with water as the carrier fluid.
Equivalent Parameters for the Gas-saturated Case
For the analysis of the gas-saturated case, the geometric proper-
ties such as porosity and dispersion are the same as for the water-
saturated case, while the conductivities and the flow boundary condi-
tions are converted according to the differences in density and viscos-
ity between water and gas, and an appropriate coefficient of diffusion
is chosen.
Table 6.1 lists the equivalent parameters for the gas-saturated case. In
accordance to the experiments carried out on the sandstone block, air
is chosen as carrier fluid and helium as tracer gas. As density-driven
flows are not within the focus of this thesis, a density of 1 kgm
 
3 for
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the gas saturated case is assumed for both the fluid and the tracer,
and the density effects of the tracer are neglected.
Table 6.1: Equivalent parameters of the conceptual model for the gas-saturated case.
Equivalent parameter macro micro matrix
f1 f2 m
Permeability k¯ [m2] 5.00  10  12 5.00  10  13 5.00  10  14
Porosity n¯ [-] 1.00  10  03 5.00  10  03 1.00  10  01
Dispersion α¯l [m] 5.00  10  02 1.00  10  01 2.00  10  01
Coefficient of
Diffusion D¯e [m2
 
s] 1.16  10  05 8.70  10  06 5.80  10  06
Relative
reference volume   [-] 1.00  10  00 1.00  10  00 9.94  10  01
The intrinsic permeabilities for the water- and the gas-saturated case
must be equal, so that the conductivities for the gas-saturated case
can be calculated by means of the following equation:
K f ,G  K f ,W
ηW  ρG
ηG  ρW
 K f ,W
νW
νG
(6.16)
The coefficient of molecular diffusion for helium in air is taken from
THÜRINGER (2002) as Dmol  5.80  10   05 m2  s. The formation factor
for the host matrix is assumed to equal ω  0.1, which is in the range
of reasonable values given by FREEZE & CHERRY (1979). According
to NERETNIEKS (1993) the formation factor can differ for different flu-
ids. In the scope of this conceptual work, however, it is assumed to
be the same for both water and gas. Thus, the ratios of the effective
diffusion coefficients for the three systems are the same in both cases,
De,m : De, f 2 : De, f 1  1 : 1.5 : 2. The effective diffusion coefficients for
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the gas-saturated case can then be calculated. Their values are listed
in Table 6.1.
In the water-saturated case a hydraulic head of 10.05 m and 10.00 m is
applied to the left and the right model boundary respectively, creating
a pressure gradient of   P
 
l  49.05 Pa  m. To calculate the correspond-
ing pneumatic heads for the gas-saturated case the hydraulic heads
have to be multiplied by the ratio of densities ρW
ρG
 1000.
Single Continuum Model
As illustrated by Figure 6.30, the shape of the tracer breakthrough
curves of the fracture system f1 is mainly influenced by permeability
and porosity. A small change in these parameters results in a displace-
ment of the curves to the left and to the right respectively, later points
in time being influenced stronger than earlier points in time. Thus,
the curves are also steepened and flattened respectively as illustrated
in Figure 6.15. The sensitivities with respect to permeability and po-
rosity have different algebraic signs but the same value because of
their linear dependency in the one-dimensional advection-dispersion
equation.
The relatively small sensitivities concerning dispersion indicate that
the shape of the tracer breakthrough curves is only slightly influenced
by this parameter. The effect of diffusion is negligible as in the water-
saturated case.
Figure 6.30 also displays the minimum and maximum sensitivities
of the key figures. The gradients and φ have high sensitivities and
are therefore not as suitable as robust identification criteria as the
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Figure 6.30: Logarithmic sensitivities of the quantiles txx (lines) and minimum and
maximum values of the key figures’ sensitivities (bars), with respect to
permeability, porosity, dispersion and diffusion for the single continuum
model f1 for the gas-saturated case.
other key figures. The sensitivities of both the quantiles and the key
figures are practically the same as in the water-saturated case, i.e.
both models react in the same way to variations in the input para-
meters. If this one-dimensional configuration was relevant in reality
any insight gained by means of the tracer breakthrough curves of the
gas-saturated case could thus be transferred to the water-saturated
case.
In the water-saturated case, the sensitivities of the quantiles for the
model representing the micro fracture system f2 remain unchanged,
with respect to the configuration f1. In the gas-saturated case, how-
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ever, the influence of permeability and porosity are still dominant (cf.
Fig. 6.31), but the corresponding sensitivities are no longer equal for
all quantiles but lower than 1.0 for early points in time and higher
than 1.0 for late points in time. This suggests that the steepening or
flattening effect of a small variation in these parameters on the tracer
breakthrough curves is even more distinct for this configuration. This
behavior is also reflected by the sensitivities of the mean gradient,
U50 and U99 with respect to permeability and porosity. Their values
increase compared to the water-saturated case and configuration f1,
as illustrated by Figure 6.32.
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Figure 6.31: Logarithmic sensitivities of the quantiles txx (lines) and minimum and
maximum values of the key figures’ sensitivities (bars), with respect to
permeability, porosity, dispersion and diffusion for the single continuum
model f2 for the gas-saturated case.
The sensitivities of the quantiles show that in contrast to the water-
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Figure 6.32: Logarithmic sensitivities of the key figures with respect to diffusion,
dispersion, porosity and permeability in the gas-saturated and the water-
saturated case (single continuum model f2).
saturated case diffusion does have a slight influence on the shape
of the tracer breakthrough curves. The effect of dispersion is slightly
more distinct for the water-saturated case. This can be observed when
comparing the sensitivities of the key figures as well (cf. Fig. 6.32). In
the water-saturated case the key figures are much more sensitive to
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changes in the coefficient of dispersion and less sensitive to changes
in the coefficient of diffusion than in the gas-saturated case. However,
these sensitivities are small compared to the sensitivities with respect
to porosity and permeability, which only differ significantly for the
gradients and φ. The sensitivities concerning dispersion and diffu-
sion intercept the time axis at the same point in time, at which the
sensitivities concerning permeability and porosity reach an absolute
value of 1.0.
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Figure 6.33: Logarithmic sensitivities of the quantiles txx (lines) and minimum and
maximum values of the key figures’ sensitivities (bars), with respect to
permeability, porosity, dispersion and diffusion for the single continuum
model m for the gas-saturated case.
For the model representing the matrix system m, the sensitivities of
the quantiles in the water-saturated case remain essentially the same
as for the configurations f1 and f2. In the gas-saturated case, however,
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they reveal a significant influence of diffusion (cf. Fig. 6.33). Diffusion
is the dominant factor for the first part of the tracer breakthrough
curve, and the sensitivities concerning permeability and porosity are
considerably smaller, though not negligible.
In the gas-saturated case, the sensitivity of the mean gradient, with
respect to permeability and porosity, decreases compared to the con-
figuration f2, since the smaller sensitivity of the quantiles signifies a
smaller steepening and flattening effect, respectively.
In contrast to the water-saturated case, dispersion no longer has an
important impact on the shape of the tracer breakthrough curves,
which is reflected by the sensitivities of the key figures as well. Fur-
thermore, the sensitivities concerning dispersion and diffusion are
negative during the whole passage of the concentration front, i.e. for a
small change in these input parameters all points in time of the tracer
breakthrough curve are displaced to the left and the curve becomes
steeper.
To illustrate this behavior, Figure 6.34 represents tracer breakthrough
curves for different values of dispersion. All other model parame-
ters are kept constant. They are defined as the micro fracture system
f2, since the displacement of the tracer breakthrough curves is more
evident in this case. For lower values of dispersion (αl   1.5 m) the
model behaves like the fracture and the micro fracture system and for
higher values like the matrix system. In Figure 6.35, the sensitivities
to dispersion are compared for different values of permeability. All
other model parameters are chosen as for the matrix system. If hy-
draulic conductivity is decreased from 2.0  10   07 ms   1 , the point of
interception with the time axis obviously moves towards later points
in time, until, for a hydraulic conductivity as low as the one of the
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Figure 6.34: Tracer breakthrough curves for different values of dispersion αl .
matrix system (2.0  10   08 ms   1), the axis intercept falls beyond the
time span of sensitivity. In this case, the sensitivity to αl is negative
during the whole passage of the solute front at the detection point.
Altogether, for the configurations f2 and m the minimum and maxi-
mum sensitivity values of the key figures U50 , U99 , C30 , C70 and γ
are only slightly bigger in the gas-saturated case than in the water-
saturated case and still considerably smaller than the ones of the
mean gradient and the key figures GRxx . The key figures GRxx re-
act much more sensitively to a variation in model parameters in the
water-saturated case than in the gas-saturated case for these configu-
rations.
In Section 6.3.4 the key figures U50 , U99 , GR90 , and γ are determined
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Figure 6.35: Logarithmic sensitivities with respect to dispersion for different values of
hydraulic conductivity.
as possible identification criteria for the single continuum model in
the water-saturated case. In the gas-saturated case the sensitivities of
U50 , U99 and γ are comparable to the ones in the water-saturated case
for all three configurations, f1, f2, and m. In contrast to GR90 these key
figures can thus serve as identification criteria for a suitable model ap-
proach in the gas-saturated case as well. However, the typical ranges
of their values might have to be adjusted though. The rather high
sensitivities of GR90 for both the water- and the gas-saturated case
indicate that this key figure is not a robust identification criterion.
In the water-saturated case the tracer breakthrough curves are mainly
influenced by permeability and porosity for all three configurations.
A good estimation of these parameters is thus necessary for the model
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set-up. In the gas-saturated case the shape of the breakthrough curves
of the configurations f1 and f2 mainly depends on permeability and
porosity as well. If, however, permeability is low, diffusion strongly
influences the breakthrough curves, especially during the first part
of tracer breakthrough. In this case the first part of the tracer break-
through curves cannot be used for a reliable estimation of permeabil-
ity and porosity.
Double Continuum Model
Figures 6.36 and 6.37 display the sensitivities of the quantiles and
the minimum and maximum values of the key figures’ sensitivities
of the double continuum model f1f2, which hardly differ from the
ones for the water-saturated case. A logarithmic scale of the time axis
is chosen to facilitate the distinction of the different phases of the
tracer breakthrough and the sensitivities of the quantiles. At the point
of first tracer breakthrough the sensitivities concerning permeability,
porosity, diffusion and dispersion coincide with the ones of the single
continuum model f1, and the sensitivities concerning the exchange
parameters are negligible, indicating that up to this point in time the
transport takes place in the superordinate continuum f1 only. After
the initial fast tracer breakthrough the porosity and permeability of
the subordinate continuum f2 as well as the specific fracture surface
gain importance, while the other exchange parameters do not influ-
ence the tracer breakthrough curves at all. Thus regional advection is
the dominant exchange process. There is practially no diffusive solute
exchange, because in the subordinate continuum f2 the solute front
advances fast as well. Thus, no significant concentration gradient de-
velops between the continua. The sensitivities concerning diffusion
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and dispersion are negligible for this configuration.
The sensitivities of the key figures of the gas-saturated case deviate
from the ones of the water-saturated case only with respect to diffu-
sion and the exchange parameters αC and
 
0, but the values of these
sensitivities are negligible.
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Figure 6.36: Logarithmic sensitivities of the quantiles txx (lines) and minimum and
maximum values of the key figures’ sensitivities (bars) with respect to
permeability, porosity, dispersion and diffusion for the double continuum
model f1f2 for the gas-saturated case.
The sensitivities of the quantiles to the exchange parameters demon-
strate that the tracer breakthrough can be divided into three parts, as
suggested by JANSEN (1999) and OSTENSEN (1998). The first phase of
fast initial breakthrough results from tracer transport via the super-
ordinate continuum. This is indicated by high sensitivities to the per-
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Figure 6.37: Logarithmic sensitivities of the quantiles txx with respect to the exchange
parameters of the coupling for the double continuum model f1f2 for the
gas-saturated case.
meability and porosity of the superordinate continuum. In the second
phase the interaction between the two components takes place. This
can be deduced from the high sensitivities to the exchange parameter
 
W of the regional advection. Finally, an equilibrium is reached as the
concentration gradient between the two components is reduced more
and more. JANSEN (1999) calls this phase the phase of homogeniza-
tion, while OSTENSEN (1998) refers to it as total porosity transport,
as opposed to fracture transport (phase of initial breakthrough) and
dual-porosity transport (homogenization).
The sensitivities of the quantiles and key figures of the double con-
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tinuum model f1m do not differ distinctly from the water-saturated
case at all. In both cases the sensitivities concerning the permeabili-
ties and the exchange parameters exhibit much higher peaks than in
the configuration f1f2 (cf. Figs. 6.38 and 6.39). In contrast to the con-
figuration f1f2, where the hydraulic contrast between the two com-
ponents is rather small, diffusive mass exchange is the dominant ex-
change process for the configuration f1m, as the velocity in the matrix
continuum is considerably lower than in the fracture continuum and
therefore a concentration gradient between the two continua can de-
velop.
key figures
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Figure 6.38: Logarithmic sensitivities of the quantiles txx (lines) and minimum and
maximum values of the key figures’ sensitivities (bars) with respect to
permeability, porosity, dispersion and diffusion for the double continuum
model f1m for the gas-saturated case.
The sensitivities of the configuration f2m are compared to the water-
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Figure 6.39: Logarithmic sensitivities of the quantiles txx with respect to the exchange
parameters of the coupling for the double continuum model f1m for the
gas-saturated case.
saturated case in Figs. 6.40 and 6.41. For reasons of clarity, the sensi-
tivities concerning diffusion and dispersion are not presented. Apart
from the sensitivity of the diffusion coefficient of the subordinate con-
tinuum m, which has a slight influence on the shape of the tracer
breakthrough curves, they are negligible. In the gas-saturated case,
the phase of first tracer breakthrough is influenced by the permeabil-
ity and the porosity of the micro fracture system only, just like in the
configurations f1f2 and f1m, while in the water-saturated case non-
zero values of the sensitivities concerning the other parameters in-
dicate a contribution of both continua from the beginning on. This
behavior is illustrated in Fig. 6.42. The first phases of the tracer break-
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through curves are presented for the configuration f2m and for two
other configurations with increasing hydraulic conductivities of the
matrix system. The tracer breakthrough curves of the superordinate
continua of the original configuration f2m and the one with medium
hydraulic conductivity show a hump, indicating a fast initial break-
through via the superordinate continuum only. In the third configu-
ration, however, the tracer breakthrough curve of the superordinate
continuum is as smooth as the one of the matrix continuum, which
signifies total porosity transport (OSTENSEN, 1998), i.e. an equilib-
rium has developed between the continua and both contribute to
mass transport. The specific loss of identity length L

defined by
BIRKHÖLZER (1994b) and JANSEN (1999) (cf. Section 2.4) would have
a value lower than 1.0 for the water-saturated case and higher than
1.0 for the gas-saturated case. The water-saturated case can be repre-
sented by a SPSP model as well. The residence time of the tracer in the
model area is large enough to allow for a homogenization between
the two components. If the distance between the input and output
node would be sufficiently reduced, the breakthrough curves of the
water-saturated case would exhibit the hump as well.
Due to the relatively low hydraulic contrast between the compo-
nents in combination with high velocities, the sensitivities concerning
the exchange processes are similar to the ones of the configuration
f1f2, regional advection being the dominant process. In the water-
saturated case, however, the tracer breakthrough curves are mainly
influenced by diffusive exchange processes, because here the veloc-
ity in the subordinate continuum is much smaller than in the gas-
saturated case. Consequently, the key figures’ sensitivities with re-
spect to the exchange parameters, too, differ considerably. Nonethe-
less the sensitivities concerning permeabilities, porosities, diffusion
and dispersion of the second half of the quantiles are essentially the
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Figure 6.40: Comparison of the logarithmic sensitivities of the quantiles txx with re-
spect to permeability and porosity of the double continuum model f2m in
the gas-saturated and the water-saturated case.
same for both cases, i.e. the shape of the second part of the tracer
breakthrough curves is influenced in the same way.
This is reflected by the sensitivities of the key figures as well. In Fig-
ure 6.43 their sensitivities concerning permeabilities and porosities
are compared for both cases. They differ most for those key figures
that describe the first part of the tracer breakthrough curves, i.e. for
U50 , C30 and GR30 . The sensitivities of GR90 and φ also differ consid-
erably.
The shape of the tracer breakthrough curves of the configuration f2m
is thus influenced by other properties in the gas-saturated case than
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Figure 6.41: Comparison of the logarithmic sensitivities of the quantiles txx with re-
spect to the exchange parameters of the double continuum model f2m in
the gas-saturated and the water-saturated case.
in the water-saturated case. Therefore the hydraulic behavior of a
one-dimensional model consisting of two continua with relatively
low permeabilities cannot be deduced from observations of gas tracer
tests, while the models of the configurations f1f2 and f1m are influ-
enced in the same way in both cases. However, the sensitivities of
the key figures chosen in Section 6.3.4 as identification criteria for the
double continuum model f2m, U99 and γ, are low compared to those
of the other key figures. U99 and γ can therefore still be used as iden-
tification criteria.
A reliable parameter estimation for hydraulic double continuum
models corresponding to the configurations f1f2 or f1m is possible
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Figure 6.42: Initial phase of tracer breakthrough curves for different values of hy-
draulic conductivity of the matrix continuum (tot = total system; f2 = micro
fracture system; m = matrix system).
by means of gas-tracer tests. For the configuration f2m, the first parts
of the gas tracer breakthrough curves can differ significantly from the
ones of the water-saturated case and therefore do not allow for a reli-
able parameter estimation.
Triple Continuum Model
In Figures 6.44 to 6.46, the sensitivities of the quantiles of the triple
continuum models are compared for the water-saturated case and the
gas-saturated case. Again, the sensitivities with respect to diffusion
and dispersion are not displayed because they are negligible. A log-
arithmic scale of the time axis is chosen to facilitate the distinction of
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Figure 6.43: Logarithmic sensitivities of the key figures with respect to porosity and
permeability in the gas-saturated and the water-saturated case (double
continuum model f2m).
the different phases of the tracer breakthrough and the sensitivities of
the quantiles.
Once again, three phases of solute transport can be distinguished as
suggested by JANSEN (1999). A phase of fast initial breakthrough in-
fluenced by the permeability and porosity of the macro fracture sys-
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Figure 6.44: Comparison of the logarithmic sensitivities of the quantiles txx with re-
spect to permeability and porosity of the triple continuum model with par-
allel coupling in the gas-saturated and the water-saturated case.
tem is followed by a phase of interaction of the different continua.
During the first part of this phase, solute transport is governed by the
permeability of the macro fracture system and the micro fracture sys-
tem, and during the second part it is mainly influenced by the perme-
abilities of the macro fracture system and the matrix. Finally, during
the phase of homogenization, the shape of the tracer breakthrough
curves is influenced by the permeability of the macro fracture system
and the porosity of the matrix. This applies to all types of coupling
and for both the gas-saturated and the water-saturated case. Only
during the second part of the interaction phase do the sensitivities
of the quantiles of the water-saturated case differ significantly from
the ones of the gas-saturated case, where the influence of the per-
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Figure 6.45: Comparison of the logarithmic sensitivities of the quantiles txx with re-
spect to permeability and porosity of the triple continuum model with se-
lective coupling in the gas-saturated and the water-saturated case.
meability of the matrix system is much more distinct. Furthermore,
in the gas-saturated case the maximum sensitivities of the quantiles
concerning the permeability of the macro fracture system are slightly
higher and delayed compared to the water-saturated case.
In Figures 6.47 to 6.49, the sensitivities of the quantiles with respect to
the exchange parameters are compared for the gas-saturated and the
water-saturated case. In both cases, the exchange processes become
relevant after the phase of fast initial breakthrough. During the first
part of the interaction phase, advective solute exchange between the
macro fracture system and the micro fracture system is dominant in
both cases and the sensitivities are essentially the same. Differences
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Figure 6.46: Comparison of the logarithmic sensitivities of the quantiles txx with re-
spect to permeability and porosity of the triple continuum model with se-
rial coupling in the gas-saturated and the water-saturated case.
occur only during the second part of the interaction phase and the
homogenization phase, where for the water-saturated case diffusive
and advective exchange processes are important, while in the gas-
saturated case the shape of the tracer breakthrough curves is only
influenced by regional advection. For the case of the serial coupling,
the interaction between the micro fracture system and the matrix is
dominant during this phase, whereas for the case of selective cou-
pling solute exchange mainly takes place between the macro fracture
system and the matrix. For the case of the parallel coupling, exchange
processes between the macro fracture system and the matrix and be-
tween the micro fracture system and the matrix are relevant.
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Figure 6.47: Comparison of the logarithmic sensitivities of the quantiles txx with re-
spect to the exchange parameters of the triple continuum model with
parallel coupling in the gas-saturated and the water-saturated case.
The key figures’ sensitivities are only partly concordant with these
observations. They also demonstrate that for both the water-saturated
case and the gas-saturated case dispersion and diffusion do not sig-
nificantly influence the shape of the tracer breakthrough curves, al-
though the latter is more important for the gas-saturated case be-
cause of the higher diffusion in gases. The sensitivities with respect
to permeability and porosity differ considerably for most key figures,
although the congruence of the sensitivities of the quantiles in most
parts of the tracer breakthrough curves would suggest similar values
of sensitivity for at least some key figures. This can be explained by
the scaling of the graphs with respect to the duration of the passage of
the concentration front and the substraction of the time of first tracer
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Figure 6.48: Comparison of the logarithmic sensitivities of the quantiles txx with re-
spect to the exchange parameters of the triple continuum model with se-
lective coupling in the gas-saturated and the water-saturated case.
breakthrough in the figures comparing the sensitivities of the quan-
tiles.
A transfer of insights gained by means of the key figures of break-
through curves measured for gas tracer experiments is therefore
problematic for all three types of coupling.
6.3.6 Conclusion
The evaluation and comparison of the sensitivities for the gas- and
the water-saturated case allow for a better understanding of the sys-
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Figure 6.49: Comparison of the logarithmic sensitivities of the quantiles txx with re-
spect to the exchange parameters of the triple continuum model with se-
rial coupling in the gas-saturated and the water-saturated case.
tem conditions. Despite the increased flow velocity and the higher
diffusion in the gas-saturated case, differences are observed only for
some model types. For the single continuum model of the matrix
system, deviations occur, because in the gas-saturated case diffusive
tracer transport becomes dominant due to small velocities. The trans-
port behavior of the double continuum model f2m differs, because
the tracer residence times are much smaller in the gas-saturated case.
In practice, however, this can be prevented by chosing an appropri-
ate transport length for the tracer experiments. For the triple conti-
nuum models and the double continuum model f2m, diffusive mass
exchange is more important in the water-saturated case, since the gas-
saturated case is only influenced by advective tracer exchange. In all
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cases, the tracer breakthrough curves and their sensitivities exhibit
comparable characteristics at least in some parts. If only these parts
are considered for parameter estimation purposes, gas tracer experi-
ments can be carried out instead of hydraulic tracer tests.
Due to a slower overall passage of the tracer front in the water-
saturated case, the values and the sensitivities of the key figures can
differ considerably in the two cases, though, even if the tracer break-
through curves and sensitivities of the quantiles have the same char-
acteristics. A subtraction of the time of initial tracer breakthrough as
well as a scaling with respect to the total duration of tracer break-
through could eliminate this problem. Concerning the sensitivities,
however, this procedure would distort the results, since both quan-
tities are sensitive to the input parameters as well. It has to be ex-
amined whether the approach to identify an appropriate model type
for a system by means of the key figures is transferable to the gas-
saturated case, if the ranges of typical values for the key figures (cf.
Table 5.2) are adjusted.
It has yet to be investigated to what extent the conclusions drawn
by means of the conceptual model apply to the much more practi-
cal two-dimensional case. In the following chapters, the sensitivities
of the quantiles in the water- and the gas-saturated case are there-
fore compared using a two-dimensional model representing a natural
aquifer.
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Chapter 7
Development of a Multi Continuum Model for the
Field Block Scale
In this chapter, a multi continuum model of the sandstone block in-
vestigated in the scope of the Aquifer Analogue Project is devel-
oped. This model has been developed in cooperation with Mrs. Anke
Hauschild in the context of her diploma thesis (HAUSCHILD, 2004).
First, an introduction to the modeling process is presented. The flow
and tracer experiments carried out at the field site are analyzed. Based
on the tracer breakthrough curves detected at the field site, an appro-
priate type of multi continuum model is then identified. Equivalent
model parameters are determined from the field experiments. Finally,
the boundary conditions and the discretization are described.
7.1 The Modeling Process
According to FORKEL (2004), the modeling process can be divided
into seven steps.
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The first step is the definition of the problem, i.e. the definition of
the questions to be answered by means of the model. In the present
study the model has to reproduce the transport behavior of the sand-
stone block, as the focus is on the tracer breakthrough curves. This
step is followed by the formulation of the initial conceptual model
of the aquifer, i.e. the conceptualization of relevant flow and transport
processes, the structure of the subsurface and potential events or sce-
narios that impact the behavior of the modeled system (HSIEH ET AL.,
2001). It is to be based on all data available from site investigations,
and it includes necessary assumptions, simplifications and idealiza-
tions (DVWG, 2003). The relevant physical processes then have to be
described mathematically, i.e. by differential equations. Furthermore,
it has to be decided, if a one-, two- or three-dimensional model is
necessary. If the conceptual model does not account for all essential
processes and aquifer properties, good results can never be obtained,
even if great care is taken during all following steps of the model-
ing process, so the formulation of the conceptual model is the most
important step.
The development of the numerical model comprises the choice of an
appropriate numerical technique to solve the differential equations,
the definition of the model boundaries and the initial and bound-
ary conditions as well as the discretization, i.e. the subdivision of
the model area into small parts as required by the numerical method.
Moreover, the model input parameters have to be determined.
The following step is the model calibration, during which those
model parameters, that are decisive for the model results, are varied,
until the behavior of the natural system is reproduced by the model
to a desired degree. The model parameters determined in this way do
not necessarily correspond to the real values (FORKEL, 2004). The cal-
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ibration is followed by the model application and the interpretation
of the model results. Before conclusions can be drawn, the quality of
the results has to be assessed.
A variety of conceptual models has been developed for saturated
flow and transport in fractured porous media. In the following sec-
tions, an appropriate model type for the investigated sandstone block
is chosen and the model parameters are determined. The calibration
process, which is supported by a sensitivity analysis, as well as the
model application and the interpretation and evaluation of the results
are presented in Chapter 8.
7.2 Characterization of the Sandstone Block
7.2.1 The Sandstone Block
On the largest scale of the Aquifer Analogue Project, a fractured per-
meable sandstone block is investigated by means of a geostatistical
analysis, laboratory experiments as well as flow and transport experi-
ments on the field scale. It has a size of approximately 10 x 7 x 2 m3 and
has been excavated from a sandstone quarry in southern Germany.
The sandstone block is densely fractured and has a high matrix poro-
sity, so that it should be amenable to multi continuum modeling.
For the field experiments performed by the University of Karlsruhe, a
symmetrical radial arrangement of seven vertical boreholes has been
drilled into the block as illustrated by Figure 7.1. This experimental
set-up ensures that the boundary effects are comparable for all exper-
iments carried out due to the same distance to the block’s edges. Con-
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trolled boundary conditions are guaranteed by a water- and gas-proof
concrete sealing. The sealing of the bottom of the sandstone block is
provided by a clay layer underneath the block, which has been found
to be nearly impermeable in laboratory experiments. Moreover, the
clay layer is watered to improve the sealing and to prevent it from
building fissures due to desiccation (DIETRICH ET AL., 2004). The dis-
tance between the boreholes is 2.0 m. Each hole has a radius of 50 mm
and penetrates the entire sandstone bed.
Figure 7.1: Sandstone block with borehole arrangement (from DIETRICH ET AL., 2004).
In each of the experiments carried out at the field block scale, a flow
field is set up between two boreholes. Using all possible combinations
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of boreholes, information about the rock’s flow and transport behav-
ior in twelve different directions (every 30
 
) is obtained (cf. Figure
7.2). Gas tracer experiments are performed since there are severe lo-
gistical obstacles to the injection of water into unsaturated geologi-
cal media that can be overcome by conducting the experiments with
air and gaseous tracers instead (ILLMAN & NEUMAN, 2001). For in-
stance, it is difficult to achieve a complete saturation of the medium
with water. Another advantage of using gas as carrier fluid is its faster
movement through the porous medium, which reduces the duration
of the experiments considerably.
x
y
Z2
Z3
Z4
Z5
Z6
Z1
Z0
Figure 7.2: All possible borehole connections (solid gray lines) and the corresponding
flow and transport directions.
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7.2.2 Gas Flow Experiments
For the flow experiments, a range of pressure gradients is set up be-
tween two boreholes by extracting air from one borehole and leav-
ing the other hole open. All other boreholes remain closed, so that
a dipole flow field develops. For each pressure gradient, the corre-
sponding flow rates are measured in the open hole. Since air is a
compressible fluid, it would be correct to consider the mass flow rate
instead of the volumetric flow rate (cf. Section 2.2.2). For the experi-
ments at the field block scale, however, it is sufficient to measure the
volumetric flow rate, as discussed in Section 2.4.
Experimental Results
Figure 7.3 displays the results of the gas flow experiments for Z3 as
extraction hole. The ratio of flow rate per pressure gradient - which,
according to DARCY’s law (Equation (2.1)), is proportional to perme-
ability - varies for the different directions, indicating the anisotropy
of permeability typically found in fractured porous media. Further-
more, the flow rate per pressure gradient is not always constant
for one borehole-borehole connection, as could be expected from
DARCY’s law, but suddenly increases at a certain pressure gradient.
DIETRICH ET AL. (2004) suggest that this is due to the opening of fur-
ther flow paths at higher pressure gradients.
This is confirmed by hydraulic single-hole tests that are presently car-
ried out at the test site. During these tests, the borehole is filled with
water and then closed by means of a packer. More water is then intro-
duced with gradually increasing and then decreasing pressure. For
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Figure 7.3: Flow rate versus pressure gradient, measured for Z3 as extraction bore-
hole.
each pressure level the corresponding flow rate is measured. In Fig-
ure 7.4, the results for the borehole Z0 are presented. The flow rates in
the phase of pressure relief are higher than during the loading phase,
presumably because fine particles have been displaced as a result of
the increasing pressure, altering the flow paths accessible for the wa-
ter.
For some borehole-borehole configurations the flow rate per pressure
gradient is nonlinear at high pressure gradients, suggesting that tur-
bulent flow conditions are reached. In this case, DARCY’s law is no
longer valid.
Moreover, the flow rate measured at the extraction hole is several or-
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Figure 7.4: Flow rate versus pressure for the hydraulic single-hole test at borehole Z0.
ders of magnitude higher than the one measured at the open bore-
hole, although in a sealed system, without sources or sinks, a full
dipole flow should develop, where the injection and pumping rate are
then equal. This may partly be due to the compressibility of the gas.
However, for the small pressure gradients applied during the experi-
ments, the error introduced by treating gas as an incompressible fluid
is negligible (cf. Section 2.4). It is more likely that air is imbibed not
only via the open borehole but also via imperfections in the sealing
of the sandstone block, in particular via the sealing of the extraction
borehole. The packers employed are designed for pumping tests with
water as carrier fluid, so the borehole sealing is not completely air-
tight. In the following, the flow rates measured at the open borehole
are used for calculations, as they are supposed to better represent the
actual flux through the block.
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7.2.3 Gas Tracer Tests
For the gas tracer tests carried out at the sandstone block, a steady-
state dipole flow field is induced by extracting a constant air flow
rate of 17.0 l  min at one borehole and injecting air at the same rate at
another borehole, while all other boreholes remain closed. Pressure
is monitored in both boreholes. The dipole flow field can be set up
with relatively small pressure gradients, which is advantageous with
respect to gas compressibility (DIETRICH ET AL. (2004), cf. Section
2.4). It is symmetric only in the sense of injection and extraction flow
rates. The streamlines do not form a symmetric pattern because of the
anisotropy of permeability and the unsymmetric system boundary.
Helium is used as tracer gas. By means of a three-way valve it is
injected directly into the injection borehole for a period of 30 s. In
this way, a fixed mass of 43.2 mg of helium is injected during each
transport experiment, to produce comparable results. At the extrac-
tion borehole the tracer breakthrough curve is recorded by means of
a portable mass spectrometer. A detailed description of the measur-
ing equipment can be found in DIETRICH ET AL. (2004).
Experimental Results
In Figure 7.5, the tracer breakthrough curves that were recorded for
Z0 as extraction hole are displayed. The curves measured for reversed
transport directions, i.e. for Z0 as injection borehole, do not differ
considerably. The fast first arrival and the high peaks observed for
the experiments along the axis Z1-Z0-Z4 indicate a strongly fracture-
dominated transport in this direction. A less distinct second peak
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found in these curves shows that a second permeable component con-
tributes to the transport along this axis as well. The curves measured
along the axis Z3-Z0-Z6 feature a pronounced peak as well, although
the maximum concentration reached is only about half of the maxi-
mum observed on the curves along the Z1-Z0-Z4 axis. Furthermore,
they exhibit a stronger tailing that could indicate the contribution of
the highly porous sandstone matrix to the transport processes. The
tracer breakthrough curves detected along the third axis, Z2-Z0-Z5,
exhibit small maximum concentrations and a strong tailing. Here,
transport presumably occurs via small fractures and the host matrix.
Fast first arrival can be observed along this axis. However, an ex-
tended tailing is often observed in tracer tests in porous media using
a full dipole configuration (RAINWATER ET AL., 1987 and WELTY &
GELHAR, 1994), because of advective transport along streamlines of
varying length, the so-called streamline divergence. A similar result
might be expected from dipole experiments conducted in fractured
rocks (BECKER & SHAPIRO, 2000). Thus, the tailing observed in the
experiments is not necessarily due to matrix diffusion.
Further tracer breakthrough curves are recorded for different pairs
of boreholes lying on the borehole annulus. Although these configu-
rations represent the same flow and transport directions as the con-
figurations described above, the tracer breakthrough curves do not
have the same characteristics in all cases. This is illustrated exemplar-
ily for the direction of 244   in Figure 7.6. The curves recorded for the
configurations Z1-Z6 and Z3-Z4 have peak values of concentration,
that are more than twice as high as the maximum values observed
for the configurations Z2-Z0 and Z0-Z5. Unlike the other three tracer
breakthrough curves, the curve of the configuration Z3-Z4 features a
distinct second peak. Thus, on the present scale, local variations in
the aquifer properties strongly influence the results of the tracer ex-
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periments. These local influences cannot be reproduced by a multi
continuum model.
Figure 7.5: Tracer breakthrough curves detected for Z0 as extraction hole (from DIET-
RICH ET AL., 2004).
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Figure 7.6: Tracer breakthrough curves for configurations representing the transport
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Discussion of Recovery Rates
The tracer breakthrough curves recorded at the test site result from
a pulse injection. For modeling purposes, however, tracer break-
through curves resulting from a continuous injection are more useful,
because
• methods for the characterization of the curves, which allow for
the choice of an appropriate model type, exist for the case of
continuous injection, and
• the length of the time steps chosen for the numerical simula-
tions is not restricted by the duration of tracer injection.
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Using a method proposed by LAGENDIJK (2004), the measured tracer
breakthrough curves are therefore converted into equivalent curves
resulting from a continuous injection. In the following investigations,
the converted curves will be used for characterization and modeling
purposes.
A problem encountered in the course of the gas tracer experiments is
the low recovery of the injected tracer mass. The recovery rates range
from 12.5 % to 45.4 %. Low recovery rates have frequently been re-
ported in the literature for full dipole configurations, for instance in
HIMMELSBACH (1993) and BECKER & SHAPIRO (2000). They can be
due to the streamline divergence already described above. However,
this phenomenon should not influence tracer transport in the sand-
stone block to that extent, since the streamline divergence is limited
by the concrete sealing. Furthermore, the recording of tracer during
the experiments was stopped when no more tracer arrived at the de-
tection hole and not before. Since the specific weight of helium is
about seven times lower than that of air (THÜRINGER, 2002), it is
assumed that a considerable part of the injected tracer mass moves
to the upper part of the sandstone block, where it partly escapes
through imperfections in the concrete coating. Thus, only the mass
of tracer that is actually detected at the extraction hole can be consid-
ered to have travelled through the dipole flow field, while the rest of
the tracer is lost to the environment due to floating. Therefore only
this part of the tracer really reflects the transport behavior of the field
stone block.
In the following, this is accounted for by scaling the curves, so that
a relative concentration of C  C0  1.0 is reached by all curves. This
is also important for the modeling process, as a numerical model can
only reproduce recovery rates of 100 % when not taking into account
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leakage effects. Figure 7.7 illustrates how the measured breakthrough
curves are converted into a convenient form for the modeling pro-
cess.
Figure 7.7: Converting the tracer breakthrough curve of the configuration Z0-Z1 into a
scaled curve resulting from a continuous tracer injection.
7.3 Choice of an Appropriate Model Type to Represent the
Sandstone Block
A multi continuum modeling approach is chosen for the sandstone
block. As the field experiments described in Section 7.2 do not allow
for any conclusions regarding flow and transport processes in the ver-
tical direction, a two-dimensional model is developed.
BIRKHÖLZER (1994b) and JANSEN (1999) investigate the characteris-
tic shape of tracer breakthrough curves of double continuum models
resulting from a continuous tracer injection. As discussed in Section
5.2, they introduce characteristic numbers, which allow for the choice
of the appropriate model type, because for each model type the val-
ues of the characteristic numbers lie in a specific range. In addition,
JANSEN (1999) analyzes the integral transport behavior of triple con-
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Table 7.1: Characteristic tracer breakthrough curves for triple continuum models
(modified from JANSEN, 1999).
TPTP TPDP TPSP
time (logarithmic)
C
/C
0
time (logarithmic)
C
/C
0
time (logarithmic)
C
/C
0
tinuum models. The characteristic shape of the tracer breakthrough
curves for different double and triple continuum models are illus-
trated in Tables 5.1 and 7.1.
The values of the characteristic numbers can only be determined if
the physical properties of the medium are known. The figures of the
characteristic breakthrough curves, however, can help to give the mo-
deler a first idea of which model type to use. Comparing them to the
tracer breakthrough curves recorded at the test site suggests that a
DPDP or TPDP model should be chosen (cf. Figure 7.8). Yet the mea-
sured breakthrough curves are rather steep compared to those given
by BIRKHÖLZER (1994b) and JANSEN (1999).
Within the scope of this work the values of the key figures are calcu-
lated for the scaled tracer breakthrough curves of the dipole exper-
iments (cf. Section 7.2.3). This analysis suggests that the sandstone
block may be represented by a double continuum model with two
highly permeable components having a low hydraulic contrast (la-
beled DPDP f1f2 in Chapter 5). Because of the relatively high perme-
ability, flow processes in the subordinate component are not negligi-
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Figure 7.8: Scaled tracer breakthrough curves for the extraction hole Z3.
ble. The analysis of three of the five pairs of independent key figures
suggested in Chapter 5 is presented in Figures 7.9 to 7.11. Figure 7.11
shows, that the breakthrough curves detected at the field test site fea-
ture rather high mean gradients, which indicates a fast tracer trans-
port.
Based on the methods presented by BIRKHÖLZER (1994b) and
JANSEN (1999) as well as the methods proposed in this thesis, a con-
tinuum model consisting of two permeable components (DPDP) is
chosen to represent the sandstone block. As in Chapter 5 the key fig-
ures for one-dimensional models are evaluated, it has to be analyzed
to what extent this concept can be transferred to the two-dimensional
case. In Chapter 8, the sensitivities of the tracer breakthrough curves
and the key figures are therefore analyzed by means of the model of
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Figure 7.9: Key figures U50 and γ for the tracer breakthrough curves of the sandstone
block compared to the calculations of the one-dimensional model.
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Figure 7.10: Key figures U50 and U99 for the tracer breakthrough curves of the sand-
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the sandstone block, and compared to the sensitivities calculated for
the one-dimensional models. Furthermore, it is investigated to what
extent the key figures can be used to characterize the tracer break-
through curves in the gas-saturated case.
7.4 Determination of the Equivalent Parameters
7.4.1 Equivalent Permeability
The gas flow experiments carried out on the field scale are analyzed
in order to determine the overall equivalent permeability of the block.
On the basis of each flow experiment, an overall permeability ktot   α 
can be calculated for the corresponding direction of flow, α. Since a
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double continuum model approach is chosen, a permeability has to
be assigned to each of the continua. As a first approximation, it is
assumed that the subordinate continuum is formed by the relatively
permeable sandstone matrix. Its permeability can be determined by
means of laboratory experiments. The permeability of the superordi-
nate continuum, however, cannot be determined seperately. Yet, for
a known matrix permeability, it can be calculated from the overall
permeability.
If the matrix permeability is assumed to be homogeneous and
isotropic, the directional permeability of the fracture system is (cf.
LAGENDIJK (2004)):
kF   α   ktot   α    kM . (7.1)
This equation is based on the fact that the total fluid flux through a
system, which depends on the overall permeability for a given pres-
sure gradient, is the sum of the fluid flux through the matrix system
as defined by the matrix permeability and the fluid flux through the
fractures. The latter depends on the permeability that the whole sys-
tem would have, if the rock matrix was impermeable. So the perme-
ability calculated for the fracture system by means of (7.1) refers to
the whole model area. It is thus equal to the equivalent permeability.
Therefore, the relative reference volume is set to

F  1.0. The matrix
permeability determined by means of laboratory experiments is the
actual permeability of the part of the sandstone block occupied by the
rock matrix. In a continuum model, however, the matrix is supposed
to be distributed continuously in the whole model area. Nonetheless,
the actual matrix permeability is equal to the equivalent permeabil-
ity, because the difference between the volume occupied by the rock
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matrix in the natural system and in the continuum model is taken ac-
count of by choosing a relative reference volume

M   1.0. This is
illustrated in Figure 7.12.
fracture component,
distributed discretely in V0
matrix component,
distributed continuously in VM
V V0 0
V VM 0
V0
V0VM
V0
fracture-matrix-system F =1F
FM M 0=V /V
Figure 7.12: Determination of the relative reference volumes.
By means of the least square method, a tensor representing the ten-
sor of equivalent permeability of the fracture system alone can be fit-
ted to the values of directional permeability calculated by means of
(7.1). Alternatively, the best-fit tensor can be calculated for the overall
directional permeabilities. Then the tensor of equivalent matrix per-
meability, which is a diagonal matrix for the isotropic case, has to be
substracted from the best-fit tensor ki j,tot:
ki j,F  ki j,tot   ki j,M . (7.2)
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Equivalent Permeability of the Total System
The methods to determine the permeability of a porous medium
found in the literature are all based on DARCY’s law, which is valid
for laminar flow with negligible inertial forces only. In the flow ex-
periments on the field block scale, however, a strongly non-Darcian
behavior can be observed, as the relationship between flow rate and
pressure gradient is nonlinear for some directions (cf. Section 7.2.2),
and the graphs of flow rate versus pressure gradient do not intercept
the abcissa at the origin but at positive values of the pressure gradient.
This means that for the range of pressure gradients from zero to the
axis intercept, no flow rate can be observed at the open borehole. This
could be due to an insufficient sealing of the field block resulting in
an air intake through the deficient sealing rather than the open bore-
hole for low pressure gradients (cf. Section 7.2.2). Since the reasons
for the non-Darcian behavior may not clearly be identified and since
the numerical model STRAFE does not account for a non-linear flow
rate to pressure relationship, the experimental results are interpreted
by means of DARCY’s law to simplify matters before they are used to
determine an equivalent permeability.
This is achieved by fitting regression lines that intercept the x-axis
at the origin of the coordinate system to the graphs of flow rate ver-
sus pressure gradient. At first, only the values corresponding to those
pressure gradients that lie in the range of pressure gradients applied
during the dipole tracer tests are considered, as these are further used
for model calibration. Following this procedure, all experiments fea-
turing Z1 or Z4 as extraction boreholes, as well as the configurations
Z6-Z0 and Z5-Z0, are not considered, since considerable air flow rates
are already achieved at low pressure gradients. This indicates a high
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permeability for these configurations. Neglecting these experimental
results would lead to an underestimation of the overall permeability
of the sandstone block. Therefore, regression lines are fitted to them
as well, although they do not fall into the range of pressure gradients
defined by the tracer experiments.
In Figure 7.13, the experimental results and the regression lines are
presented exemplarily for all flow experiments representing the di-
rection 304   . The slope of the regression lines is proportional to the
corresponding directional permeability. Once again it becomes evi-
dent that the permeabilities for different borehole-borehole connec-
tions representing the same flow direction vary considerably. The di-
rectional permeabilities are therefore calculated on the basis of the
mean flow rate per pressure gradient, i.e. of the mean gradient of the
regression lines.
Most methods for the determination of the equivalent permeabil-
ity of an anisotropic heterogeneous medium found in the literature
are based on injection tests, during which the pressure response is
recorded over time (e.g. HSIEH & NEUMAN (1985) and HSIEH ET AL.
(1985), ILLMAN & NEUMAN (2001)). The experimental results of the
Aquifer Analogue Study do not allow for the application of these
methods, though, since only steady-state conditions are considered.
According to LONG ET AL. (1982), the law of DARCY can be employed
to determine directional permeabilities of an anisotropic medium by
means of steady-state flow experiments:
k   α


Q   α


 
l  η
A 
 
P
. (7.3)
In a dipole flow field, the pressure gradient and velocity are not con-
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Figure 7.13: Pressure gradient versus flow rate for the direction 304

.
stant along the streamlines. Figure 7.14 shows the pressure along the
shortest streamline, the straight line between the two boreholes, for
the configuration Z0-Z1. With growing distance from the open bore-
hole the pressure and flow velocity decrease, while the cross-sectional
area A of Equation (7.3) increases. In the case of a dipole flow field,
the cross-sectional area corresponding to the mean gradient   P
ρg
 
l has
to be known if (7.3) shall be used. This area cannot be determined
exactly, however, because the flow field is governed by the tensor of
anisotropic permeability. The ansisotropic permeability, in turn, can
only be calculated if the area is known. Thus, the directional perme-
abilities can only be determined approximately using equations de-
rived from DARCY’s law for the case of an isotropic permeability.
For a homogeneous soil with isotropic conductivity K f , the piezomet-
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ric head h at a point   x  y

in a dipole flow field of a confined aquifer
can be determined by
h 
Q
4piK f m
ln
 
  x   x0 
2
 y2
  x  x0 
2
 y2

 H , (7.4)
where H is the piezometric head of the undisturbed aquifer, and m
is the aquifer thickness. The two wells lie on the x-axis at a distance
of x0 and   x0 from the origin, respectively. Equation (7.4) follows
from the superposition of two single wells, for which a solution can be
found by integrating (7.3). The exact derivation of (7.4) can be found
for example in DE WIEST (1965).
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The difference between the heads at the injection well and the pump-
ing well is
 
h 
Q
2piK f m
ln
    2x0  rwell 
2
r2well
, (7.5)
where rwell is the radius of the extraction well. From Equation (7.5),
an approximate directional conductivity can be determined and con-
verted into a directional permeability. Despite the simplifications
made, this method allows to find the order of magnitude of the
block’s permeability. The resulting directional permeabilities and the
corresponding best-fit tensor are presented in Figure 7.15. It is obvi-
ous that the directional permeabilities differ too much to find a per-
meability tensor by which all directions are represented well. For ex-
ample, the permeabilities calculated for the directions α  64   and
α  124   have similar values (8.027  10   11 m2 and 7.616  10   11 m2
respectively), whereas the permeability for the direction lying in
between, α  94
 
, is more than an order of magnitude smaller
(4.992  10   12 m2). The high permeability calculated for the direction
of 184
 
is due to a strong discontinuity cutting the borehole annu-
lus in this direction (cf. Figure 7.1). This demonstrates that on the
present scale the flow processes are strongly influenced by local het-
erogeneities, so that the system is not well amenable to continuum
modeling, since no representative elementary volume can be found
(BEAR, 1972; WOLLRATH, 1990).
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Equivalent Permeability of the Matrix and the Fracture Continua
The equivalent permeability of the host matrix is determined by
means of DARCY-experiments carried out with unfractured sand-
stone core samples by DIETRICH ET AL. (2004). The results are listed
in Table 7.2. The experiments have been conducted with unfractured
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samples of the sandstone matrix. It is assumed, however, that the sub-
ordinate continuum of the model of the sandstone block also repre-
sents a micro fracture system. Therefore, the highest value of the ma-
trix permeabilities determined in the experiments is chosen. It is then
doubled, because the experiments have been carried out with water,
whereas the field block model is developed for the gas-saturated case.
As discussed in Section 2.2.1, gas permeabilities are generally higher
than water permeabilities. The factor 2 lies in the range of deviations
between water and gas permeabilities given by JARITZ (1999) for the
sandstone from the test site (cf. Table 2.2). The tensor of equivalent
permeability of the fracture system is determined using (7.2). The
permeabilities determined for the fracture and the matrix system are
listed in Table 7.3.
Table 7.2: Hydraulic conductivities and permeabilities of the matrix samples (cross-
sectional area of 7.54  10   03 m2) determined by means of DARCY-
experiments (from DIETRICH ET AL., 2004).
Sample Flow Hydraulic Flow Hydraulic Permeability
dimension distance gradient rate conductivity
[m] [-] [m3
 
s] [m
 
s] [m2]
cylinder 0.103 13.235 4.98  10  10 4.9  10  09 5.0  10  16
d  9.8cm
l  10.3cm
cylinder 0.101 14.265 6.99  10  09 6.5  10  08 6.6  10  15
d  9.8cm
l  10.1cm
cylinder 0.052 18.854 6.00  10  09 4.22  10  08 4.3  10  15
d  9.8cm
l  5.2cm
cylinder 0.051 19.608 3.15  10  08 2.13  10  07 2.2  10  14
d  9.8cm
l  5.1cm
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Some Remarks
The method employed to determine the equivalent permeabilities
only yields approximate values. The field data have to be adjusted
to fit the finite element programme, the flow field is approximated by
a symmetric dipole field, and equations valid for the water-saturated
case are used. The approximate values can nonetheless be used as
initial values for the model calibration (cf. Section 8.4).
7.4.2 Equivalent Porosity
By means of the equivalent permeability, it is ensured that the flow
rate in the continuum model equals the one passing through the
natural system. The equality of the flow velocities is guaranteed
by an equivalent porosity that has to be assigned to both continua
(WOLLRATH, 1990).
The porosity of the sandstone matrix is again taken from the results
of laboratory experiments conducted by DIETRICH ET AL. (2004), who
employ the method of mercury porosimetry. This method allows for
the determination of the total porosity, the mean pore diameter and
the pore diameter distribution. A detailed description of this tech-
nique can be found in THÜRINGER (2002). Several samples of the
sandstone matrix are tested, and the total porosity is found to range
from 19% to 23%. This porosity is not equal to the effective porosity,
i.e. the pore volume available for flow processes, because it includes
dead-end pores and pores that are too small to be flown through by
the carrier fluid. An equivalent porosity of n  0.20 can be taken as
an approximate value, though.
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HIMMELSBACH (1993) calculates the effective porosity ne f f of a frac-
ture system as the ratio of the volume of the mobile water in the frac-
tures to the total volume of the rock mass between input and output.
For a dipole flow field, this ratio is defined by
ne f f 
3Qtm
pix2m
, (7.6)
where x is the distance between the two boreholes, and tm is the mean
residence time of the carrier fluid in the shortest stream tube. As this
parameter cannot be deduced from tracer breakthrough curves, HIM-
MELSBACH (1993) uses it as a calibration parameter for his numerical
model. In the scope of this work t05 , the point in time at which 5 %
of the injected tracer mass have been detected at the extraction bore-
hole, is used to calculate a guiding value for the effective porosity.
It is regarded as a reasonable value, since in a dipole flow field, the
mean residence time of the carrier fluid in the shortest stream tube
is far below the mean residence time of the total fluid in the sys-
tem, which can be approximated by t50 (JANSEN (1999), WOLLRATH
(1990)). The tracer breakthrough curves detected at the field test site
reflect the transport behavior of the total system, including the influ-
ence of the host matrix. However, the shape of the first part of the
curves is assumed to be mainly determined by the fast tracer break-
through through the fracture system alone, so that t05 can be taken
as an approximate value. A more accurate estimate of the effective
porosity of the fracture system has to be obtained from the model cal-
ibration.
Analyzing the tracer breakthrough curves of the dipole experiments
by means of (7.6), with tm  t05 , yields an effective porosity for each
direction. According to OSTENSEN (1998) the harmonic mean is the
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correct average for effective porosity. The harmonic mean of the val-
ues obtained for the dipole tracer tests equals n  4.0  10   03 . The ef-
fective porosities of the fracture and the matrix system can be equated
to the equivalent porosities used as input parameters for the multi
continuum model for the reasons given with respect to the equiva-
lent permeabilities in Section 7.4.1.
7.4.3 Equivalent Diffusion and Dispersion
As explained in Section 2.3.1, diffusion in porous media depends
on the formation factor ω, which describes the influence of the
solid medium on the diffusion process. KLINKENBERG (1951) gives
some data for sandstones and sand with porosities ranging from
0.2   0.6. The formation factor ranges from 0.25   0.70. For the ma-
trix system, which has a porosity of n   0.2, a formation factor of
ω  0.25 is chosen, resulting in an effective diffusion coefficient of
De  0.25  5.80  10   05 m2  s  1.45  10   05 m2  s. In the fracture system
the flow paths are less tortuous and constricted. A formation factor of
ω  0.40 is estimated, yielding to a coefficient of effective diffusion of
De  2.32  10   05 m2  s.
For the case of a one-dimensional flow pattern, KÄSS (1998) and
JANSEN (1999) describe different methods for the determination of
approximate dispersions. WELTY & GELHAR (1994) discuss the eval-
uation of longitudinal dispersion from nonuniform flow tracer tests.
For the case when the distance travelled by the solute is an order of
magnitude larger than the longitudinal dispersion, they present an
approximate solution for the concentration of tracer detected at the
pumping well of a dipole flow tracer test. Transverse dispersion is
shown to contribute little to the spreading of the solute in a two-well
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tracer test and is therefore neglected. The solution of WELTY & GEL-
HAR (1994) has to be evaluated numerically, though. So the disper-
sions for the sandstone block can only be evaluated approximately.
Moreover, preliminary studies of the sensitivity of the tracer break-
through curves show that the transverse dispersions of both continua
as well as the longitudinal dispersion of the matrix continuum have
no influence on the shape of the tracer breakthrough curves, and that
the longitudinal dispersion of the fracture system does not have a
dominant influence. This is confirmed during calibration (cf. Sections
8.2 and 8.3). Therefore, the equivalent longitudinal dispersions for
both continua are chosen to equalαl  0.1 m, although the dispersion
of the fracture system is generally smaller than that of the matrix sys-
tem. The transversal dispersions of both continua are set to a tenth
of the longitudinal dispersions, i.e. αt  0.01 m. This ratio of trans-
verse to longitudinal dispersion is generally accepted in the literature
(FORKEL (2004), KÄSS (1998), WELTY & GELHAR (1994)).
7.4.4 Relative Reference Volumes
As discussed earlier, relative reference volumes have to be considered
in the equations describing the multi continuum model. Here, the rel-
ative reference volume of the fracture component equals

F  1.0
(cf. Section 7.4.1). The relative reference volume of the matrix system
is estimated to be equal to

M  0.994. This value is the same as the
one used for the simulations with the one-dimensional conceptual
model (cf. Section 4.3).
The equivalent parameters of the fracture and the matrix continuum
are summarized in Table 7.3. The exchange parameters are deter-
mined in the following section.
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Table 7.3: Equivalent parameters of the fracture and the matrix continuum.
Fracture system Matrix system
kxx
 
m2  4.84  10  11 4.34  10  14
Permeability kxy
 
m2  0.97  10  11 0.00
kyy
 
m2  4.04  10  11 4.34  10  14
Porosity n
 
  4.00  10  03 2.00  10  01
Coefficient of
Diffusion De
 
m2s  1  2.32  10  05 1.45  10  05
Dispersion
- longitudinal αl
 
m  1.0  10  01 1.0  10  01
- transverse αt
 
m  1.0  10  02 1.0  10  02
Relative
reference volume  
 
  1.0 0.994
7.4.5 Exchange Parameters
Exchange parameters have to be evaluated, so that the interaction be-
tween the fracture and the matrix system can be described by the dou-
ble continuum model. The DPDP system chosen for the sandstone
block requires a quasi-steady exchange formulation (JANSEN, 1999),
for which four exchange parameters are defined: the specific surface
to volume ratio
 
0, the tensor of the specific fracture surface
 
W,i j
and the exchange coefficients αQ and αC. Since only steady-state flow
is considered, no local pressure gradients develop. Therefore, no so-
lute exchange due to local advection takes place, so that αQ does not
have to be accounted for.
JANSEN (1999) states that an exact, universal mathematical formula-
tion of the exchange coefficient αC is not possible, because it depends
on both hydrogeologic and geometric properties. Especially the latter
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cannot be described mathematically because of the complex fracture
patterns observed in natural systems. In the case of transient flow,
the exchange coefficient would, furthermore, have to be formulated
as time-dependent parameter. Preliminary studies of the sensitivity
of the tracer breakthrough curves to this parameter show, however,
that its influence on the results of the tracer experiments is negli-
gible. The same applies for the specific surface to volume ratio
 
0.
These exchange parameters are therefore set toαC  5.0  10   12 m2s   1
and
 
0  6.0 m   1 , which are the values used by JANSEN (1999) for
his conceptual model of the sandstone block. According to JANSEN
(1999), the tensor of the specific fracture surface can be calculated in
a way analogous to the determination of the equivalent permeability,
where a tensor is fit to directional values. He defines the directional
specific fracture surface as the ratio of the sum over all fractures (n f rac)
of the orthogonal projections of all fracture surfaces AF onto the di-
rection of flow in the subordinate continuum, eqM , to the reference
volume of the subordinate continuum, VM:
 
W
 
eqM  
1
VM
 n f rac
k   1
AF   k  eqMnF   k  (7.7)
For the sandstone block it is impossible, though, to determine the
fracture surfaces and their orientations. Therefore the tensor of the
specific fracture surface has to be regarded as a calibration parameter
as well. The initial values for the entries in the tensor are defined as
used by JANSEN (1999) for his conceptual model. The exchange para-
meters are listed in Table 7.4.
The equivalent model parameters determined here are in the follow-
ing referred to as initial set of parameters.
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Table 7.4: Initial set of exchange parameters for the double continuum model of the
sandstone block.
Exchange parameters
Specific surface
to volume ratio

0
 
m  1  6.0
Exchange coefficient αC
 
m2 s  1  5.0  10  12
Specific fracture

W,11
 
m  1  2.0
surface

W,12
 
m  1  2.0

W,22
 
m  1  2.0
7.5 Discretization
A two-dimensional finite element mesh consisting of triangular ele-
ments with a maximum area of Amax  3.0  10   03 m2 is generated.
The boreholes are represented by single nodes. A preliminary study,
in which a flow and transport simulation is accomplished, with the
initial set of model parameters listed in Tables 7.3 and 7.4, reveals
that high flow velocities are reached close to the boreholes. The mesh
is refined in circular areas around the boreholes in order to fulfill the
stability criterium defined by means of the PECLET number:
Pe 
v
 
x
De

q
 
x
n De
 
2.0 , (7.8)
where
 
x is a mean distance between two nodes. In the northern and
southern parts of the block, in contrast, flow velocities are small, so
that the mesh can be coarser here. The resulting finite element mesh
is illustrated in Figure 7.16. Only the nodes are displayed for a better
visibility.
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The choice of appropriate time steps
 
t ensures that the stability cri-
terium given by the COURANT number,
Cu 
v
 
t
 
x

q
 
t
n
 
x
 
1.0 , (7.9)
is met.
x [m]
y
[m
]
50 55 60 65
30
35
40
Figure 7.16: Nodes of the two-dimensional finite element mesh of the sandstone
block.
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7.6 Boundary Conditions
The model of the sandstone block is to be calibrated by comparing
the numerical results to the tracer breakthrough curves detected at
the field site (cf. Section 7.2.3). The boundary conditions have to be
defined correspondingly. Flow boundary conditions are specified ex-
plicitly for the input and output borehole only, as all other bore-
holes as well as the model boundary are considered to be imper-
vious. At the injection and the extraction borehole, a flow rate of
Q  17.0 l  min  2.83  10   04 m3  s is defined by the field experi-
ments. This total volumetric flux has to be split up into the part flow-
ing through the fracture continuum and the part passing through the
matrix continuum. The ratio of these fluxes is defined by the ratio
of the permeabilities of the two continua. The total flux through the
system is split up according to the permeabilities only, if a Dirich-
let boundary condition, i.e. a pressure, is specified at both the input
and the output node and for both continua. The pressures at the in-
jection and extraction holes have only been measured approximately
during the field expriments, though, and of course the uncalibrated
model has a different flow behavior than the natural system. There-
fore fixing these pressures as boundary conditions yields a total flux
differing from the one applied during the field tracer tests. For the
correct modeling of the experiments it is essential, though, that the
total flow rate is the same in the model and the natural system. So for
each transport simulation the pressure gradient and with it the pres-
sure at the injection borehole is adjusted, so that a total flow rate of
Q  17.0 l  min  2.83  10   04 m3  s is reached.
For the transport boundary conditions, a relative concentration of
C  C0  1.0 is defined at the node, representing the injection borehole
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for times t
 
0, and at the detection borehole the tracer breakthrough
curve is recorded.
7.7 Summary
A two-dimensional double continuum model is chosen to represent
the sandstone block. The approaches to identify an appropriate model
type by means of typical tracer breakthrough curves and key figures
suggest two permeable components with a low hydraulic contrast.
The values of the equivalent parameters, estimated on the basis of
laboratory and field experiments, however, result in a high hydraulic
contrast between the components. They have to be adjusted by means
of a model calibration, which is presented in Section 8.4. At the same
time, the applicability of the identification approaches to the two-
dimensional case of a dipole flow field has to be reviewed (cf. Sec-
tion 8.6). Some of the model input parameters, such as the exchange
parameters and the dispersions, can only be estimated, as no reliable
methods for their identification by means of field or laboratory exper-
iments exist for the case of a double continuum model and a dipole
flow field. A sensitivity analysis (cf. Section 8.3) demonstrates, how-
ever, that these parameters do not have a significant influence on the
model results, i.e. the tracer breakthrough curves.
The difficulties encountered during the estimation of the equivalent
parameters, due to the strong heterogeneity of the sandstone block
anticipate that it will not be possible to fit the model results equally
well to all tracer breakthrough curves detected at the test site.
No analytical methods to determine equivalent model parameters
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from tracer breakthrough curves are found for the case of a dipole
flow field. All methods involve a curve fitting procedure. If analytical
methods existed, the uncertainty of the parameter estimates could be
quantified more precisely.
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Chapter 8
Analysis on the Field Block Scale
8.1 Introduction
In this chapter, the flow and transport behavior of the two-dimen-
sional model of the field block is investigated. Initially, the flow and
transport behavior of a single continuum model is analyzed for the
gas-saturated case. The shape of the tracer breakthrough curves is not
influenced by any interactions with other continua. Thus, it can be
determined which characteristics of the curves result from the dipole
flow field. The effect of the coupling with a second continuum on the
model behavior is discussed. Based on these analyses, the model of
the field block is calibrated. Analogous to the analysis of the concep-
tual model, sensitivities for the gas- and the water-saturated case are
then compared, in order to evaluate the transferability of the results
of gas tracer tests to the water-saturated case. Finally, the applicabil-
ity of the characterization of tracer breakthrough curves by means of
the key figures to the case of a dipole flow field is discussed.
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8.2 Influence of the Dipole Flow Field
8.2.1 Evaluation of the Sensitivities for a Single Continuum Model
In order to determine the influence of the geometry of the flow field
on the shape of the tracer breakthrough curves, the sensitivities of
the quantiles are calculated for a single continuum model of the field
block. The model parameters are defined as determined for the frac-
ture system in Section 7.4. The boundary conditions are chosen as de-
scribed in Section 7.6. Since all calculated tracer breakthrough curves
feature a strong tailing, the calculations are stopped at a time of
t  3 000 s. A simulation run of longer duration has shown that all
interesting characteristics of the tracer breakthrough curves as well
as their sensitivities occur within this time span. Moreover, simula-
tion runs up to the point in time at which a relative concentration of
C  C0  1.0 is reached cannot be obtained in a reasonable period of
computation time. Even for pressure gradients much higher than the
ones applied in the scope of this work and for high permeabilities,
this point in time lies beyond 10 000 s, while the first tracer break-
through occurs after about 50 s.
The graphs showing the sensitivities of the quantiles contain oscil-
lations. This is due to the interpolation error described in Section
6.3.2. A strong curvature of the tracer breakthrough curve results in
especially strong oscillations since the interpolation error increases.
These instabilities can be reduced by a smaller time discretization re-
sulting in a longer simulation time. A more sophisticated interpola-
tion scheme, other than the implemented linear interpolation, would
lower the interpolation errors. Since the general conclusions of this re-
search are not affected by the interpolation error, it is abstained from
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optimizing this effect in the framework of this thesis.
In Figure 8.1 the sensitivities of the quantiles with respect to the input
parameters are presented for all configurations featuring borehole Z0
as injection borehole. It is obvious that the sensitivities of the configu-
rations lying on the same axis (Z1-Z0-Z4, Z2-Z0-Z5, Z3-Z0-Z6) exhibit
the same characteristics, i.e. despite the unsymmetric model geome-
try the influence of the impervious model boundary is basically the
same for the configurations lying on one axis. In order to facilitate the
interpretation of the sensitivities, the streamlines and pressure distri-
butions for configurations representing the three flow and transport
axes are displayed in Figure 8.2. They very well reflect the shape of
the permeability tensor determined in Section 7.4.1. It becomes ob-
vious that the axes Z2-Z0-Z5 and Z3-Z0-Z6 fall close to the first and
second principal direction, respectively.
8.2.2 General Characteristics of the Sensitivities
The sensitivities have similar characteristics in all directions. As the
flow velocities are rather high, advection is the dominant transport
process, whereas diffusion does not have a significant influence on
the tracer breakthrough curves. The sensitivities with respect to the
coefficient of transverse dispersion are negligible as well, while longi-
tudinal dispersion plays a distinct though not dominant role during
the first part of tracer breakthrough. This is also observed by WELTY
& GELHAR (1994), who present type curves allowing for the deter-
mination of longitudinal dispersion from breakthrough data of two
well tracer tests. In the case of continuous injection, the type curves
for different dispersion coefficients fall very close together at high
concentrations, so only the first part of the breakthrough curves is
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(a) axis Z1-Z0-Z4
Z0
Z1
(b) axis Z2-Z0-Z5
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Figure 8.2: Streamlines and pressure distributions for configurations representing the
three flow and transport axes.
sensitive to longitudinal dispersion. This is because in a dipole flow
field the long tailing - usually indicating strong dilution effects such
as dispersion and diffusion - develops due to streamline divergence.
Along each streamline, the tracer arrives at the extraction borehole at
a different time. Therefore, even purely advective transport results in
a pronounced tailing. Just as in the one-dimensional case, the nega-
tive sign of the sensitivity indicates that an increase in longitudinal
dispersion results in a faster initial breakthrough.
The graphs of the sensitivities concerning porosity and the perme-
ability tensor are clearly divided into two parts. After the highly sen-
sitive time of initial breakthrough, the sensitivities decrease until they
reach a break point - for the given set of parameters after about 1 000 s
- where they suddenly increase again. At the same point in time, the
tracer breakthrough curve features a point of inflection. This results
in a change in slope, as a steep first part is followed by a long tail-
ing. In order to understand this behavior, the significance of the point
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of inflection in the tracer breakthrough curves is investigated in the
following.
Discussion of the Inflection Point of the Tracer Breakthrough Curve
The dipole flow field can be divided into a finite number of stream-
tubes of varying width, so that equal parts of the total flow rate
through the system pass through the single streamtubes, and each
streamtube carries the same part of the total tracer mass. The pressure
gradients along the short inner streamtubes are higher than along the
outer streamtubes, so that the flow velocities are higher. Therefore the
inner streamtubes are narrower. Consequently, there are more stream-
tubes in the center of the flow field than at the outside, so that the bulk
mass of injected tracer passes through shorter streamtubes.
Tracer transport through these streamtubes can be approximated by
applying the one-dimensional advection-dispersion equation along
each streamtube. By this approach the transverse dispersion is ne-
glected. However, the resulting error is small, because the flow con-
ditions in neighboring streamtubes are almost the same. Transverse
dispersion does cause a part of the tracer mass to leave the stream-
tube at both sides, but at the same time a comparable mass of tracer
migrates into it because of transverse dispersion in the neighboring
streamtubes. The approximation of the overall tracer breakthrough
curve results from a summation of the breakthrough curves of the
streamtubes, where the relative concentration of the single break-
through curves have to be divided by the number of considered
streamtubes.
Since the inner streamtubes are short, the influence of diffusion and
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longitudinal dispersion on the corresponding tracer breakthrough
curves is small and the curves are steep. The first part of the to-
tal tracer breakthrough curve is thus defined by many steep curves,
whose points of initial breakthrough lie closely together. With each
curve that is added, the total tracer breakthrough curve becomes
steeper and the point of inflection is moved towards later points in
time and higher concentrations.
However, the longer the streamtubes are, the lower is the flow veloc-
ity and the stronger is the influence of dispersion and diffusion. The
tracer breakthrough curves for the long outer streamlines are thus
flatter and feature a later point of first tracer arrival. Furthermore, the
time span lying between the points of first tracer arrival of two conse-
quent curves grows. Therefore, the outer streamtubes only contribute
to the second part of the total breakthrough curve and no longer in-
fluence the point of inflection. This is also the reason why the gradient
of the second part of the curve is much smaller.
In Figure 8.3, the spreading of the concentration front in the single
continuum model is illustrated for three time steps. The movement
of the concentration front through the flow field, however, does not
reveal the reason for the break point in the sensitivities. A smooth
transition could rather be expected.
An analysis of the traditional, i.e. non-normalized, sensitivities
(Equation (6.5)) reveals that the sensitivities of the quantiles increase
in both parts of the tracer breakthrough curves. In Figure 8.4 this is
illustrated exemplarily for the configuration Z0-Z3. The sensitivity to
porosity appears as a straight line in Figure 8.4 (a) because it is several
orders of magnitude smaller than the sensitivities to the permeabili-
ties (cf. Figure 8.4 (b)). It becomes obvious that a normalization of
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Figure 8.3: Spreading of the concentration front at different points in time for the con-
figuration Z0-Z3.
the sensitivities is necessary for reasons of comparability (cf. Section
6.3.1). The traditional sensitivities to porosity and permeability in-
crease with time, because with the growing transport distance along
the outer streamlines a change in velocity has a more important influ-
ence. The logarithmic sensitivities presented in Figure 8.1 decrease in
the beginning, because the value of the quantile txx in the denomina-
tor of the normalization factor increases faster than the change ∂txx in
the quantile due to a variation of the input parameter. However, the
traditional sensitivities also feature the break point.
The break point in the sensitivities occurs because of the shape of the
tracer breakthrough curves around the point of inflection. To illus-
trate the influence of a decrease in porosity on the tracer breakthrough
curves, the curves of two single continuum models with slightly dif-
ferent porosities are compared in Figure 8.5. The distance between
the two points of initial breakthrough is small, so the non-normalized
sensitivity of this quantile is small, too. Up to the point of inflection
the deviations between the two curves increase. As the increase is
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Figure 8.4: Non-normalized sensitivities of the quantiles for the configuration Z0-Z3.
stronger for earlier points in time, the gradient of the graph of the
non-normalized sensitivity decreases. At the point of inflection, the
gradients of the tracer breakthrough curves suddenly decrease. As
the curve for the higher porosity lies slightly below the other curve,
the differences in the quantiles increase considerably from this point
on. This results in the discontinuity of the gradient of the sensitivi-
ties.
8.2.3 Directional Characteristics of the Sensitivities
The sensitivities concerning porosity, which is a scalar quantity and
thus independent of direction, are essentially the same for all direc-
tions, while the sensitivities with respect to the permeabilities kxx , kxy
and kyy clearly reflect the principal directions of the permeability ten-
sor.
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Figure 8.5: Tracer breakthrough curves for different values of porosity (configuration
Z0-Z3).
Influence of kxy
To explain the influence of the different entries of the permeability
tensor on the shape of the tracer breakthrough curves, the relevance
of these values for the anisotropic permeability tensor and thus for
the geometry of the dipole flow field is first discussed. Figure 8.6
shows that if the value of kxy is increased, the tensor is extended along
its first principal axis and constricted along its second principal axis.
In the case where kxy equals zero, the principal axes of the tensor cor-
respond to the axes of the coordinate system (Equation (8.1)). The per-
meablities in the principal directions are k1 and k2 , respectively:
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ki j 
kxx 0
0 kyy

k1 0
0 k2
. (8.1)
The algebraic sign of kxy determines the orientation of the tensor. The
axis intercepts are mainly determined by the values of kxx and kyy,
respectively, as illustrated in Figure 8.7. An increase in kxx results in
a rotation of the tensor and an extension along both principal axes.
Directional permeability is thus increased in all directions except the
direction of the y-axis, the strongest increase occuring in the direction
of the x-axis. An increase in kyy has an analogous effect. The tensor
of equivalent permeability determined for the total system in Section
7.4.1 is represented by the bold solid line in both figures.
The axis Z3-Z0-Z6 almost coincides with the second principal axis, so
if kxy is increased, the permeability in the direction of the short inner
streamlines, k2, is reduced (cf. Figure 8.1). Therefore, the sensitivity
concerning kxy is fairly high and positive for the first part of the quan-
tiles. It then decreases, because the transport along the outer stream-
lines is at the same time influenced by an increasing permeability in
the direction of the first principal axis, k1 . For the configurations lying
on the axis Z2-Z0-Z5, the sensitivity of the quantiles with respect to
kxy are non-negligible only for early points in time. In this case the
short inner streamlines almost coincide with the first principal axis of
the permeability tensor, so that the initial tracer arrival is influenced
by the increase in k1 resulting from an increase in kxy . The tracer trav-
els faster and arrives earlier, if kxy is increased, so the sensitivities are
negative. For later points in time again, both the increase in k1 and the
decrease in k2 influence advective tracer transport, so that, altogether,
kxy only has a negligible influence on the shape of the breakthrough
curve.
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Figure 8.6: Influence of kxy on the permeability tensor.
Influence of kxx and kyy
The behavior of the sensitivities concerning kxx and kyy can be ex-
plained by Figure 8.7. An increase in kxx hardly affects the permeabil-
ity in the direction of the axis Z1-Z0-Z4, so here, the sensitivities with
respect to kxx are small during the first part of the tracer breakthrough
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Figure 8.7: Influence of kxx on the permeability tensor.
curve. The permeabilities in all other directions, however, are raised
by an increase in kxx , so that the tracer transported along the outer
streamlines is accelerated, which is reflected by the negative sign of
the increasing sensitivity. In contrast, a change in kyy mainly influ-
ences the fast transport along the inner streamlines, so kyy is the dom-
inating factor for the first part of the tracer breakthrough curve.
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Transport along the axis Z3-Z0-Z6 is governed by both kxx and kyy,
kxx having a stronger influence at all points in time, because the over-
all transport direction is orientated more to the direction of the x-
axis than the y-axis. This applies even more to the axis Z2-Z0-Z5, so
that here, the quantiles are influenced even stronger by kxx and less
by kyy. As indicated by the positive sign of the corresponding sen-
sitivity, an increase in kyy results in a slightly slower arrival of the
first tracer mass along this axis. The first tracer breakthrough occurs
via the streamline with the best relationship between velocity and
length of the streamline. If kyy is increased, the first principal axis
is turned away from the main flow and transport direction. There-
fore, the streamline representing the fastest transport path becomes
longer.
Further Explanations
In order to corroborate these explanations, further simulations are ac-
complished with the different permeability tensors presented in Table
8.1 and Figure 8.8.
Table 8.1: Permeability tensors, for which the sensitivities of the quantiles are evalu-
ated.
Parameter kxx kxy kyy
set
 
m2 
 
m2 
 
m2 
initial 4.84  10  11 0.97  10  11 4.04  10  11
set 1 4.00  10  10 0.00 4.00  10  10
set 2 1.00  10  10 0.00 4.00  10  10
set 3 4.00  10  10  2.00  10  10 4.00  10  10
The permeabilities are increased by one order of magnitude, since
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Figure 8.8: Permeability tensors [m2], for which the sensitivities of the quantiles are
evaluated.
it was assumed that this could decrease the time of the total tracer
breakthrough. However, each simulation run comprises the adjust-
ment of the boundary conditions in order to obtain a total flux of
17, 0 l  min. As the porosity remains constant as well, the transport
velocities do not change.
Concerning the sensitivity to kxy , it is interesting to compare the re-
sults for the initial set of parameters to those for set 3, because the
principal axes of the corresponding permeability tensors are oriented
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at an angle of approximately 90
 
. For the parameter set 3, an increase
in kxy increases the permeability in the direction of Z0-Z3 and de-
creases the permeability in the direction of Z0-Z2, resulting in nega-
tive and positive sensitivities, respectively. For the initial set of para-
meters the opposite holds true.
In general, the basic shape of the graphs of the sensitivities is the same
for all permeability tensors, indicating that it results from the dipole
geometry of the flow field and the orientation of the main flow and
transport axis with respect to the permeability tensor. The values of
the entries in the permeability tensor affect the absolute values of the
sensitivities. This is illustrated in Figure 8.9 by means of a comparison
of the sensitivities calculated for set 1 and 2, the former representing
the isotropic case and the latter the case in which the first principal
axis corresponds to the y-axis.
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Figure 8.9: Sensitivities of the quantiles with respect to permeability for the parameter
sets 1 and 2.
The sensitivities of the second part of the quantiles are compared. The
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sensitivity to kxx is smaller for set 2, whereas the sensitivity to kyy is
larger. This is because the direction of the y-axis is the dominating
direction of flow for set 2, while in the isotropic case all directions
are equally important. Since the second part of tracer breakthrough
is always influenced by both kxx and kyy, this holds true for all flow
and transport axes. The deviations of the sensitivities of the first part
of the quantiles are small.
The tracer breakthrough curves calculated for configurations along
the first principal axis of the permeability tensor, i.e. the direction
of maximum permeability, feature the steepest slope in their first
parts, while the slope of the second part of the curves is flattest. So
the tracer breakthrough curves of these configurations exhibit the
sharpest change in slope. This is because the inner streamtubes are
narrower due to even higher flow velocities. Thus, a more significant
part of the total tracer mass is transported through the inner stream-
tubes, while less tracer travels via the outer streamtubes. This is very
well visible in Figure 8.9. The tracer breakthrough curve for set 2 and
the axis Z1-Z0-Z4 is steep and has a sharp change in slope. For the axis
Z2-Z0-Z5 it is much flatter and even lies below the curve for set 1.
The investigations carried out by means of the single continuum
model demonstrate that the sensitivities for different transport direc-
tions have different values but the same characteristics. In order to
gain an insight of how tracer transport is influenced by a second con-
tinuum, it is thus sufficient to analyze only one configuration. In the
following, Z0 is chosen as injection hole and Z3 as detection hole, be-
cause in the case of the single continuum model this configuration is
sensitive to all components of the permeability tensor.
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8.3 Influence of the Second Continuum
8.3.1 Comparison of the Single and Double Continuum Models
An analysis of the tracer breakthrough curves and the sensitivities of
the quantiles of the double continuum model shows that for the initial
set of parameters the influence of the subordinate matrix component
(β) is negligible (cf. Figure 8.10). The concentration at the monitoring
hole is neither sensitive to the matrix parameters nor to the exchange
parameters.
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Figure 8.10: Sensitivities of the quantiles of the double continuum model with the ini-
tial set of parameters (configuration Z0-Z3).
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Compared to the single continuum model, the sensitivities con-
cerning the permeabilities of the superordinate continuum are much
smaller for the double continuum model. This is due to the boundary
conditions. In both cases, the pressure at the input node is adjusted,
until a total flow rate of Q  17.0 l  min is reached (cf. Section 7.6).
While in the single continuum model the total flux passes through
the one continuum, in the double continuum model it is split up into
two parts. So at the input node, less tracer is injected into the super-
ordinate continuum than in the case of the single continuum model.
Furthermore, a smaller pressure gradient needs to be applied in the
case of the double continuum model, so that a change in the perme-
ability of the superordinate continuum has less influence on the flow
rate passing through it and thus on the transport velocity than in the
single continuum model. As the influence of the porosity of the su-
perordinate continuum on the transport velocity is independent of
the pressure gradient, the deviation of the sensitivities to it is much
smaller.
The tracer breakthrough curve of the double continuum model devi-
ates only slightly from the curve of the single continuum model in
the first part, i.e. the part before the point of inflection, once again
indicating the small influence of the matrix continuum.
In the following sections, the influence of the properties of the matrix
continuum on the tracer breakthrough curve and its sensitivities are
further investigated. First, the influence of matrix permeability and
porosity is discussed, followed by an analysis of the influence of the
exchange parameters.
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8.3.2 Influence of Matrix Permeability
In order to analyze the influence of matrix permeability on the tracer
breakthrough curves, the sensitivities of the quantiles are calculated
for two more sets of parameters with higher matrix permeabilities,
i.e. the hydraulic contrast between the two components is reduced.
All other parameters remain unchanged. A decrease of matrix perme-
ability is not considered, because the influence of the matrix system
is negligible for the initial set of parameters. In Table 8.2 the inves-
tigated matrix permeabilities and the resulting ratios of fracture and
matrix system permeabilities are presented. The latter indicate the or-
der of magnitude of the hydraulic contrast, as they quantify the ratio
of the flow rates in the two continua.
Table 8.2: Variation of matrix permeability and the hydraulic contrast between the two
components of the double continum model.
Parameter kM kF   kM
set
 
m2 
 
 
initial 4.34  10  14   1  10  03
set km1 4.34  10  13   1  10  02
set km2 4.34  10  12   1  10  01
The sensitivities calculated for the parameter set km1 are presented in
Figure 8.11. For the second part of the tracer breakthrough curve, the
sensitivities of the quantiles concerning the matrix permeability and
the specific fracture surface no longer equal zero, indicating a grow-
ing influence of transport through the subordinate continuum. Ad-
vective mass exchange is the dominating exchange process, because
the flow velocity in the subordinate continuum is rather high. If the
matrix permeability is increased even more to kM  4.34  10   12 m2
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(set km2), the sensitivities of the quantiles concerning matrix perme-
ability and the tensor of the specific fracture surface grow further. For
late points in time, matrix permeability even dominates over the po-
rosity and kxy of the fracture continuum. Furthermore, the influence
of matrix porosity becomes visible, as the corresponding sensitivity
is no longer zero. For this set of parameters, the tracer breakthrough
curve is sensitive to the matrix and exchange parameters even at early
points in time, although the sensitivities are rather low.
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Figure 8.11: Sensitivities of the quantiles of the double continuum model with the set
of parameters km1 (configuration Z0-Z3).
A comparison of Figures 8.10 and 8.11 shows that the sensitivi-
ties concerning the permeability of the superordinate continuum are
higher for higher matrix permeabilities. So, an increase in matrix per-
meability results in a growing influence of the permeability of the
fracture system as well. Comparing the sensitivities of the parameter
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sets km1 and km2, substantial deviations can be observed, especially
for later points in time. This behavior can be explained by means of
the hydraulic contrast between the continua. An increase of the initial
matrix permeability by one order of magnitude does not significantly
influence the first part of the tracer breakthrough curve. The second
part of the curves, though, lies below the one for the initial set of para-
meters (cf. Figure 8.12). Increasing the matrix permeability by another
order of magnitude yields a tracer breakthrough curve having a not-
icably smaller slope in the first part. The point of inflection occurs at
approximately the same point in time as before, but at this point only
a much smaller relative concentration is reached, so that the second
part of the tracer breakthrough curve lies even further below the two
other curves. Thus, the influence on the tracer breakthrough curve is
smaller, if the high hydraulic contrast of the initial set of parameters
is reduced to the lower but still relatively high hydraulic contrast of
the parameter set km1.
A change from set km1 to the low hydraulic contrast of set km2,
in contrast, has a strong impact on the tracer breakthrough curve.
The points in time txx , at which a certain relative concentration
C  C0  xx % is detected at the monitoring hole, increase, and this
effect is more distinct for later points in time. This is illustrated in
Figure 8.12. The same behavior can be observed if the permeability
of the fracture system is varied instead of the matrix permeability.
Therefore, the sensitivities concerning the permeability of the fracture
system grow for a decreasing hydraulic contrast. A certain change in
the permeability of the fracture system has a smaller influence if the
hydraulic contrast is already high, as is the case for the initial set of
parameters. So, the higher the hydraulic contrast, the lower are the
sensitivities to the permeability of the fracture system.
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Figure 8.12: Effect of a variation of the hydraulic contrast on the tracer breakthrough
curve.
The permeability of the superordinate continuum has an influence
on the hydraulic contrast, as it regulates the ratio of the flow rates
in the two continua. Furthermore, by changing the flow rate in the
fracture system and with it the DARCY-velocity, it has an influence
on the transport velocity. In contrast, a change in porosity only in-
fluences the hydraulic contrast by means of the transport velocity in
the superordinate continuum. This effect is independent of the ma-
trix permeability, so the sensitivities concerning the porosity of the
fracture system are essentially the same in all three cases.
That the first tracer mass arrives at the monitoring hole via the su-
perordinate continuum alone is confirmed by the fact that neither
the time of the first arrival nor its sensitivity to the input parame-
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ters changes if the matrix permeability is varied. For the initial set of
parameters and set km1 this holds true for the whole first part of tracer
breakthrough, whereas the tracer breakthrough curve of the set km2 is
already influenced by the second continuum in its first part. Here, the
sensitivities concerning the exchange parameters are no longer zero
for the first part of the quantiles, and the sensitivities with respect
to the permeability of the fracture system differ from the case of the
parameter set km1.
Interestingly, longitudinal dispersion in the superordinate continuum
regains importance during the second phase of the tracer break-
through for the parameter set km2, and the sensitivity is negative
at all times. The sensitivities for the other sets show this charac-
teristic as well, but less pronounced. This is investigated further in
Section 8.5.
8.3.3 Influence of Matrix Porosity and the Exchange Parameters
Matrix Porosity
A variation of matrix porosity has neither a significant influence
on the sensitivities of the quantiles nor on the tracer breakthrough
curves. This is because it does not change the subdivision of the to-
tal flow rate, which is the same for all configurations, into the fluxes
through the two continua. Thus, it has no influence on the ratio of
the tracer masses injected into the two continua. Figure 8.13 demon-
strates, that a decrease in matrix porosity accelerates the tracer trans-
port through the subordinate continuum. In Figure 8.13 the tracer
breakthrough via the matrix continuum seems to be significant, as
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considerable relative concentrations are attained. However, the rel-
ative tracer concentration in the matrix system given by the tracer
breakthrough curve refers to the partial flux through this continuum,
which is by three orders of magnitude smaller than that of the su-
perordinate continuum. Therefore it has only a small influence on the
relative concentration of the total breakthrough curves that refer to
the total flow rate. The overall breakthrough curves lie below those
of the fracturesystem because of the influence of the matrix system.
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Figure 8.13: Effect of a variation of the matrix porosity on the tracer breakthrough
curve.
Another consequence of the faster movement of the tracer front
through the subordinate continuum due to a decreased porosity is a
less significant concentration gradient between the continua, so that
a smaller part of the tracer migrates from the fracture continuum into
the matrix continuum. This is manifested by the deviations of the
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tracer breakthrough curves of the superordinate continuum in Figure
8.13. Exchange processes become more important for growing resi-
dence times (cf. Section 2.4). In a dipole flow field, the residence time
is biggest in the long outer stream tubes. Therefore, the deviations are
more distinct for late points in time.
Exchange coefficients
Similar observations are made if the specific fracture surface
 
W,i j,
which regulates the regional advective mass exchange, is increased.
This is illustrated in Figure 8.14.
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Figure 8.14: Sensitivities of the quantiles of the double continuum model with in-
creased values for the specific fracture surface (configuration Z0-Z3).
The point of first tracer breakthrough as well as its sensitivities do not
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change. As indicated by small sensitivities, advective mass exchange
has only a slight influence on the first part of the tracer breakthrough
curve. It plays an important role for the second part of tracer break-
through, though. The growing importance of mass transfer from the
fracture system into the matrix system results in a stronger influence
of the matrix parameters, which is demonstrated by increased sen-
sitivities of the quantiles to matrix permeability. As well, the sensi-
tivities, with respect to the permeability and porosity of the fracture
system, increase for higher specific fracture surfaces, as these parame-
ters define the hydraulic contrast between the components and thus
have an influence on the significance of the exchange processes. An
increase of the specific surface to volume ratio
 
0 and the coefficient
for solute exchange αC has similar effects. They are, however, less dis-
tinct, since diffusive mass exchange is not the dominating exchange
process for the given set of parameters.
Concerning the tracer breakthrough curves, the following conclu-
sions are drawn. Apart from the point of initial tracer breakthrough,
all quantiles are influenced by exchange processes. However, in most
cases the influence on the first part of the tracer breakthrough curves
is negligible. A growing importance of mass exchange reduces the
gradient of the first part of the curves and significantly pulls down
the second part. Thus, the strong tailing due to advective transport
along streamlines of growing length is amplified, as a growing part
of tracer is delayed by a migration from the superordinate into the
subordinate continuum. For all cases investigated so far, the porosity
and permeability of the fracture system have the dominating influ-
ence on the shape of the tracer breakthrough curves, though. In Sec-
tion 8.5 it is investigated, if this still holds true for models with lower
permeabilities.
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8.4 Model Calibration
A comparison of the tracer breakthrough curves calculated with the
initial set of parameters (cf. Section 7.4) to the curves obtained in the
field experiments shows that the estimated equivalent parameters are
in the correct order of magnitude, since no extreme deviations can be
observed. In general, the tracer breakthrough at the field site is faster
than predicted by the model, especially for the configurations Z0-Z1
and Z0-Z4. These configurations are influenced by a strong discon-
tinuity, as discussed in Section 7.4.1. The calibration is therefore fo-
cussed on the other configurations.
As indicated by the sensitivity analysis, the parameters of the fracture
system have to be altered in order to achieve a faster overall tracer
breakthrough. The field breakthrough curves, however, clearly show
the influence of a second component that would be neglected, if the
hydraulic contrast was increased even further. Therefore the calibra-
tion is started from two points. On the one hand, the model is cali-
brated as indicated by the sensitivity analysis presented in Sections
8.2 and 8.3. As calibration may be non-unique and, furthermore, the
sensitivities depend on the initial values of the input parameters, it is
possible that the field tracer experiments can be modeled using input
parameters deviating considerably from the initial set. Therefore, a
set of parameters representing a model with a stronger matrix influ-
ence is chosen as second starting point. However, both investigations
yield to the same results, as the subordinate continuum has a strong
delaying effect on the breakthrough curves in all cases.
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8.4.1 Calibration from Initial Set of Parameters
The calibration that starts from the initial set of parameters is de-
scribed in more detail. The breakthrough curves corresponding to the
consecutive steps of calibration are displayed in Figure 8.15. Accord-
ing to the sensitivities, an increase in kxx or kyy results in a faster tracer
breakthrough. As the sensitivity to kxx is dominant in most cases, this
parameter is altered first (curve (1) in Figure 8.15). The tracer break-
through curves are steepened further by decreasing the porosity of
the fracture system (2). Both steps, however, move the point of initial
tracer breakthrough towards earlier points in time. This is counter-
acted partly by decreasing the longitudinal dispersion of the fracture
system (3). Since the sensitivity to αl,α is rather low, though, only a
decrease by several orders of magnitude can move the point of ini-
tial tracer breakthrough sufficiently towards later points in time. This
seems to be unrealistic. Better results are achieved by increasing the
value of kxy (4), as the maximum sensitivities to this value are reached
at early points in time for most configurations. Furthermore, this step
results in a less abrupt change in slope. A decrease in matrix poro-
sity only has a small influence on the tracer breakthrough curves,
since the hydraulic contrast between the two components is high. The
parameter set that is finally chosen, is presented in Table 8.3. The ex-
change parameters as well as the relative reference volumes remain
unchanged.
As indicated by Figure 8.16, the tracer breakthrough curves detected
at the field site can only be modeled approximately. The time of ini-
tial breakthrough is well represented in some cases, for instance for
the configuration Z4-Z5 (Figure 8.16 (a)). The breakthrough curves
from the field experiments differ considerably for different directions,
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Figure 8.15: Tracer breakthrough curves for the configuration Z4-Z5 at different steps
of the calibration process.
while the multi continuum model of a porous medium produces simi-
lar curves, even if an anisotropic permeability tensor is chosen. There-
fore, only some directions can be well represented by one set of input
parameters. The part of the curves lying between the point of initial
tracer breakthrough and the point of inflection can hardly be fitted
well to the experimental results, since it corresponds to the region
of lowest sensitivity. A better approximation of this part would there-
fore result in a substantial deviation at the point of initial tracer break-
through and the point of inflection. For the chosen set of parameters,
this is already the case for configuration Z0-Z6 (Figure 8.16 (b)).
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Table 8.3: Equivalent model parameters after calibration.
Fracture system Matrix system
kxx
 
m2  8.84  10  11 4.34  10  14
Permeability kxy
 
m2  3.97  10  11 0.00
kyy
 
m2  4.04  10  11 4.34  10  14
Porosity n
 
  2.00  10  03 0.10
Coefficient of
Diffusion De
 
m2s  1  2.32  10  05 1.45  10  05
Dispersion
- longitudinal αl
 
m  1.0  10  02 1.0  10  01
- transverse αt
 
m  1.0  10  03 1.0  10  02
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Figure 8.16: Comparison of the tracer breakthrough curves obtained in the field ex-
periments to the model results for the configurations (a) Z4-Z5, (b) Z0-Z6
and (c) Z0-Z4.
8.4.2 Discussion of Calibration Results
The results of the calibration, as well as the investigations described
in Sections 8.2 and 8.3, demonstrate that it is impossible to model
the tracer breakthrough curves detected at the field block by means
of a continuum model, as the modeled tracer breakthrough curves
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all have a similar shape. They all feature a relatively steep first part
passing into a pronounced tailing. By varying the model input para-
meters, the slopes of the two parts of the breakthrough curves as
well as the time of first tracer arrival can be regulated. Furthermore,
the sharpness of the change in slope can be influenced. However,
none of the breakthrough curves detected at the test site has this dis-
tinct shape, that seems to be strongly influenced by the dipole flow
field. It is thus questionable, if during the field experiments proper
dipole flow fields were established. Presumably, strong local inho-
mogeneities, such as the fracture in the direction of the axis Z1-Z0-Z4
(cf. Section 7.4.1 and Figure 7.1), prevent the development of a dipole
flow field. In the case of the configurations Z0-Z1 and Z0-Z4 this re-
sults in a fast total tracer breakthrough in the field experiments (cf.
Figure 8.16 (c)), that cannot be reproduced by the model. Moreover,
the development of a dipole flow field during the tracer experiments
is disturbed by leaks in the concrete sealing, which allow air to be im-
bibed from the outside. Furthermore, the experimental set-up, espe-
cially developed for hydraulic tracer tests, may favor further leakage
effects. Therefore, the boundary conditions applied in the numerical
investigations cannot correspond to the natural system.
The model performance could be enhanced by adding discrete el-
ements to represent the strong discontinuities in the region of the
borehole annulus. The micro fracture system should be well repre-
sentable by a continuum model, as it is described as being very dense
(DIETRICH ET AL., 2004).
Since a satisfactory calibration is not possible, the following investiga-
tions (Section 8.5) cannot be regarded as a prognosis of the flow and
transport behavior of the field block. However, general conclusions
concerning the transferability of gas tracer experiments to the water-
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saturated case can be drawn, since the values of the model parame-
ters that were derived from the analysis of the flow and tracer exper-
iments are in the correct order of magnitude for a natural system.
8.5 Comparison of the Model Behavior for the two Carrier
Fluids
8.5.1 Properties of the Investigated Models
In an analogous way to the analysis of the conceptual model, the flow
and transport behavior of different types of two-dimensional models
is compared for the water- and the gas-saturated case. Again, three
sets of model parameters are defined, representing a macro fracture
system, a micro fracture system and the matrix system. Just as dur-
ing the analysis of the conceptual model the systems are named f1,
f2 and m. The parameters of the macro fracture system and the ma-
trix system are adopted from the calibrated model of the field block.
For the micro fracture system, intermediate values are chosen. They
are presented in Table 8.4 for the gas-saturated model. In the water-
saturated case, only the coefficients of molecular diffusion are dif-
ferent. They are derived from those of the gas-saturated case as de-
scribed in Section 4.3 and equal 8.0  10   10 m2s   1, 7.0  10   10 m2s   1
and 5.0  10   10 m2s   1, respectively, for the systems f1, f2 and m.
As explained for the conceptual model in Section 4.3, the pressure
boundary conditions in the water-saturated case have to be the same
as in the gas-saturated case.
First, the single continuum models are analyzed. Since, in contrast
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Table 8.4: Equivalent parameters of the two-dimensional model f2 for the gas-
saturated case.
Micro fracture system f2
kxx
 
m2  8.00  10  13
Permeability kxy
 
m2  0.00
kyy
 
m2  8.00  10  13
Porosity n
 
  5.00  10  02
Coefficient of
Diffusion De
 
m2s  1  2.03  10  05
Dispersion
- longitudinal αl
 
m  5.0  10  02
- transverse αt
 
m  5.0  10  03
to the case of the conceptual model, the difference between the gas-
saturated and the water-saturated model becomes clearly visible al-
ready for the model of the micro fracture system, only the inves-
tigations concerning the models f1 and f2 are presented here. Fur-
thermore, the double continuum models f1f2, f1m and f2m are ana-
lyzed. Triple continuum models are not considered in the scope of
this thesis, since the experimental data do not show a triple conti-
nuum model behavior. Furthermore, additional equivalent parame-
ters would have to be estimated from experimental results, introduc-
ing further uncertainties into the numerical model of the field block.
The exchange parameters are chosen in analogy to the conceptual
model. They are listed in Table 8.5.
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Table 8.5: Exchange parameters of the two-dimensional model.
Exchange f1f2 f1m f2m
parameters
Specific surface
to volume ratio

0
 
m  1  6.0 12.0 12.0
Exchange coefficient αC
 
m2 s  1  5.0  10  12 6.7  10  12 6.7  10  12
Specific fracture

W,11
 
m  1  2.0 4.0 4.0
surface

W,12
 
m  1  2.0 2.0 2.0

W,22
 
m  1  2.0 4.0 4.0
8.5.2 Sensitivity Analysis of Single Continuum Models
Single continuum model f1
First, the single continuum model representing the macro fracture
system f1 is analyzed. The dependency of the magnitude of the sen-
sitivities on the main flow and transport direction with respect to the
permeability tensor is obvious in the water-saturated case as well.
However, the graphs of the sensitivities no longer feature a break
point. At the same time, the change in slope of the tracer break-
through curves is less abrupt and the point of inflection corresponds
to lower values of relative concentration. In Figure 8.17 the sensitivi-
ties calculated for the configuration Z0-Z3 are displayed.
It has been refrained from comparing the sensitivities for the two car-
rier fluids directly in one Figure, as accomplished for the conceptual
model, because no reasonable way of scaling the time axis was pos-
sible. For the conceptual model, the time axis was scaled, so that for
both carrier fluids the same range of relative concentration (0.001 %
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Figure 8.17: Comparison of the sensitivities of the quantiles of the single continuum
model f1 for the gas- and the water-saturated case (configuration Z0-Z3).
to 0.999 %) was displayed. In the two-dimensional case, however,
the tracer breakthrough curve of the gas-saturated case has not even
reached its point of inflection at the maximum concentration attained
in the water-saturated case after a reasonable simulation time. Impor-
tant information would thus be lost, if the time axes were scaled like
in the one-dimensional case.
The different shape of the tracer breakthrough curves in the water-
saturated case can be explained as follows. Due to the increased vis-
cosity, the velocities in the water-saturated model are lower, whereas
the pressure distribution and thus the shape of the streamtubes re-
main the same as in the gas-saturated case. The relationship between
the DARCY-velocities in the two cases is linear:
qi,W  qi,G 
ηG
ηW
. (8.2)
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Therefore, the relation between the points of initial breakthrough, that
are defined solely by the straight streamtube between the two poles,
is linear, and the sensitivity to porosity and permeability is the same
in both cases. This holds true, as long as the influence of diffusion and
dispersion is small.
For all other quantiles, however, the relationship becomes non-
linear. According to KÄSS (1998) the solution of the one-dimensional
advection-dispersion equation for continuous injection is given by
C
C0

1
2
 erfc
 
x   qn  t
2
 
Dlt

, (8.3)
where Dl comprises molecular diffusion and longitudinal dispersion
and is thus dependent on velocity. The complementary error-function
erfc   x

is similar to the sum curve of the GAUSSIAN distribution. It
is tabulated for instance in KÄSS (1998). For x
 
2, erfc   x

  0, and
for x     2, erfc   x

  2. The tracer breakthrough curves obtained
with Equation (8.3) are less steep in the water-saturated case. Due
to the small velocities, the enumerator in (8.3) decreases slower than
in the gas-saturated case. Although the small velocities also result in
a smaller value of Dl , the denominator in (8.3) is higher in the water-
saturated case because of longer travel times. Altogether, the range of
values of x, for which the complementary error-function has a value
between 0 and 2, is covered in a shorter time span in the gas-saturated
case, so that the tracer breakthrough curves are steeper. Moreover,
the points of initial breakthrough of the curves of two neighboring
streamtubes lie further apart in the water-saturated case, since the
velocity is reduced, while the difference in the lengths of the stream-
tubes remains the same. Therefore, the overall tracer breakthrough
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curve is flatter as well, the point of inflection is reached at a lower
concentration, and the transition between the two parts of the break-
through curve is smooth. The latter is the reason why the graphs of
the sensitivities no longer feature a break point. The first part of the
tracer breakthrough curves in the water-saturated case is defined by
few short streamtubes only.
In the gas-saturated case the influence of the high diffusion coefficient
becomes visible at later points in time, i.e. for low velocities in the
outer streamtubes.
In the water-saturated case longitudinal dispersion has a stronger in-
fluence because of the longer travel times. The sensitivity to disper-
sion is negative up to the point of inflection of the breakthrough
curve. Afterwards it becomes positive and then decreases to become
negative again. Thus, a small increase of longitudinal dispersion re-
sults in a rotation of the first part of the tracer breakthrough curve
around its point of inflection. This behavior is discussed further in
the following paragraphs, where the single continuum model f2 is
analyzed.
Comments on the Transferability of Parameter Estimates for the Model f1
With respect to the estimation of model parameters by means of gas
tracer tests, the following conclusions are drawn. In both the water-
and the gas-saturated case, only porosity and permeability can be es-
timated from the experimental results, since the sensitivities to the
other parameters are low. Because of the linear relationship between
the points of initial tracer breakthrough in the water- and the gas-
saturated case, these points represent ideal conditions for the trans-
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ferability to the water-saturated case. However, sensitivities should
be analyzed together with the relative measurement errors (KABALA,
2001). The point of initial breakthrough is difficult to determine ex-
actly in laboratory or field experiments, because very small concen-
trations have to be measured that may be below the detection limit.
The error thus introduced by the measuring equipment may be high,
resulting in uncertain estimates for the determined parameters.
After the point of initial breakthrough, considerable deviations of the
sensitivities for the two carrier fluids occur. For late points in time,
however, the sensitivities seem to converge again. A reliable parame-
ter estimation for the water-saturated case should thus be possible,
if only late points in time are considered. Longer simulation runs are
necessary to confirm this aspect. It means that field experiments of
sufficiently long duration have to be carried out, though.
Single Continuum Model f2
In Figure 8.18, the sensitivities for the single continuum model f2 are
illustrated for both the water- and the gas-saturated case.
The sensitivities of the gas-saturated model differ considerably from
those of the model f1, since diffusion has a significant influence on
the tracer breakthrough curve. Due to the reduced permeability, only
low flow velocities occur, even in the inner streamtubes. Therefore,
diffusive tracer transport becomes relevant. The overall tracer break-
through curve is affected in the same way as by dispersion in the
water-saturated case. It is flat and no longer features a sharp change
in slope.
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Figure 8.18: Comparison of the sensitivities of the quantiles of the single continuum
model f2 for the gas- and the water-saturated case (configuration Z0-Z3).
This analogy manifests itself in the similar development of the sensi-
tivities to diffusion and dispersion in the gas- and the water-saturated
case, respectively, over time. They are negative at first and then have
a change in the algebraic sign, indicating a rotation of the first part
of the tracer breakthrough curve at about the quantile correspond-
ing to the axis intercept. This is analogous to the observations made
for the conceptual models f1 and f2 (cf. Figures 6.30 and 6.31). The
second part of the curve is moved towards earlier points in time com-
pletely, as indicated by negative sensitivities. This corresponds to the
behavior of the conceptual model m in the gas-saturated case (cf.
Figure 6.33). Thus, in the short streamtubes defining the first part of
tracer breakthrough, the flow velocities are medium. The single tracer
breakthrough curves are therefore influenced by diffusion as in the
one-dimensional model f2. In the outer streamtubes, in contrast, the
low flow velocities result in a behavior as of the conceptual model m.
The summation of the influences on the single tracer breakthrough
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curves leads to the sensitivities of the two-dimensional model pre-
sented in Figure 8.18. The negative sensitivity of the water-saturated
model to dispersion is not visible in Figure 8.18, because it has a small
value.
The sensitivity to longitudinal dispersion in the gas-saturated case is
negative for all quantiles, like in the one-dimensional model m.
The strong influence of diffusion modifies the sensitivities concerning
porosity and permeability. They also remind of the sensitivities ob-
tained for the conceptual model m.
The deviations between the sensitivities of the water-saturated mod-
els f1 and f2 mainly result from the fact, that the permeability ten-
sor of the model f2 is isotropic and the tensor of the model f1 is
anisotropic. The lower flow velocities in the model f2 result in a
stronger influence of dispersion.
Comments on the Transferability of Parameter Estimates for the model f2
For the model f2, the transferability of parameter estimates gained
from gas tracer tests to the water-saturated case is less evident than
for the model f1. The point of initial tracer breakthrough is not suit-
able due to the strong influence of diffusion in the gas-saturated case.
At later points in time, the sensitivities evaluated for the two carrier
fluids differ as well. However, the parameters having the dominating
influence on the central part of the tracer breakthrough curve are the
same in both cases, so that a transfer should nonetheless be possible.
For late points in time, the influence of porosity and the permeabili-
ties decreases in the gas-saturated case, while the sensitivity to diffu-
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sion increases again. This part of the tracer breakthrough curve is thus
not suitable for an estimation of parameters for the water-saturated
case.
8.5.3 Sensitivity Analysis of Double Continuum Models
Double Continuum Model f1f2
In Figures 8.19 and 8.20, the sensitivities of the quantiles of the double
continuum model f1f2 are illustrated.
Once again, the sensitivities of the point of initial tracer breakthrough
to porosity and permeability are equal in both the water- and the gas-
saturated case, as the sensitivity to dispersion and diffusion is low.
Since the subordinate continuum has no influence on the point of ini-
tial breakthrough, the corresponding sensitivities are equal to those
obtained for the single continuum model f1. Due to the low hydraulic
contrast between the two components, the subordinate component
has a considerable influence on later quantiles in the gas-saturated
case. In the water-saturated case, in contrast, the influence of the sub-
ordinate component is negligible. This is illustrated by the sensitiv-
ities to the exchange parameters as well. In the gas-saturated case,
mass exchange between the continua plays a more important role. As
in the conceptual model f1f2, regional advection is the relevant ex-
change process for both carrier fluids. As can be deduced from the
relevant expressions (JANSEN, 1999), the importance of this exchange
process depends directly on the DARCY-velocity in the subordinate
continuum, which is low in the water-saturated case. Therefore, the
influence of tracer exchange is lower in the water-saturated case. The
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sensitivities with respect to the exchange parameters are far below
those obtained for the conceptual model, though. The shape of the
tracer breakthrough curves is defined by the permeability and poro-
sity of the superordinate continuum f1, and in the gas-saturated case
also by the permeability of the subordinate continuum f2.
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Figure 8.19: Comparison of the sensitivities of the quantiles of the double continuum
model f1f2 for the gas- and the water-saturated case (configuration Z0-
Z3).
Comments on the Transferability of Parameter Estimates for the Model
f1f2
As to the transferability of parameter estimates, similar conclusions
can be drawn as for the single continuum model f1. For very late
points in time, though, the difference in the influence of the subordi-
nate component becomes too big to allow for a reliable transfer from
the gas-saturated to the water-saturated case.
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Figure 8.20: Comparison of the exchange parameters’ sensitivities of the quantiles of
the double continuum model f1f2 for the gas- and the water-saturated
case (configuration Z0-Z3).
Double Continuum Model f1m
The sensitivities evaluated for the double continuum model f1m are
presented in Figures 8.21 and 8.22.
Due to the high hydraulic contrast, even in the gas-saturated case the
influence of the matrix parameters is negligible. Therefore, the second
part of the tracer breakthrough curve is displaced towards higher rel-
ative concentrations compared to the one of the double continuum
model f1f2. Due to the high hydraulic contrast, diffusive mass ex-
change is dominant. In the gas-saturated case, however, the flow ve-
locities in the subordinate continuum are still rather high, so that re-
gional advection has an influence on the tracer breakthrough curve,
too.
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Figure 8.21: Comparison of the sensitivities of the quantiles of the double continuum
model f1m for the gas- and the water-saturated case (configuration Z0-
Z3).
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Figure 8.22: Comparison of the exchange parameters’ sensitivities of the quantiles of
the double continuum model f1m for the gas- and the water-saturated
case (configuration Z0-Z3).
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Comments on the Transferability of Parameter Estimates for the Model
f1m
As the sensitivities to the exchange parameters are low, a parameter
transfer from the gas-saturated to the water-saturated case is possi-
ble despite the differences concerning the dominating exchange pro-
cesses. The remarks referring to the single continuum model f1 apply
to the model f1m, too.
Double Continuum Model f2m
Figures 8.23 and 8.24 present the sensitivities evaluated for the double
continuum model f2m. Significant differences from the two double
continuum models analyzed so far can be observed.
The sensitivities for the gas-saturated case are similar to those ob-
tained for the single continuum model f2. The subordinate continuum
gains influence after the point of inflection in the tracer breakthrough
curve, but the corresponding sensitivities are low. The sensitivities to
the exchange parameters show similar features as for the double con-
tinuum model f1f2, as they are very low at first and then suddenly
start to increase at the point of inflection of the tracer breakthrough
curve. The first part of the tracer breakthrough curve is influenced
mainly by regional advection, since the flow velocities in the inner
streamtubes are still rather high. In the outer streamtubes, the flow
velocities are smaller, so that finally diffusive mass exchange becomes
more important than regional advection.
In the water-saturated case the sensitivities deviate considerably from
those calculated for the model f2. Only up to the point of inflection of
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Figure 8.23: Comparison of the sensitivities of the quantiles of the double continuum
model f2m for the gas- and the water-saturated case (configuration Z0-
Z3).
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Figure 8.24: Comparison of the exchange parameters’ sensitivities of the quantiles of
the double continuum model f2m for the gas- and the water-saturated
case (configuration Z0-Z3).
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the tracer breakthrough curve, the influence of the subordinate conti-
nuum is negligible and the sensitivities of the models f2m and f2 are
equal. Afterwards, the sensitivity to matrix porosity increases, while
the sensitivities to the permeability of the micro fracture system de-
crease. As time progresses, a state of equilibrium seems to be reached,
as the tracer breakthrough curve is influenced by both the micro frac-
ture and the matrix system.
This is confirmed by the sensitivities to the exchange parameters.
They are small at the beginning, since transport through the short
inner streamtubes occurs in the micro fracture system. At the same
time at which the matrix system starts to gain importance, the sen-
sitivities to the exchange parameters increase. They reach a maxi-
mum and then decrease again. Solute exchange is therefore relevant
for the tracer breakthrough curves resulting from transport through
the streamtubes of medium length. Tracer transport through the long
outer streamtubes is very slow, i.e. the residence times are high.
Therefore the phase of homogenization identified by JANSEN (1999)
(cf. Section 6.3.5) is reached, before the initial breakthrough occurs.
The single breakthrough curves for these streamtubes must have
the S-shape typical for single continuum models. The sensitivities to
the exchange parameters of the overall breakthrough curve resem-
ble those calculated for the conceptual model f2m, because all three
phases of tracer transport are covered by the streamtubes of different
length.
Comments on the Transferability of Parameter Estimates for f2m
The significant differences in the model behavior for the two carrier
fluids makes an estimation of parameters for the water-saturated case
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by means of gas tracer tests impossible. In the gas-saturated case, the
influence of diffusion is too strong, whereas in the water-saturated
case, the sensitivities to the exchange parameters are as high as to
porosity and permeability.
8.6 Discussion of the Identification of an Appropriate Model
Type in the Two-Dimensional Case
In Section 7.3, a continuum model consisting of two permeable com-
ponents is chosen as the appropriate model type for the field block.
Methods proposed by JANSEN (1999) and developed within the con-
text of this thesis are used. The analysis of the flow and transport
behavior of the two-dimensional model does not permit to determine
whether this really is the correct model type to represent the field
block, because the tracer breakthrough curves detected at the test site
cannot be reproduced for reasons that do not relate to the model type,
but to local heterogeneities that do not allow for identifying an ap-
propriate REV on the scale of investigation. However, general con-
clusions can be drawn concerning the applicability of the characteri-
zation methods to the case of a dipole flow field.
For a dipole flow field, the identification of different phases of tracer
transport is not as straightforward as in the one-dimensional case,
since the breakthrough curves of different model types have similar
characteristics. In the one-dimensional case, a change in the gradient
of the curves generally indicates the beginning of a phase of interac-
tion between two continua (cf. JANSEN, 1999). In the two-dimensional
case of a dipole flow field, interaction processes are relevant espe-
cially for the long flow paths via the outer streamlines. They do
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have an influence on the slope of the breakthrough curves. The typ-
ical tracer breakthrough curves presented by JANSEN (1999) pre-
sumably apply along each streamline, although, in contrast to the
one-dimensional model, the velocities are not constant. But the in-
fluence of exchange processes on the tracer breakthrough curve also
depends on the transport distance. As the transport distance is dif-
ferent for each streamline, however, the beginning of the interaction
is not reflected by a change in slope at one distinct point of the over-
all breakthrough curve. Furthermore, the influence of the advective
transport pattern is superimposed. Consequently, the tracer break-
through curves for all model types resemble the typical curves of one-
dimensional TPSP and DPSP models.
As to the characterization by means of key figures, the idea of char-
acterizing the tracer breakthrough curves by means of gradients of
different parts of the curves seems to be applicable to the case of a
dipole flow field, since the importance of the interaction between the
continua has a strong influence on the slopes of the two parts of the
curves. The uniformity coefficients U50 and U99 should be applicable
for the same reason. A problem arises concerning the use of the quan-
tile t99 , though. Due to the long tailing of the dipole breakthrough
curves, the value of t99 is high even for a rather permeable compo-
nent. It thus has a strong influence on the values of the gradients and
the key figures γ, U99 and C70. For instance, the breakthrough curve
obtained after calibration for the configuration Z4-Z5 reaches its point
of inflection at t  1150 s and C  C0  0.75. A relative concentra-
tion of C  C0  0.99, however, is detected only after 40 000 s. Thus,
the mean gradient, γ and C70 are very small for all breakthrough
curves, whereas the values of the other gradients and U99 become
very large. In the numeric simulations carried out with the model of
the field block, an evaluation of t99 is problematic because it requires
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very long simulation runs, while the significant characteristics of the
breakthrough curves correspond to early points in time. This makes
a calibration on the basis of the key figures’ sensitivities impossible,
too. During field tracer experiments the same problem occurs. Ac-
cording to HIMMELSBACH (1993), the maximum recovery rates ob-
tainable in experiments of reasonable duration are about 60   75 %.
It should thus be examined, if a lower quantile, such as t60 , could be
used instead. Since the curvature of the tracer breakthrough curves
obtained for the different model types is similar, it is questionable,
whether the coefficients of gradation, C30 and C70 , are reasonable key
figures for the identification of an appropriate model type.
Furthermore, it should be determined whether the characterization
by means of gradients and the uniformity coefficients are non-unique.
From the analyses presented in the present chapter it becomes clear,
that the influence of different types of subordinate components on the
tracer breakthrough curves can be similar. A great number of double
continuum models with different parameter sets has to be analyzed
to resolve this question.
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Conclusions
In order to support a sustainable use of water resources in hard rock
aquifers, appropriate experimental and modeling techniques are es-
sential. Multi continuum modeling as a compromise between de-
tailed discrete modeling and rough estimations by analytical solu-
tions, offers a solution by neglecting discrete effects while considering
different hydraulic properties.
In the scope of this work, characterization techniques are investigated
in order to support the choice of an appropriate multi continuum
model. Furthermore, sensitivity analyses for multi continuum mod-
els are developed to identify the relevant parameters and to explain
the dominant flow and transport processes.
In order to assess the transferability of insights gained from gas
tracer experiments as performed within the Aquifer Analogue Project
to water-saturated conditions, both numerical investigations for the
water- and the gas-saturated case are analyzed.
Differences in the flow and transport behavior for the two carrier flu-
ids air and water are pointed out by means of a literature review.
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Numerical investigations for a conceptual model and a model of a
fractured sandstone block demonstrate to what extent these differ-
ences affect the tracer breakthrough curves. Several types of conti-
nuum models are analyzed.
An evaluation of the sensitivity of tracer breakthrough curves to the
model input parameters allows for the identification of the relevant
transport and mixing processes for the two carrier fluids. It is demon-
strated that for single and double continuum models the insights
gained from gas tracer experiments can be transferred to the water-
saturated case, as long as at least one highly permeable component
is involved. As soon as flow velocities are small in all components,
a reliable estimation of the parameters defining advective transport
processes (permeability and porosity) is no longer possible by means
of gas tracer tests, as transport by diffusion becomes dominant.
Furthermore, the sensitivity analyses allow for the identification of
those parts of the breakthrough curves obtained from gas tracer tests
that are most suitable for the estimation of parameters for the water
saturated case. This study thus provides valuable information con-
cerning an optimal sampling design for dipole tracer tests in prac-
tice.
A double continuum model of the sandstone block investigated in the
scope of the Aquifer Analogue Project is developed. Due to strong
heterogeneities of the sandstone block, the flow and transport behav-
ior cannot be represented satisfactorily. The model performance could
be enhanced by adding discrete elements in order to account for the
strong discontinuities found at the field site. A prognosis of the be-
havior of the water-saturated sandstone block would then be possi-
ble. This would create a link between the numerical analyses in this
Conclusions 239
thesis to a real aquifer environment.
The applicability of the approach to identify an appropriate model
type for a system by means of key figures to the two-dimensional
case is investigated. It is demonstrated that due to the special char-
acteristics of the dipole flow field, the tracer breakthrough curves for
different model types are similar. It is thus more difficult than in the
one-dimensional case to deduce the number and type of the compo-
nents contributing to the transport processes from the shape of the
tracer breakthrough curve. By means of the sensitivity analyses car-
ried out in the scope of this thesis, the influence of different compo-
nents of a porous medium is quantified and conclusions concerning
the key figures are drawn.
Concerning future investigations the following main aspects should
be considered:
• The dimensionality of the flow field plays an important role
concerning the shape of the tracer breakthrough curve. Thus,
the influence of dimensionality on characterization criteria is to
be analyzed.
• Due to strong local heterogeneities within the sandstone block,
the multi continuum model is not able to satisfactorily represent
experimental data of the sandstone block. This can be accounted
for by introducing the main fractures into the multi continuum
model.
• Sensitivity analyses may support research of groundwater qual-
ity aspects in fractured rock, a desirable step in future modeling
efforts.
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